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**Title word cross-reference**

#FluxFlow [ZCW+14].

\((X,Y)\) [BBD+11]. + [CMP09, FWG09, QWC+09, WC11, ZZG+12]. 1 [SZB+09]. 2 [AL06, AJDL08, AHKMF11, ARH+15, AJ19, BBIa09, BHSH15, CKW+12, DNP07, DHM13b, DMC15, GRT17, GJR+14, JDL09, LKJ+05, LWS+17, LRN96, LLO04, LKR+18, LLCD11, LCS+12, LFR03, MSA17, NHYY18, PQMCR17, PGT+08, PMW13, QCT13, RKG+11, RF11, SZB+09, SHM+07, SMN12, SWCR15, SS13b, TWH505, TKAM06, TIK15, WWYS04, WLL+05, WTL+09, Won16, YEII12, ZWZ+13, ZWR14, vWN04]. 2.5 [APV+15, YSL+13, YJL+15]. 3 [ARH+15, AHR+11, BSB+18, BGCS17, BF01, BIAI17, BTB10, BTHD11, BC12, CWZ+14, CWL12, CPW+18, ChLYL09, CC08, CZN+11, CMK15, CCM11, DDW14, DHL09, DMR04, DBW11, DRHK07, ERL+13, ET08, FW08, FYTL19, FCL09, GCL+15, GW13, GRT17, GCL+18, GIS03, GJR+14, GPP+16, HDBC15, HE06, HLL97, HLRC+12, HM10, HLYL18, IFP97, IFM14, JSG03, JK16, JNC+15, JDL09, JBS06, JCWD14, KSG+16, KZL07, KHS+19, KCA16, KLG+16, KCK+19a, KYT+18, KKKW05, LYY+16a, LSO7a, LH03, LDH09, LKL+15, LKR+18, LDN11, LJZ12, LL05, LY06, LB17, LGS12, LOD16, LSM03, MS08, MWSJ14, MW99, MCHM10, MAST16, MCG12, MH10, MY14, MKJ06, MDS16, MES+11, MWC+12, NWHWD16, NB95,
NQX+05, NHYY18, OA11, dJOBNM17, OH06, PBO14, PK08, PLW11, PLW12, PJ03, PZ07, PH07, PUNI11, PGI17, QY07, QC1+09, RSBB17. 3
[RHZN11, RT12, RKZZ19, SK16a, SKYS14, SP+14, SPBB96, SW97, SRW+16, SGJM18, SKW+11, SW17, SW17, TKTN09, TSL+13, TNT17, TMWS13, TC09b, TL+12, TKAM06, TLC+10, VCP08, VAB12, VW12, VAs16, WH09, WWC+14, WM18, WTL+09, WQZ+18, WB08, WSE07, WFG+19, WXY17, WCB+12, WLDW11, YOS13, YPRI17, YLSL11, YSI+10, YEII12, YEII16, ZTP05, ZTZ17, ZPP05, ZCFL15, vLBB16, zBBKN14]. 360
[LXRY18, MS18a, ZLK+18]. 4
[BB09, BPM+13, CTGH13, CFHH09, HDJ05, INCB18, KGP+13, LHC16, ZH07, ZWR14, vPBB+10, vPBB+11]. 6 [GL17]. 8
[HDJ05]. 2
[BJK+16, SB17]. 6 [RPAC17].

\forall N \in \mathbb{N}_0 \text{ } f: R^3 \rightarrow R^2 \text{ } \mathbb{S}[C^+16]. \text{ } hp
[NK06, KDBB17]. \text{ } K
[Zha14, CK10, KHM+98, VPF15]. \text{ } k^+[VPF15]. \text{ } L_0
[GXW+18a, GXW+18b, SSW18]. \text{ } N
[IMR01, OHWS13]. \nu [Nie04]. \text{ } p [ZK14a]. \text{ } R
[FGF+05]. \text{ } \sqrt{3} [WQS07]. \text{ } \geq [OBLN17]. \text{ } Z
[KYK11, WHL16]. \text{ } || [BJK+16].

- Clustering [BBD+11]. - D [MS08].
- dimensional [ZWR14, IMR01]. - DOF [GL17, TIK15]. - DOFs [KHM+98].
- Functions [FGF+05]. - Nearest [CK10].
- Partition [ZK14a]. - Quaternion [Nie04].
- Subdivision-Based [WQS07]. - Test [KYK11].

1 [ZCD19]. 1.5D [SWW+15]. 11 [RPHEI08].
1115 [CWDH09]. 15th [KHE09].
2 [CD19]. 2000 [Var01]. 2005
[CLS07, SGR06, SW06]. 2008
[CR08, EDF08]. 2009 [An09e, An09d].
2010 [An09c, An09d]. 2011
[An14e, An14f, An14g, BHTY15, JLS15]. 2015
[An15c, An16b, An16c, LST+16, WLY17]. 2016
[An16d, An16e, Dil17, Ebei17, Mere17, Ota17]. 2017
[DS17a, De 18b, Dw17, Han18, Hee18]. 2018
[An19a, BKL18, Car19, DS18a, Ymm19].
2nd [KBB+18].

3D [PKMR15]. 3DCT [AHRG10].
6 [BDF16]. 6-DoF [BDF16].
7DOF [CLW18].

Abstract [BM13, CL06, MHD+18, PTC10, SPL+13]. Abstracting [MJW+13]. Abstraction [AAWF17, CCM+14, CG07, CWRY06, EBB+15, JER16, KLC09, KM+13, LWCC18, SMMR06, VI18, ZMT+19].
Abstractocyte [MAAB+18]. ABySS [NJBJ09]. ABySS-Explorer [NJBJ09]. Accelerated [BC12, KMH11, LM05, MK09, PSR17, QMK+06, SH00b, FM07]. Accelerating [LCDP13]. Acceleration [KRHH11, LQX14, RGC+14].
Acceptability [KLD+09]. Accessibility [KKMS11, SR00]. Accessible [CKLL09, KMKY10, eYL07]. Accessory
[WK14]. Accommodation [Kra16].
Accrual [MDL+19]. Accumulation [MDL+19]. Accuracy [GBP19, HV00, LB03, MKW07, SCKR08, WMS98].
Accuracy-Conserving [SCKR08].

Accurate [AT05, AGDJ10, BES12, BN12, DWB⁺06, FH16, GKT⁺08, GBP12, HSSK16, HR11, LDW⁺15, MCP⁺06, MNKW07, NLKH12, RNL09, SSIF09, SCYW16, Vis15, WHM14, WHL16]. Achieving [Ano10d, Ano11d, Ano13d, Ano13f, Ano14e, Ano14g, Ano14f, Ano16c, Bil13, Bee17, Hee18, Sch13, Ynn19].

Achievement [PMvWC05, ACM [BvdP12, BDC17, CLS07, GW13, HK10, KS14a, KPG12, KL14b, LS06, MY14, Ota17, SK16a, SK15, SW17, TL11, WLW17]. ACM/Eurographics [Ota17].

Acoustic [ACTM12, FM04, MAST16, MDHB⁺07, SLM18]. Acoustics [DBM⁺06]. Acquired [BSS⁺08, JNC⁺15, MI13, WCR⁺11].


ActiviTree [VJC09]. Activity-Centered [VJC09]. Actuation [KJH⁺18]. Acuity [PK13]. Acuity-Driven [PK13]. AD [CLT⁺08]. AD-Frustum [CLT⁺08]. ADAPT [KMSB14].

Adaptation [ANR⁺18, Bac07, HDJ05]. Adaptive [BT13, CLCQ12, CL18, CZZ17a, CLT⁺08, DK11a, DiC14, DWB⁺06, EDF11, F12a, GSA⁺09, GABJ08, GSDJ04, GB08b, Jen12, KSH03, KL07, KL14a, KNO15, KDBB17, LPPK12, LPLT11, LPPQ14, MS08, MDS⁺18, NW10, NOB16, OR98, OR99, PBPP11, PMvWC05, RNL09, RLNN11, STH13, SMRL09, TSLR07, WWW⁺19, WL16, WSC⁺95, WPB⁺11, XESV97, XA09, YL08, ZG12, ZHZ15, ZPS04, Zhu05].

Alias [SK99], Alien-Free [SK99], Aliased [SF19]. Aliasing [CMFL16, MT05].

Aligned [CS08, CSC06]. Alignment [ADG11, FA15, JKM06]. Alignments [WWFT03]. All-Frequency [HFX+15, LHLW10, SHR+11, WPC+13, XJF+08].

AllBoard [DSC+16]. Allocation [HLG+14, MMT+14]. Almost [PTC10].

along [WM18]. Alpha [WM19].


Ambiguity-Free [LLCM12]. AmbiguityVis [WSA+16]. Ambiguous [KNKH19, KCC+17]. Ameliorating [RMW09]. Among [KGS98, AL06].

Amongst [CC07]. Amplified [RSBB17]. AMR [Ano09b, ME11b, SP07]. AnaFe [GDKB17]. Analyogy [RM15, SVK+07].

Analyses [GLK+13, JBS+18, JA18, KTB+18].

Analysis [AHSS14, wAPS14, AHK+17, AAMH13, AHRG10, AAH+13, AAGF18, AAGS19, ABC+19, ASG15, BSS+13, BMJK09, BRT12, BBD+11, BE18, BKW16, BKL+11, BLM96, BMLC19, BMWM06, BAAK+13, BPB14, BCB10, BAF+13, Bon98, BPM+13, BISM14, BNTM16, BWT+11, BDW+08, CGSQ11, CSL+16, CLG16, CM10, CD19, CZZ17b, CHW+18, CGJM19, CWQ+07, CDL+16, CRT04, CDK+17, DVP+18, DLW+17, DuVH+19, DSG+17, DFD+14, DTW+15, DCK+12, DS16b, DCH+17, DB07, Eic00, EJR+14, FPB17, FCZ15, FMH08, FHX+09, FZCQ17, GFG+14, GKL+13, GMS+07, GMD13, GSL+17, GJC+17, GGA+11, GHL18, GLG+13, GRVE07, GQM+18, GXY12, GXZ+18, GJG+19, GWK12, HSCW13, HBG11, HEFR18, HDS19, HMSA08, HTP+08, HK+19, HV00, HMZ+14, HPU+18, HLG+14, HZ13, HOGJ13, JFSK16, JBMS09, JCG08, KPHH12, aKGS11, KBE+18, KMDH11, KH13, KHS+19, KJW+18, KCS+16, KOJL+14, KLG+16, KBGE11, KJW+14].

Analysis [KMG+06, KBH06, KFS+19, KG+12, KRRW19, KCPS08, Lac96, LSSB12, LBS13, LTC18, LBW19, LS13b, LSPS10, LGYG12, MHS07, MEV+14, MS04, MKN+07, MGKH09, MGJ+10, MBL+06, MGB+19, MMDP10, MBH+12, MHB+07, MGMO9, MZC+16, NMGK17, NDR96, OJ15, OBJ16, OSSK12, OJCP16, ODH+07, OHWS13, PVF13, PYHZ14, PH11, POM+09, PV06, PBCR11, QCX+07, RESC16, RBS+18, RS12, RAL+17, RWF+13, RML2, RFLL18, RK+16, RGC+14, RB18, SZS+17, SKB+18, SPS06, SJH+17, SCT+10, STM17, SHVV16, SFB+12, SHM+07, SGB13, SF14, SK13, SHB+14, SW13, SOL+13, SMER06, SYS+06, SLK+17b, SR00, SS18, SJJ+18b, STH02, SSL+12, SGPR18, SWL+14, TK17, TKW08, TFH11, TLLH12, TKBH17, USKD12, VP04a, WSH+19, WZvdW13, WLSL17, WLS+19, WK06, Wea10, Wen14].

Analysis [WGS+13, WG16, WMA+16, WPS+16, WCQ+09, WLY+14, WPZ+16, XYC+18, XWW+13, YSZ04, YRWG13,
Appearance-Based [SM+11]. Application
[BTB+04, BGM+17, DMR04, GGA+11, HLRC+12, HFG+12, KKPS08, LLBS17, LK09b, LRF+11, MTB17, OMD+12, PFP+11, PM08, PNML08, PPM+11, STS10, SD11, SGM08, YNYH06, ZWA+13].

Applications
[AB01, BI12, BSO+12, BJK+16, CCKS19, COCS03, CSM07, DFR10, GXH+13, GGT07, GMM05, Guo17, Hub95, ISC07, JKJTM06, JBS06, Keo00, LLT04, MGPH06, MK13c, NTS11, QMK06, RF11, RSD+13, SJL+18, SLA+09, SXM17, SWC+08, SK13, Ste98, WGS07b, WDC08, XXM19a, YL16, YML+17, YXM15].

Applied
[Kin10, SCT06, dLVvL06, vAPP+11]. Applying
[CLB13, HSTD18, SKK+14, TFO09]. Approach
[ADWK+17, AAGS19, BMTD05, BMA+19, BJK+16, BW01, BM17, CBL07, CCB11, CHW+18, CGUM19, CGH+19, CXM19, CSWP18, DC17, DGW11, DDB10, DSC+08, DCKY02, FM12a, FGH+09, FBS05, GNP11, GIK+07, GNP+06, GBH08, HBJP12, HM95, HBW06, HM13, HNR+06, HZM+16, KHA12, KLYE13, KS02, KTE15, KGZ+12, KY06, KCM18, LBS13, LVRH07, LAK+11, LT18, LXC+17, LLZ+16, LSPW12, MY96, MHR+10, MHR+11, MB19, NR18, NSL19, OJ15, OH06, PBN+13, PSM15, PSF09, PGL+12, PRS17, RKK16, RE14, RFL18, S06, S08, S16, SAS16, SKU+12, SPB08, SC15, SA19, SSB19, TMWS13, TWSS16, TLM05, VFR13, WAM+19, WM08, WGS18, WFC+18, WCC+18, WASQ18, WGSY19, WQZ+18, WBH04, XCH+14, XM17, ZHF12, ZHLB13, ZGM18, vEHBV16, WBD14]. Approaches
[CK05a, FHKM17, FTES13, HB13, JAAL18, LD11b, MKT+18]. Approaching
[HTR19, HQ07, JWD+14, KMDZ10, RMCW19, TFO09, Wan11, Wil12]. Approximating
[HTR19, HTF97, JSG03]. Approximation
[BYA15, CGL+17, GGGZ+18, LLZM11, PA06, RKSH11, SSOIT05, WXC+08]. Approximations
[SG96, HIJ19a, HJW99b, KH01, LS17, WBBH04]. ARbis
[HJ+18]. Arbitrarily
[PHF07]. Arbitrary
[BWW+12, HB03, KLS+18, LLF08, LTW08, LB+08, LWH+04, NPPZ12, RNK+15, RE14, VBP+11, WDC08, XXS13, ZC06]. Architectural
[SYYC11]. Architecture
[ARB07, BWW+12, BM+07, BM+08, CGC+11, CFHH09, FH07, HKC+12, LLW15, MB03, MGPH06, MFS+09, NKP+15, PTB09, SRH16, S95, SLF+12, Wal12, ZPS04, LLLN+14]. Architectures
[HQQ12, RPS19, SC09, SVLF10]. Area
[CDK04, LS17, LDN11, NSZ+17, RSF14, SNM16, TGS11, Wil12, XHL18, ZSG+13]. Area-Based
[LDN11]. Area-Preservation
[ZSG+13]. Area-Preserving
[TGS11]. Area-Proportional
[RSF14, Wil12]. Areas
[ESI18, MNN+19]. Arithmetic
[LQXL14]. Arithmetic-Based
[LQXL14]. Arm
[TAK+05]. Arrangements
[GNMC+16, MSH14, SDMT16]. Array
[TKTN09]. Arrays
[LIN14]. Arrive
[GGZL16]. Art
[Elb95, Elb98, KCW13, NXQ+05, SPL+13, SEH08, VY14, XZZ+17, ZLP+06]. Arterial
[IPD+07]. Artery
[BGP+11, MSD+08, TBB+07]. Arthrodial
[MGL07]. Arthroscopy
[STH13]. Articulated
[Fau99, KMT14, KBH+10, KWC+10, RLNN11, TFO06]. Artifact
[AHR+11, MSH14]. Artifacts
[CMS06]. Artistic
[CM11, CR05, KCW13, RB11, YF14].
**Automatic** [AMJ+12, AT16, BKM13, CCM11, DLF+09, ED06, FXG12, GLvP+12, HLB+18, IK95, JHW+14, KGP+13, KWS+14, LLL+12, MHS07, MIO+15, PPT+11, RNK+15, SRM0W11, SWF+16, TW18, VAB12, Won16, ZT09, WHZ+18].

**Automating** [Koo08]. **Autonomous** [LSK+18]. **Autoregressive** [LFA+16].

**Autostereoscopic** [LDN11, MT05, PKS+08, YHLJ08]. **Available** [BVW+07]. **Avatar** [BPS13, JAO+14, RBLW07, WGR+18].

**Avatars** [Bai13, CK16, JAO+14, KPBL16, LBE+14, SSS13]. **Average** [GCN13, WC13]. **Averaging** [GBP+13].

**Aviation** [CB15]. **Avoid** [DWA10]. **Avoidance** [BOP15, LCNG14, LKM+18].

**Award** [Ano14d, Ano14e, Lin14c, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano13c, Ano13e, Ano13d, Ano13f, Ano14g, Ano15c, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Bil13, Car19, De 18b, Dil17, Ebe17, Fuc13, Han18, Hee18, Meh17, Ros13, Sch13, Ynn19].

**Aware** [AZC+12, BYA15, BIBM18, BDSW13, BL07, CL18, CQC+08, CBL07, CZC+15, CLB+16, DZMQ16, DWK+16, HM10, JFZ+18, LLY+13, LJJH14, LLZ+16, LSV+18, MLKS18, MLMP18, NN11a, NN11b, OSS+17, PRH10, RDB+12, SCOIT05, TLD+12, VF13, WCC+18, WLZM10, YXG+13, Yan18, YEI12, YLG+14, YEI16, Zha14, ZJX+15, WWZ+19]. **Awareness** [GLZR17, HTL13, dJOBNM17, QPNK18, SSK+16].

**Axes** [CVW11, KCP16, LYY+16b, TLH10]. **Axis** [AG16a, FGS19, KKW+17, RSS14, SPB96, SCYW16]. **Axisketcher** [KKW+17].

**B** [BDHJ04, Cse10, Cse13, HHQH17, LWS97, LQLX14, ONL+12, PH07, RE01a, XF04]. **B-Mode** [PH07]. **B-Spline** [BDHJ04, Cse10, Cse13, LQLX14, ONL+12, RE01a].

**B-Splines** [LWS97, XF04, HHQH17]. **Back** [Ano08b, Ano11f]. **Backchannel** [DGW+10]. **Background** [KSY+16]. **Backgrounds** [SPP+14]. **Backward** [GT+17]. **Bacterial** [WWFT03]. **Bad** [BTS+18]. **Bag** [EHBA11].

**Bag-of-Features** [EHBA11]. **Balanced** [NLS+11]. **Balancing** [DL12, NSZ+17, PS06, ZGH+18]. **Ball** [BM+99, WR11]. **Ball-Morph** [WR11].

**Ball-Pivoting** [BM+99]. **Balloon** [TS08]. **Ballot** [WBDS11]. **BallotMaps** [WBDS11]. **Band** [LKHW04]. **Bandwidth** [SCL08, WSS09]. **Banking** [HA06a].

**Banquet** [Kas12]. **Bar** [KHD02, KHD07, TJW+17, TSA14]. **Baroclinic** [KLYS12]. **Barrier** [HSF+06, PKS+08]. **Bars** [CG14].

**Barycentric** [SCT+06, SAS+05]. **Bas** [SRM09, SJM14, ZZL+15]. **Bas-Relief** [SRM09, SJM14, ZZL+15]. **Base** [KZW+12].

**Based** [AJDL08, AHR+11, Ano14b, ALMF19, AW03, ADP02, BW03, BW04, BRT12, BF01, BHST17, BKRE19, BBH+17, BKDE00, BKL08, CBL07, CBL13, CCM11, CMN13, CL18, CQC+08, CBL07, CZC+15, CLB+16, DZMQ16, DWK+16, HM10, JFZ+18, LL+13, LJJH14, LLZ+16, LSV+18, MLKS18, MLMP18, NN11a, NN11b, OSS+17, PRH10, RDB+12, SCOIT05, TLD+12, VF13, WCC+18, WLZM10, YXG+13, Yan18, YEL+12, YLG+14, YEI16, Zha14, ZJX+15, WWZ+19]. **Awareness** [GLZR17, HTL13, dJOBNM17, QPNK18, SSK+16].

**Axes** [CVW11, KCP16, LYY+16b, TLH10]. **Axis** [AG16a, FGS19, KKW+17, RSS14, SPB96, SCYW16]. **Axisketcher** [KKW+17].

**Based**
Brushlet [Sel15], BSP [WM13b], BTF [LPF+07], Bubble [CPC09, GSWD18, ZFS+19], Buckling [KNO15], Budget [WLHD17], Buffer [CMFL16, QK04, Zha14, VPF15], Buffers [WLH16], Building [MAF11, MWC+12, MP13, PCL+18, SLC+19, SWF+16, VAB12, WFS+16], Bundled [HEF+14, HPNT18], Bundling [Hol06, YWSCI2, ZCL08], Burning [BWP+16, LIGF06], Business [BCH+13, VvWvdL06], Butterfly [MQV00], BVHs [Wal12], by-Example [DV95].

Cable [SL08], Cache [SJH+07, TDR10], Cache-Efficient [TDR10], Caches [YL06], Caching [GBP07, IWR+18, KGPB05, LY06], CAD [HC05], Calculations [SS05], Calculus [BBK07], Calibrated [BJM07], Calibration [BSM06, BMY05, GIMS18, HBKS09, IK15, KBB+12, KLS+18, KV98, MOI+15, PIN+15, PGRS13, RKK+15, RSS14, SH00a, TGW+95, WCW+16], Calibration-Free [KV98, SH00a], Call [Ano08c, Ano12e, XMM19a], Camera [BMY05, CRPH10, Dan16, DH08, GSC15, HZM13, JWS04, KNIR17, LL04, PRA+10, RK17, RKK+15, SM09, TKTN09, TMM+13, WLHD17, WCW+16, YLL+12, YGFX19, ZJH+11, Zha16], Camera-Based [BMY05, JWS04], Camera-Sampling [LL04], Cameras [BD16, CPW+18, KM10, LG12, PSM06, SLG+17, WLT+18b, WXY17, XLC+18], Can [JAO+14, aKGS11, TKE16], Cancellation [SRW+16], Cancer [BSKR19, GHL18, HHO+17], Canopies [CBLD11], Capacities [SLW+10, HSKIH07], Capacity [ChLVL09, HW12], CAPE [JNC+15], Capstone [Ano13t, Cox11, Fra12, Sza10, Bla12], Capture [BWK+13, CTGH13, CPW+18, CBL07, HCMTH15, LPG+18, LJJ+18, MCP+06, NQX+05, RK17, SLG+17, TAL+07, WL+18b, XLC+18], Capturing [BB12, HHH16, MLD+17, Tay02], Car [MF11, TYSN06], Carbon [BWW+17], Card [HA17], Card-Based [HA17], Cardiac [BPM+13, KGP+13, XSZ+17], Cards [SOR+09], Career [Ano10c, Ano11c, Ano13c, Ano13e, Ano14d, Ano15c, Ano16b, Ano16d, Car19, Dil17, Fuc13, Han18, Ros13], Caricatures [CCM11], Caricaturistic [RVG06], Carlo [HKL17, LSPW12, Sbe97], carrying [HSKH07], Cars [RHJ+16], Cartesian [EM06, KBVH17], CartoDraw [KNP04], Cartogram [NASK18, NAK18], Cartograms [KNP04], Cartography [Rot13], Cartoon [YJL+15, ZCZ+09, ZHF12], Carving [DZL+14, FG99], Carvings [LTPH17], CasCADe [INCB18], Cascading [AS98], Case [BvL06, FWD+17, GGLZ16, JCRS09, aKS12, LD11b, MRSS+12, PLC+11b, SS06b, dLvL06], Cases [BLS04], CAST [YEII16], Casting [HAB14, HK99, KH+09, LGM+08, LY+10, RPS09, SM11, SF14, SM97, WJ08, WKI+17, vAPP+11], Casual [PSP07], Catalog [SMS19], Categorical [AAMG12, FWD+17, HV13, KHB06, LSS13, SS16, UDSL18, WPS+09, XZM17, ZMZM15], Categories [BSG18, KBPG13], Categorization [JF16, HSKI04], Category [LGG+18, VFR13], Catmul [QMV98], Causal [KIL07, WM16], Causality [WM16], Caused [CMS06], Caustics [AQ07, MB18a, SKP07], Cave [PFK+08, CDK+17, DJK+06, FWK16, PWHK16, SM12], CAVE-Like [SM12, FWK16, PWHK16], CAVE-style [CDK+17], Celebrating [KHE09], Cell [CMSW04, GJ10, HPuV+18, IK95, KSG+16, KHDL07, WKM103], Cellphone [DSC+16], Cells [MAAB+18], Cellular [DSG+17, MAK08, MCS+08], Center
Centered

Centralities [HZM+16]. Centrality

Centrality [LWZQ17].

Centroidal [LSPW12, RLW+16, YW16].

Cerebral [GNBP11, GlvP+12, MV8+17, OJCJP16, BMGK08]. CFD

[CMN13, HOGJ13]. CG2Real [JDA+11].

CGLX [DK11b]. Chairs [RS12]. Chairs

[Ano14o, Ano16p, Ano16q, BSI18, BRS18, CKB14, IKLW14, Ano13o, Ano15m, CGGR18, CFK12, CLS13b, DLM+12, vHMM+11]. Challenges [Nie96].

Challenging [PK08]. Change

[GGPPS13, KBH+10, LHH16, MXW+13, RCL+15, SBHW11]. Changes [HHWN02, JBMS09, LMZ06, NSH+18, SCL+12, TS07].

Changing [BS16, DHM13a, SFMB12].

channel [WOCH09, WBD14]. Character

[ASwD14, BMST97, DlD14, KJ12, KCP08, yKL12, LPG+18, MAF11, SKY12, TLC+10, VBK17, VSS08, ZKM18]. Characterise

[JAAL18]. Characteristic [HVSW11].

Characteristics [BS02, GlvP+12, YAE07].

Characterization

[HEWK03, HEG+17, MY96, Mar18].

Characterizing

[CGM+17, FBW16, GGG+18, GFB+13, GBGC+14, RES16, WMK13]. Characters

[HK09, MNZ+15, SPW07, ZKM18].

CHARM [FYZ+17]. Chart

[KA12, RLB19, RMCW19, TJW+17, WB16].

Charticulator [RLB19]. Chartification

[CKLL09]. Charts

[DDW14, DJ18, HA18, KHD02, KHDL07, TSA14, WWZ+18, LTWH08]. Chase

[vW14]. Checks [ASMP17, CLKS19].

Chemical [GBGC+14]. Chemistry [JV09].

Chess [LWL14]. Chief

[Lin14d, Ano13a, Ano14n, Ano15l, Ano16n, Ano16o, De 15d, DS16a, DS17b, De 18a, DS18b, De 19b, Ert07a, Ert10d, De 16a, Flo17, Hag03, Kau98, Lin11d, Lin11c, Lin12e, Lin12a, Lin13e, Mue19]. Child

[BCG+11]. Childhood [JAM+14].

Children [ANR+18, BBC15, PMvWC05].

Chinese [HHQ12, LCC+17, TDM+18].

Choices [SMT13]. Choking [FT13].

Choropleth [ZM17]. Chromium

[PAB+08]. ChronoLenses [ZCPB11].

Chunked [SE18]. Circle [YLG+14].

Circles [SZHR11, YR95]. Circular

[DBD13, WSPV11, Wi12]. CiSE [DBD13].

Citation [BSMS17, HHKE16].

Citation-Driven [BSMS17]. cite2vec

[BSMS17]. CiteRivers [HHKE16]. Cities

[CKW+17, MDL+17, MPBM+18]. City

[AERA14, MDL+19, PY09, ZMM06, FPV+13]. City-Scale [MDL+19]. Clark

[QMV98]. Class

[BJY+18, PS12, WCC+19, CCM+14].

Class-Optimal [PS12]. Classical [CQM10].

Classification

[AHH+14, BBOJ16, BS02, CDS+12, CRT04, CM09, GHL18, KKCS98, LZH+07, ME18, PFP+11, PSP15, SWB+00, SLM18, SPL+13, TKC17, TLM05, ZKM17, vCdVW14].

Classifier [HKBE12]. Classifiers

[MQB19, RAL+17]. Claudio [Ano14f].

Clean [GDN+07]. Clear [Bru17].

Clearance [KMH11]. ClearView [KSW06].

Cleaving [BLW14]. Click [ZTA12].

Clicking [JNC+15]. Clickstreams

[CCL+16, LWD17]. Click [JZ10].

Client [PJ03].

Client-Server [PJ03]. Clifford [ES05].

Climate [DPW+15, JBMS09, KBL19, KLM+08, PDW+14, WLSL17, WPS+16].

Clinical [CLB13, KLL12, NGCL19, SSB19, WSH+19]. Clip [SEH08]. Clipart

[YCD+16]. Clipped [XDN11]. Clipping

[SV98, WJA13b, WEE03]. Clips [SJK+12].

Clique [RFLL18]. clock [SBS16]. Cloning

[ZJJ+15]. Closed [HK09].

Closed

[BKA+11, BSG18, WS01]. Closed-Loop

[BKA+11]. Cloth

[BW04, CLMO17, KNO15, SZK15, SSIF09].
Cloud [APS+14, DNN13, HPJG08, LDX10, LZH+13, MZC+16, WCB+18, YEI12].

CloudLines [KBK11].

[BHS12, CLC+15, CK10, FFB18, JBS08, LRC10, MOG11, OHJ+11, OHWS13, TCL+13, YEI16].

Cluster [BDF16, CAN14, GRVE07, KT+18, LWCC18, LLR08, NWI17, OJCP16, SKB+18, SGM08, YHLJ08].

Cluster-Based [CAN14, KT+18, LWCC18].

Clustered [HBF08].

Clustering [AAGF18, BBD+11, CD19, CK11, CL09, CZQ+08, DDGL07, FKRW17, GPR+01, HSCW13, HOG+15, KSDD14, KEV+18, MB18b, NOB16, OK11, PBN+13, PGL+12, SK13, TN14, Trd12, WCR+18, WS09, ZCL08, ZAM11, vLBR+16].

Clusterings [PGU12].

Clusters [CGSQ11, MFS+09, SiH95, ZLC+19].

Clustervision [KEV+18].

Clustrophile [CD19].

Clutter [ED06, ED07].

Cluttered [BK12, SPP+14].

CNNs [HTP19].

Co [EPS+15, IC07, IFP+12, LHD18, TIC09, WXZ+16].

Co-Located [IFP+12, IC07, LHD18, TIC09].

Co-Location [EPS+15].

Co-occurrence [WXZ+16].

Coarticaltion [DNL+06].

Coating [HL02].

CoDDA [HDSC19].

code_swarm [OM09].

Codes [BAW16].

Coding [FM07, HCMTH15, HPJG08, MCA+10].

Coefficient [YYSZ06].

Coefficient-Optimizing [YYSZ06].

Coexpression [NKHC08].

Cognition [LNS08, MWCR06].

Cognitive [BSE+17, BLS15, SBS16, SFR+10, TTR10, ZLB+05].

Coherence [HSR13a, MTM+16, tCMR08].

Coherency [BSL+12].

Coherence-Based [BSL+12].

Coherent [CRH05, FWSL12, GGTH07, GIK+07, GHP+16, Har16, HVSW11, HPC+13, MPT03, RJJ17, SP07, SFB+12].

Cohort [GGC+17, KOJL+14, KPS16].

CoLa [DKM06b].

Collaboration [CC12, GLB16, NJJ11, TIC09].

Collaborative [BCB10, BE09, CDK+17, GCL+18, HTL13, IC07, IFP+12, JWL05, KAM+08, LH11, LLL06, MT14, MGPH06, RZP+07, SKY12, ZG1+18].

Collage [FYF+18, LZZ+18, WHFL14, YLG+14].

Collection [IHK+17, JDA+11].

Collections [BKW16, DYW+13, FYF+18, HHWN02, HFM16, KKP+17, LYK+12, PM08, RSW018, SK+14, ZGW+14, ZLDM16, cKJG+12, dLVvL06].

Collective [BJC+19, HZH14].

Collision [BW03, BW04, CL18, CCW+09, CS08, GSM+14, GLM06, Hub95, KGS98, KMT14, KGAM18, KHM+98, LCNG14, LKM+18, MBT07, MTS07, PML97, RG+04, SH12, TCYM09, TF06, ZK07, ZK12, ZK14a].

Collisions [FG99, MNC14, SSIF09].

Colon [GSZ+13, NMGK17, ZMG+10].

Colonoscopy [ZBB+06].

Color [CGSQ11, MFS+09, SiH95, ZLC+19].

Color Gord [BB03, BW04, CL18, CCW+09, CS08, GSM+14, GLM06, Hub95, KGS98, KMT14, KGAM18, KHM+98, LCNG14, LKM+18, MBT07, MTS07, PML97, RG+04, SH12, TCYM09, TF06, ZK07, ZK12, ZK14a].

Color-Blending [FG99, MNC14, SSIF09].

Colorgorical [GLS17].

Coloring [CC12, GLB16, NJJ11, TIC09].

ColorMap [DKM06b].

ColorMap [CC12, GLB16, NJJ11, TIC09].

Combinatorial [BCB10, BE09, CDK+17, GCL+18, HTL13, IC07, IFP+12, JWL05, KAM+08, LH11, LLL06, MT14, MGPH06, RZP+07, SKY12, ZG1+18].

Collage [FYF+18, LZZ+18, WHFL14, YLG+14].

Collection [IHK+17, JDA+11].

Collections [BKW16, DYW+13, FYF+18, HHWN02, HFM16, KKP+17, LYK+12, PM08, RSW018, SK+14, ZGW+14, ZLDM16, cKJG+12, dLVvL06].

Collective [BJC+19, HZH14].

Collision [BW03, BW04, CL18, CCW+09, CS08, GSM+14, GLM06, Hub95, KGS98, KMT14, KGAM18, KHM+98, LCNG14, LKM+18, MBT07, MTS07, PML97, RG+04, SH12, TCYM09, TF06, ZK07, ZK12, ZK14a].

Collisions [FG99, MNC14, SSIF09].

Colon [GSZ+13, NMGK17, ZMG+10].

Colonoscopy [ZBB+06].

Color [CGSQ11, MFS+09, SiH95, ZLC+19].

Color Gord [BB03, BW04, CL18, CCW+09, CS08, GSM+14, GLM06, Hub95, KGS98, KMT14, KGAM18, KHM+98, LCNG14, LKM+18, MBT07, MTS07, PML97, RG+04, SH12, TCYM09, TF06, ZK07, ZK12, ZK14a].

Color-Blending [FG99, MNC14, SSIF09].

Colorgorical [GLS17].

Coloring [CC12, GLB16, NJJ11, TIC09].

ColorMap [DKM06b].

ColorMap [CC12, GLB16, NJJ11, TIC09].
RKWH12, RLW+11, SMN12, Ste98, TC17, WGS07b, YSS+12. Computational [BSO+12, CJTM05, GLK+13, KZX+14, PW12, YESK95]. Compute [MFS+09]. Computed [AHR+11, MBW+07, SA19].

Computer [Ano14c, Ano14j, Ano15a, Ano16f, Ano16a, Ano17c, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano19a, Ano19d, BvdP12, BSM+13, BDC17, CC12, HE12, HQK06, JDA+11, Kas12, KHE09, KS14a, KLI14b, LWZQ17, MMCE09, Ota17, PBO+14, RSSA08, SK15, SR00, XZS+17, Yau18, ZLYY18]. Computing [ABCO+03, BEK10, BTJ+13, CWZ+14, DN13, GBP12, JZLG09, KLL+13, KSY14, MGM09, MZC+16, MTRP10, NJ99, QCT13, RvWT08, RRJH18, Wan08, WTL+09, XMX19a, XHF12, XWL+15]. Concatenating [MCP+06]. Concave [JFFB10]. Concavity [AZC+12].


[AdLH13, CLMO17, SLNB11]. Contagion
[VBC+16, WBA+14]. Containment
[WLSW08]. Contemporary [VHBS16].
Content [Ano19i, ADP02, CTM+13, CLB+16, GQM+18, HWS17, LLY+13, LJH+18, SBB+18, YLG+14].

Content-Aware
[CLB+16, LLY+13, YLG+14].

Containment-Based [ADP02, LJH+18].

Contents
[Ano10f, Ano11k, Ano12o, Ano13s, Ano15o, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano14q, Ano14r, CLS13a].

Contest [PFG08].

Context [BBBM18, BMGK08, BSSB10, BGKG06, CL18, CM16, DZMQ16, FWSL12, FN13, GNP11, GLZRI17, KSW06, LDM+18, LBS+19, MB19, PH07, QWC+09, RGP+12, RMW09, SBB+18, SWS+11, TWSK14, TS08, WKB+08, WLT08, WC11, WWLM11, WP16b, Yan18, YEII16, ZG+12, vHP09, zBBKN14, Kin10, NH06]. Context-Aware [BBBM18, CL18, DZMQ16, Yan18, YEII16].

Context-Awareness [GLZR17].

Context-Preserving [BGKG06, SWS+11].

Contents [BBDO6]. Contextual [BLE19, LPK+13, WS06b]. Contextualized [BAB+18, WKB07, WKB+08].

Contextualizing (OKB+19). Contiguous [KNP04, SKY14].

Contiguity [AAMG12]. Continues [vW14]. Continuity [JDSR+18].

Continuous [BW08b, BTS+18, CCW+09, CRPH10, GPR+01, HW09, KMT14, LT10, LT11, OKB+19, TCYM09, ZK12, vLDL03, EGS03, WM18].

Continuum [BBG+18, EGS03, WM18].

Contour [CD14, DN13, FIB+14, HSCS11, SB06, TFO09, WMK13, ZT09, LLLN+14, TGSP09, PLS+14, contour-preserving [LLLN+14].

Contouring [PSF09, SJW07, Wu16]. Contour [HTF97, SWC+08, TN14]. Contraction [EBB+15, YSZ04].

Contrast [GUFM15, HRISI15]. Control [EIKS18, FM06, FSME14, HSK14, HSH10, JAAL18, KLKS10, LGS+11, MY96, SWR+13, SLB04, SO17, SBE+15, SSS13, SPW07, TKTN09, TIK15, WHR02, WRF+11, WGF08, YLL+12, ZOC+13, ZBMY14, vDCvW14].

Controllable [HTZ+11, HYZ+12].

Controlled [BDK08, HHVW96, KZL07, KMT14, OTKIS15, WDC+07, ZT09].

Controller [VBK17]. Controls [LNHS16].

Conversion [SPO+12].

Conventional [DLW+17, FXG12].

Convergence [GCZL14, LHH16, TRL+19].

Conversion [LKL+15, LKR+18, LLWQ13, YR95].

Converting [GLTH01, HA18, SN97].

Convey [WPC04, HY+17, GCT17, KLM04, WPZ+11]. Conveying [IPF97, KHSI04, HDSC19].

Convolution [FW08, FC95, LM05, SK98, Sun03].

Convolutional [BJY+18, HKYM17, LSL+17].

Cooperation [LWZQ17].

Cooperative [TIK15, DMS+08].

Cooperation [SWL+14]. Coordinate [ED06, REB+16, tCMR07].

Coordinated [DCCW08, GR15, KSG+16, KERC09, LKD19].

Coordination [BBP08, DK10, DK11a, GXY12, HW09, JF16, LT11, LT13, LH13, LTP+05, ML19, NR18, NH06, RLS+19, RSS14, RSRDS16, YZG+09].

Coordinating [LHD18, TIC09].

Correcting [FST02, LCDP13, SHC19].

Correct [CWDH09]. Correction [ZT05].

Correctly [CWDH09].

Corelines [GT19].

Core [TIC09, CWDH09].

Core-based [HSDC19].

Correlation [AAMG12].

Correlation-based [HSDC19].

Correlation [EIG18].

Correlation [SNS+14].

Corporation [CSL+10, CLWW14].

Corporation [LKB+18].

Corporation [PP05, CN-04].

Corporation [ZT05].

Corporation [CWDH09].

Corporation [FST02, LCDP13, SHC19].

Correcting [MT14].

Correctly [CWDH09].

Correct [FST+14, HQ13].

Correcting [MT05].

Correct [Ano96a, Ano96b, HRISI15, IK15, JHW+14, SOS+17, SRC03, WSH+12, XDN11].
Corrections
[BGM+08, HJW99a, KS00a, MOF10, PR00b].
Corrector [BS05, SFBP09]. Correlated
[CY17, VS11]. Correlation [HYFC14,
KH16, LZJ+18, YHR+19, ZMZW+15].
Correlation-Preserving [LZJ+18].
Correlations [STS06, YPI13, ZW18].
Correspondence
[AW03, ADDG12, LNHS16, XA09].
Corresponding [NMGK17]. Cosine
[Cse13]. Cosine-Weighted [Cse13].
Cosmic [SPN+16]. Cosmological
[FSW09, NJB07]. Cosserat [ST09]. Cost
[BSE+17, CGJM19, DRHK07, KM10,
RZP+07]. Cost-benefit [CGJM19]. Costs
[Lam08]. Coulomb [JR07].
Countermeasure [BDB+16]. Counting
[BL04]. Coupled
[HZ13, LTDF8, RSM+16]. Coupling
[BLE19, BTT09, CMK15, VHL14].
Courses [CCL+16]. Court [WCW+16].
Cover [Ano10e, Ano15f, Ano16g, Ano16i,
Ano16j, Ano11f, Ano11h, Ano11j, Ano14i].
Coverage [Elb95, IDA+14, KM16, STM17].
Covering [RKG+18]. CoViCAD
[TBB+07]. Cox [MPK+13]. CPU
[SHC+09, WJ+17, WWW+19]. Crafted
[Ger13]. Crafting [PD+14]. Crease
[STS10, TKW08]. Creased [KMDZ10].
Creases [KSSW99].
Create [BDFM17, JK16]. Created [PPP12].
Creating [GLS17, KP05, KHA10, SVK+07,
SK16b, SJK+12, TSB+05]. Creation
[SLA+09, WYSM17, YT02]. Creative
[CLEK13, GDJ+13, KGD+19, RRHJ18,
WXJD17]. Creativity [Ger17]. Creature
[LGS+11]. Credits [Ano10e]. Crepuscular
[KKMS11]. Crest [SF04]. Criteria
[FPH+08, HZM13, LFA+16, PSTW+17].
Critical
[BDH+18, FFST19, RKG+11, SRW+16].
Critique [AJDL08]. Critique-Based
[AJDL08]. Cropping [LWZ+18]. Cross
[CPW+15, GGC+17, KZW12, LB17,
MGL07, NJJ11, SKYS14, Wea10, WPZ+11].
Cross-Cutting [CPW+15]. Cross-Filtered
[Wea10]. Cross-Organizational [NJJ11].
Cross-Parameterization
[MGL07, WPZ+11]. Cross-Sectional
[GGC+17, SKYS14]. Cross-Sections
[LZJ+18]. Crossing [BG+11, SS08]. Crowd
[FR13, LCNG14, PvdBC+11, RE14,
WOO17, nGAB16]. Crowded
[KAK+18, KCK+19a]. Crowds
[MT01, SMTT+17]. Crowdsourced
[BLIC19, LCL+19, WGS+13].
Crowdsourcing [GJC+17, MDF12].
Crystal [JKM06]. Crystalline [DK13].
Crystals [MJK06, SPCJL06]. CSG
[HR07a]. CST [HR07a]. CT
[HLRS+08, HKG07, RHR+09, XSS+17].
Cube
[CVC+12, KDA+09, MLKS18, XHL18].
Cubemap [WWL07]. Cubes
[DSS+09, LB03, Nie03, STH03, WFW+17].
Cubic [Cse10, Cse13, EVM08, KEPO8,
PQF+09, POD+13]. Cubical [SVAC12].
Cubist [CH03]. CUBu [vdZCT16]. Cue
[LKR+18]. Cueing [LSB+16, TCM06].
Cues
[BW14, KOCC14, LHC10, LDFZ14, LKM+18,
PB16, SLMA06, VBB07, WHA07, WSO6b].
Culling [BMA+19, CL18, GLM06, KS01,
MSHC99, SG99, TCM09, ZK12].
Cumulative [GWK12]. Curation
[SSBC19]. Curation-Based [SSBC19].
Current [Sat13]. Curvature
[AT05, KOC14, LHC0, LDFZ14, LKM+18,
PB16, SLMA06, VBB07, WHA07, WSO6b].
Curvature-Adaptive [ZG12]. Curve
[ACH+13, BSL+12, CSM07, JM10, LCMH09,
LLBS17, LGS12, MK14, ONL+12, OK11,
RvWT08, WL08, ZWR14]. Curve-Centric
[LCMH09]. Curve-Skeleton
[CSM07, WL08]. Curve-Skeletons [LGS12].
Curved [AFRS05, AMB+13, CRPH10,
LLBS17, WGC+08, XRP+12, vGMSW15].
Curves [BSH+16, DMC15, Eib95, HVSW11, KBI+18, MKW14, MYM16, MM08, NJ99, WT10a, WFG+19, ZDZ18]. Curvilinear [FC95, HHM14, HK99, STY12, CZC19]. Curvilinear-Grid [HMH14]. Curving [IPF97]. Custom [BLO+05, SLA+09].

Custom-Tailored [BLO+05]. Customer [WWL+10]. Cut [NKH11, LCL15].

Cut-Surface [NKH11]. Cutouts [LSR+13].

Cuts [DGW11, WWB+13, XTY+11, ZZBW08].

Cutting [CPW+15, FG99, GTLH01, SBW17, WZW+05, ZCC11].

Cyberinfrastructure [MEV+14].


Cylinder [LZH+13]. Cylindrical [AL11, AG17].

CyteGuide [HPvU+18].

D [CMK15, GW13, MY14, NHYY18, SK16a, SW17, AL06, AJDL08, AHKMF11, ARH+15, AHR+11, APV+15, AJ19, BB+18, BGCS17, BB09, BF01, BBiA09, BAI17, BPM+13, BTTB10, BTHD11, BC12, BSH15, CWZ+14, CTGH13, CWL12, CPW+18, ChLYL09, CC08, CZN+11, CKW+12, CFH09, CCM11, DWD14, DHL09, DRM04, DBW11, DRHK07, DNP07, DHM13b, DMC15, ERL+13, ET08, FW08, FYTL19, FCL09, GCL+15, GRT17, GSCI15, GCL+18, GIS03, GJR+14, GPP+16, HDBC15, HE06, HLL07, HLRC+12, HM10, HLYL18, IFP97, INCO8, IFM14, JSJG03, JK16, JNC+15, JDLO9, JC806, JCWD14, KSG+16, KZLO7, KHS+19, KCA16, KLG+16, KGP+13, KCK+19a, KYT+18, KKKW05, LYY+16a, LK+05, LS07a, LWS+17, LRN96, LH03, LDH09, LKL+15, LHC16, LLL04, LKR+18, LG13, LDN11, LJJ12, LL05, LY06, LB17, LLCD11, LCS+12, LGS12, LFR03, LODI16, LSM03, MS08, MWSJ14].

D [MW99, MCHM10, MAST16, MCG12, MSA17, MH10, MJK06, MDS16, MES+11, MWC+12, NWHD16, NB95, NQX+05, NHYY18, OHWS13, OA11, dJOBNM17, OH06, PQMCR17, PBO+14, PZLZ17, PK08, PLW11, PLW12, P303, PGT+08, PZ07, PH07, PMW13, PUN11, PGI+17, QCT13, QT96, QY07, QC+09, RSBB17, RHZN11, RKG+11, RT12, RKKZ19, RF11, SW12, SZB+09, SWB+00, SBV+11, SMM+07, Sel15, SKYS14, SPP+14, SPB96, SMN12, SW97, SWC15, SRW+16, SGJM18, SKW+11, SBW17, SS13b, TKT09, TLC+13, TFT17, TMWS13, TC90b, THWS05, TZZ+12, TKAM06, TLC+10, VCP08, VAB12, VW12, Vast16, WWYS04, WLL+05, WH09, WM13a, WCC+14, WM18, WTL+09, WQZ+18, WB08, WSE07, WFG+19, WXY17, WCB+12, Won16, WLDW11, YOS13, YPR17, YLS11, YSL+13, YJL+15, YL95, YS1+10, YE112, YE116, ZTP05, ZH07, ZWZ+13, ZWR14, ZTT17, ZGH+18, ZPP05].

D [Zho16, ZCFL15, vPPB+10, vPBB+11, vWN04, vLBB16, zBBKN14].

D-NURBS [QT96]. D-Snake [LG13].


Damage [HTP+08]. Dance [FXG12]. Daniel [Ano11d].

Dark [KHA12].

Dashboard [BSKR19]. Dashboards [McK09, SCB+19].

Data [AMM+08, AJ17, ACS+18, AAMG12, AHH+14, AZL+19, ARH+15, ARL+17, AA11, AAH+13, AAFW17, Ano99b, ASMP17, ASE16, AJ19, AHL+13, BSH+16, BPP+16, BE18, BEW95, BKL+11, BWK+13, BIA17, BAAK+13, BGB15, BSDW13, BBP08, BBB+19, BDD+16, BBB+12, BWT+11, BG06, BGKGO6, BAW16, CDC+07, CLG16, CLZ+18, CWT+08, CDR+18, CBL07, CZC+15, CYW+16, CXR18, CHW+18, CM16, CXM19, CLC+15, CM02, CPS97, CvW11, CNM13, CML+12, CMSW04, CSC07, CL11, CJTM05, CRY06, CMP14, DC17, DSKA19, DFD+14, DR08, DS16b, EGG+12, EM06, EMD+15, EBR09, FPB17, FKL10, FPV+13, FM12a, FAW10, FMH08, FSE12, FWR00, FIBK17, HHH+14, HK99, HTY+12, ZTYC12, ZCW19].
DBD18, KDX+12, KWS+14, KHZR18, MLMP18, PSTW+17, SOL+16, ZCD19.

**DecisionFlow** [GS14]. Declarative

[HB10, JVDVF19, SRHH16, SRM19].

**Decomposition**

[BNPB13a, BNPB13b, BPB14, CML+07, GMD+16, GH95, HHG14, HPNT18, KL96, LBD13, LGQ09, PPL+10, RNL09, Rob98, RF11, SS08, ZGH+18, ZCFL15].

**Decompositions**

[BRP19, CMLZ08, ER97, SZ12, Szy13].

**Decompressible**

[KXW+18].

**Deconstraining**

[YN03].

**Decorating**

[ZDW+05].

**Decoration**

[BKRE19].

**Decoupling**

[BB09].

**Dedicated**

[GUO00].

**Deep**

[BTTJ+13, CCJ+19, GL17, KAKC18, KTC+19, LSL+18, PHV+18, WGSY19, WSW+18].

**Deep-Learning-Assisted**

[CCJ+19].

**Deeper**

[HDR+13, YaKSJ07].

**DeepEyes**

[PHV+18].

**DeepTree**

[BHP+12].

**Defect**

[SPCJL06].

**Defects**

[MJK06, RGK+13].

**Deferred**

[TCM10].

**Deficiency**

[MOF09, MOF10].

**Defined**

[JJ09].

**Defines**

[AG17].

**Definition**

[WR11].

**Deformable**

[ADDG12, BW04, CGD97, DGW11, DT+17, DDKA06, EGS03, FST+14, HBA14, KL14a, LSH07, LKT13, NWI17, SO17, SSF13, TL07, TCYM09, WPG05, WB05, YGV+13, ZK07, ZWW+12].

**Deformation**

[AL11, BS08, BDD+16, CK05b, CCM11, CSC07, DCKY02, FG99, GD01, HMM14, HTZ+11, HYZ+12, KSNY17, LBD13, LG13, LL14, LXW+18, MV+17, SVAC12, SM06, TC09a, TWSK14, TEC+16, WCB+12, YHM+08, YXG+13, ZL+15].

**Deformations**

[CDA99, FvdPT97, HSSK16, HHZH17, KJ12, SSH14].

**Deformed**

[KBKG07].

**Deforming**

[BW11, BBIF12, CVG13, VPB+11].

**Depictions**

[PSM07].

**Deployable**

[ZWC+16].

**Deprivation**

[BBB+16].

**Depth**

[APW16, BE06, BG07, CMP14, Dan16, EBRI09, IJK05, IMS15, KPR+15, KOCC14, KSTE06, KL04, KJW+14, LDH09, LK09a, LK+15, LH16, LHN16, LDN11, NRS15, PB+12, RBWF18, SLG+17, SEA09, SJK+07, SSE15, YFX18, YGFX19, ZDJ+09, ZWM13].

**Depth-at-Field**

[RBWF18].

**Depth-Dependent**

[EBRI09].

**Depth-Fighting**

[VF13].

**Depth-Fused**

[LDH09].

**Depth-Inferred**

[ZDJ+09].

**Depth-Field**

[IMS15, LK09a].

**Depth-Ordering**

[ZWM13].

**Depth-Perception**

[BG07].

**Derivative**
Derived [OJ12, Rot13, TBB+08, WT10a, GDKB17].

Deriving [EGS03]. Descending [NMN+18].

Description [CDXR1, SAR+19, VC17].

Descriptions [LB19, MB01]. Descriptor [CZN+11]. Descriptors [CPG09, DNP07, EHBA11, UMW+12].

Design [AJDL08, ARRC11, AS05, BB12, BSKR19, BEJK12, BSM14, BLB+17, BGK11, BM10, CKW+12, CZZ17b, CWQ07, CLEK13, CJT1005, DPW+15, DBH14, EF10, FFB18, FCZ15, GS08, GKL+13, GWF14, GJZ+12, GDJ+13, HKBR+14, HHO+17, HA17, HKR+08, HA06b, HB10, HLRC+12, HZM13, HLB+18, JHKH13, aKGS11, KW14, KAM08, KSL+17, KS14b, KBV17, KHL17, KPR+14, LJJ+10, LTM18, LWS+17, LIRC12, LIM+12, LSC+12, LD11b, LLY06, MLMF12, ME18, MJW+13, MRSS+12, MMAM14, MTK+18, MPOW17, MMS97, MWN+19, Mun09, OM09, OK11, PFW12, PWH16, PB16, QT96, RHY14, RHR16, RKG+18, SKK06, SVC12, SFB+12, SHS1a, SNHS13, SMM12, SYYC11, SOL+16, SD12, SSL+12, SNR14, Sza18, TM12, TLD+12, TSW+07, WGM+08, WZK12, WASQ18, WKD19, WQ07, YCL12, Zag96, ZHT07, ZM13, tCMR07, vLFR17, WBD14].

Designing [Chi16, EMRY02, HN13, Kei00, KKL+16, dJOB117, PHV+18, SKK+14, TK17, WK06, ZWC+16]. Designs [HFM12, OAH+14, RHR16, WLF+19].

Desktop [JD13, LV12, PFK+08, TMM+13, TBR+12].

Destination [AAFW17, GZ14, YDJ+19, ZFL17, ZMT+19].

Detail [AWHS16, BSH15, CMP09, GLX17, HSH10, HYZ+12, KCIJ+10, MB01, NM13, NC07, WGS07a, WY19a, XESV97, Zhu05, ZBDS12, vEvW14, DMS+08].

Detail-Preserving [GLX17, HYZ+12].

Detailed [KLCK17, SSH14, ySKK07].

Detailing [YYT16]. Details [BB06, LBS+19, NDS10, SA19].

Details-First [LBS+19].

Details-on-Demand [SA19]. Detecting [AG17, KSDD14, TN13, WBDS11].

Detection [BW04, BDJ14, CLZ+18, CCW+09, CRT04, CS08, GLvP+12, GSM+14, GSL+17, GRVE07, HLRS+08, HQK06, HuB95, JWS04, JPL+16, KHS+18, KG98, KMT14, KHM+08, LWZ+16, LZH+13, MBT07, MRSS+13, MJK06, MTS07, OSB14, PLW11, PML07, SBJ+10, TCY109, TN14, WRM+10, WWC+14, WX17, WS1M17, WS01, Won16, XMM19a, XMM+19b, ZK07, ZK12, ZK14a, ZLK+18, ZBB+06, JQD+08].

Detector [BW03, DNP07]. Deterministic [BMA+19]. Developable [TC09a, Wau08].

Developing [BW11, KFS+19].

Development [KMSB14, LKK17, LFA+16, MY13, TAK+05]. Device [EPS+15].

Devices [BJM07, BMWW18, DFG+14, HTP+08, KPR+15, LS07a, LHD18, RBDG15, RJ17, SOS+17, YC14].

DIA2 [MEV+14].

Diabetes [ZCD19].

Diagnosis [BGP+11, KHZ18, LXL+18, MDD+08, OIR+17, SSMG13, ZWM+19].

Diagnostics [XMR17]. Diagram [CdOKRV09, YBW14]. Diagrammatic [JhR10]. Diagramming [LFW+19].

Diagrams [BTC10, BKH+11, CLB+16, CRB+05, JRH14, KLM10, MPW+12, RDI0, RZF12, RSF14, SSB14, SAS16, SZH11, SRHZ11, VCP08, WI12].

Dialogue [PMWC05].

Diamond [WD09].

Dice [EDF08].

Dichoptic [KK19].

Dichromats [CCB11, KOF08, SMO+13].

DICOM [CGS11].

Diderot [KCS+16].

DiffAni [RM13].

Difference [RM13, Sza18, WCJ06, YC14].

Differences [TSD09].

Different [BC18b, FTE13, GJZ+12, HOT98, SIL+10, TAL+07, YL18].

Differential [KHW+09].

Difficulties [HAS11].

Diffraction [RSR+18].

Diffuse
Diffusion [NSS14, SVGR16]. Diffusion [CLS+12, CYZ+09, DPR+00, FT+09, GYW+12, GSZ+13, GKL+16, HM+10, HQ+13, HLD+08, KLLR+07, KW+00, PT+17, STS+07, STS+10, WDC+08, WLY+14, ZDL+03, ZSL+16, ZDZ+18, ZHL+09, vAPP+11].

Digital [AB+06, DiV+15, JS+03, KSI+96, MBW+07, PMCS+11, SCT+06, SE+18, ZT+07].

Dimension [BWC+04, DWF+19, GXY+12, KW+10, STM+17, SMT+13, WCR+18, YRGW+13]. Dimensional [ALM+11, ADP+02, BSL+14, CCAL+12, DAW+13, EHS+13, GBP+10, GSW+14, GNP+06, HEWK+03, HHM+14, HNR+06, HRD+19, IHR+01, JDL+12, KRHH+11, KPB+14, LMZ+14, LT+16, LMW+17, MBS+04, NM+13, NE04, OHJ+11, SS06b, SLB+04, TAE+11, TFH+11, TLLH+12, TKBH+17, TLM+05, WSPV+11, WM+13a, WM+18, WAG+06, WXC+08, YXC+18, YRGW+13, ZWC+18, ZLC+19, FZC+07, GNP+07, LLRR+08, LPK+16, ZWR+14]. Dimensionality [JJ+09, KC+04, SZZ+17, SDT+16, WFC+18].

Dimensions [LBGV+13, TFH+11, YHW+07].

Diminishable [ALS+18]. Diminished [KSY+16, STB+18]. DimpVis [KC+14].

DimReader [FGS+19]. Dipoles [GBM+12].

Direct [AWC+10, ACTM+12, BTP+09, BMWM+06, BKW+08, CR+08, CWM+09a, CC+11, CWC+06, DWB+06, FDPH+17, FE+17, GPC+17, GKK+12, HLY+10, HXF+15, JKRY+12, KWP+01, KW+00, KC+14, KJL+12, LR+11, LL+06, MCK+12, Max+95a, OKB+19, RE+01a, SE+17, SF+14, SE+15, WQ+07, WKT+17, YCZ+16, YSI+10, ZWLM+13].

Direct-Indirect [ACTM+12].

Direct-Touch [YSI+10]. Directable [JFB+10]. Directed [CHK+04, DKM+06a, DRMM+13, MKT+18].

Directing [PvdB+11].

Directly [SS+11, WWY+04, WC+13, ZHZ+15].

Directionally [AM+13].

Directionally-Varying [AM+13].

Directivity [MAK+14]. Directly

[HB+13]. Dirichlet [HLG+14].

Disambiguating [HSL+19, SC+15].

Disambiguation [SW+17]. Disciplines [GZ+12].

Discontinuities [LT+10].

Discontinuous [SCKR+08].

Discovering [CS+12, LS+16, ZC+12].

Discovery [BS+19, DCC+08, Eic+00, IDA+14, PL+14, SS06b].

Discrete [AT+05, A+17, AJ+07, CS+08, ED+W+19, HKH+18, IR+01, JKL+18, KCOY+03, LS+13b, LTT+04, LCS+06, PLK+06, RS+12, SvdBL+11, SN+97, VCP+08, Zang+96].

Discretization [EJR+14, KDBB+17].

discriminable [GLS+17]. Discriminant [ZP+05]. Discriminative [MGMP+18].

Discussion [SR+16].

Disease [BGP+11, GND+18, MSS+08, OR+17, TBB+07].

Disentanglement [NOB+16].

Disk [LLL+08, YXH+13].

Disocclusion [DZ+16].

Disparity [WZC+15].

Displacement [AYR+09].

Displacements [KMD+10, WCB+12].

Display [BS+02, BC18b, CK+16, CM+16, CDK+17, DK+11b, DTT+17, ETO+10, Gor+02, GPK+14, HII+18, IFP+12, JH+13, JRT+14, KKT+18, KB+11, KFL+15, KML+96, LJS+15, LDH+09, LDN+11, LHC+10, MY+13, MBZ+12, MIO+15, NHH+07, dJOB+17, ORC+07, OHH+06, PKS+08, PGR+13, RWB+18, RLM+10, Sim+07, SvfLF+10, SZH+07, SBH+11, TKT+09, TIS+16, VB+18, WZW+05, WB+08, WPS+06, YNH+06, YHW+07, YHL+08].

Displaying [JS98].

Displays [AHK+11, AT+16, BSE+17, BI+12, BSM+06, BJ+07, BSE+18, BC+18a, BM+05, CAN+14, DVC+07, DFG+14, DKJ+06, GIS+18, HN+13, HRI+15, IK+15, IDA+15, IAIK+16, IHS+17, JH+13, JWS+04, KPB+13, KBB+12, Kra+16, LCR+16, LKD+19, LHI+16, LSK+18, MS+04, MT+05, MMCE+09, OTK+15, PIN+15, PBC+17, PGI+17, QPN+18, RHZN+11, RM+17, SLG+09, SBK+11, SFC+07, TAM+06, VH+16, ZFS+19].

Dissemination [BKW+16].
Dissertation [Meh17]. Dissimilar [HGWW18, ZCJH12]. Dissimilarity [BDD16]. Dissipation [KLLR07].

Distance [BA05, BKS01, CZN+11, DBW11, Gu01, GDN+07, HLD+08, JBS06, KBB+12, KHSS14, KL14a, KW11, KDBB17, KMH11, LPPK12, LMZ+14, NDS10, SFH06, SK00, YXM+15]. Distance-weighted [HLD+08].

Distances [LKD19, XWL15]. Distant [WHK15]. Distorted [SM09]. Distortion [BGR06, NHWD16, WLT08, YYSZ06].

Distortions [NSZ+17]. Distractors [PFW09]. Distributed [BSM06, BSO+12, CMLC06, CLL08, CCQ+14, DL12, LSJ+15, LNS08, MB03, NSS03, OWS15, PST+15, PMD+07, RLM10, SSMG13, SSK12, TIK15, Vis15, Wah14, WAG+12, Wil18, XZB14].

Distributing [LLL08]. Distribution [DS16b, DCH+17, GQG+17, HSC19, HLCB18, IWR+18, JH09, KBH13, OHJ+11, SSI99, XZM17]. Distribution-Driven [JH09]. Distributions [AWHS16, BWW+12, LLL+10, NSW+17, WAG06].


Doccurate [SSBC19]. Document [BPE19, BMS17, BSM14, CWDH09, GLK+13, HHWN02, HKBE12, KKP+17, MDM07, PM08, PNML08, SOR+09, cKJG+12].

Documentation [HF11]. Documents [BPE19, GBW17, KZD+10, KJW+14, SOR+09]. Does [KDX+12, YAE07, ZKM18].

DOF [GL17, TIK15, YEI12, BDF16]. DoG [Mur95]. DOI [JA18]. Domain [BRSP18, CCQ+14, CJTM05, DLW+17, DNP07, DL03, GHL18, tKS12, KCS+16, LS02, Mar18, RBGH14, YLSS11, Zhu05].


DOPs [KHM+98]. Dot [IFM14, NWI17, RWA+18, ZTA12]. Double [WPC+13, YSL+13, YHJ+17]. Double-Sided [YSL+13, YHIJ+17]. Doug [Ano14c]. Down [DH08, LFR03, LS10].

DQNViz [WSY19]. Dr. [Han95]. Draco [MWN+19]. Drag [OKB+19]. Dragging [CLEK13]. DrawFromDrawings [MSA17].

Drawing [AMA06, CHK04, DKM06a, BS11]. Drives [BLE19, GBW17, KZD+10, KJW+14, SOR+09].

Driver [KGAM18]. Drivers [LWLM18]. Driving [BIPS12, MRT+18, TYN06].

Drive [YMY08]. Driven [AZM12, AG16b, ARL+17, BGOJ16, BMS17, BM10, CDBR14, CDR+18, CXM19, CLR13, CM11, DS16b, FXG12, GH00, GABJ07, GABJ08, GGA+11, HBJP+12, HSC19, HD12, JH09, KSI+96, KSL+17, KST+14, KGZ+12, LJX+10, LCC+17, LHJ+18, LMD12, LSS13, LFP07, LLL+19, MD12, Mar18, PZLZ17, PK13, PL+14, PGL+12, RLNN11, SSH14, SPG14, SSL+12, VKG05, VFG06, WAM+19, WYM08, WHK15, WFC+18, WMGE12, YLL+12, ZGL+06, ZH07, ZLD+14, ZNZX16, ZGM18, tCMR08, MTK+18, ZBBW08].

Drivers [KGAM18]. Drivers [LWLM18]. Driving [BIPS12, MRT+18, TYN06].

Driver [KGAM18]. Drivers [LWLM18]. Driving [BIPS12, MRT+18, TYN06].

Driver [KGAM18]. Drivers [LWLM18]. Driving [BIPS12, MRT+18, TYN06].


DSLJ [WLHD17]. DSPCP [NR18]. DT [AS19, JFTW07, MN07].

DT-MRI [AS19, JFTW07, MN07]. DTI [BVP+10, CDZ+09, JDLO9, PFK07,
PPvA+11, ZCL08. DTI/HARDI [PPvA+11].

Dual [ATLF06, DWF+19, HKGO7, HF06, KLM04, KM06, LLLF08, LML+18, ME11b, SJW07, TFH11, WLC15, YLSL11, YFZ+18].


Ductile [FHG+09]. Duet [LBW19]. Duplication [HBF08]. Duration [MVN+19]. During [DC17, JBS+18, KBGE11].

DVV [KOJC12]. DXR [SLC+19]. Dye [JEH02]. Dynallax [PKS+08]. Dynamic [AHSS14, AL11, APP11, BFP14, BSS+13, BDY06, BMW18, BFL06, BVB+11, CWL12, CS08, DVP+18, DL12, FvdPT97, FBL+18, FM06, FT08, FTES13, GJG+15, GPK14, GGPPS13, Guo+12, HL02, HSS11, HSCW13, HBW14, HWL+11, HQ04, HTZ+11, HEF+14, JS06, JFY16, JWL05, KJL+12, KLS+18, KW13, LRP97, LWF+19, MB18, MB18a, MQV00, MKH12, MK07, MTB17, NWI17, NSE+12, NKHC08, OBPK18, OBLN17, PCY08, PKS+08, PH08, QMV98, RD05, RGFLL14, RP12, RG95, RM13, RSS+18, SST+17, SAM+05, SWW+15, SAC+08, SG99, SLW+10, Sun03, TJW+17, TF06, TSH+14, VS11, VPF15, VBB16, WLB+14, WMWL11, WDF+19, WB05, YNCP06, ZK17, ZPS04, ZMD13, ZGH+18, ZX18, vdEHBvW14, vdEHBV16, FHL10, LCM07].

Dynamically [BS16, LYY+16a, SA19].

Dynamics [BLG+16, Fau99, GRVE07, GBM+12, KBE+18, KBE09, LVR07, OBLN17, SJJ+17, SWL+14a, SGRP18, YESK05, ZBMY14, vLBR+16].


Ecosystems [BCH+13]. Eddy [WPS+16]. Edge [BRH+17, BYA15, BBJ+12, BSL+14, BVB+11, CZQ+08, DSC+08, DSS+09, DRMM13, EHP+11, Ho06, HM10, LLC12, OKSK16, SHH11, SMNR16, TCM06, YSZ04].


Editable [GXH+13]. Editing [ATLF06, BKW08, CML+07, HLCB18, LZH+07, LHJY12, LZW+13, LSS+15, WM13a, WP16a, WCB+18, WQ07, XLND11, ZZL+15]. Editor [De 18b, DW17, GKR14, Lin11a, Lin14c, MY14, MFS+09, AD12, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano13n, Ano14n, Ano15l, Ano16n, Ano16o, BvdP12, BDC17, BG11, CW11, De 15b, De 15a, De 15c, De 15d, De 16b, DS16a, De 17b, DS17b, De 18c, De 18a, DS18b, De 19b, DFQ12, Ebe00, Ebe03a, Ebe03b, Ebe04a, Ebe04b, Ebe06a, Ebe06b, Er07a, Er07b, Er07c, Er08, Er09a, Er09b, Er10a, Er10b, Er10c, Er10d, Er11b, Flo16, De 16a, De 17a, Flo17, GJK15, HK10, Hag99, Hag00, HE02, Hag03, HVY16, IKT15, Joy02, JLS15, Kau98, KL14b, LSCN09, Lin11b, Lin11d, Lin11e, Lin12b, Lin12c, Lin12d, Lin12e, Lin12a, Lin13a, Lin13b, Lin13c, Lin13d, Lin13e, Lin14c, Lin14a, Lin14b, Lin16a, MH10, Moo03, Mue19, MYM08, NSvW11, OO15, OA11, PZ12, Pur09, Qin09, Rus99, SK16a, SK15, SSL08, SL11].

Editor [SW17, Var01, WY19b]. Editor-in [Lin14d].

Editor-in-Chief [Ano13a, Ano14n, Ano15l, Ano16n, Ano16o, De 15d, DS16a, DS17b, De 18a, DS18b, De 19b, Er07a, Er10d, De 16a, Flo17, Hag03, Kau98, Lin11d, Lin11c, Lin12e, Lin12a, Lin13e, Mue19].

Editorial [Ano97b, Ebe07, Er07a, Er09a, Er11a, Kau95, Kau96a, Kau96b, Kau96c, Kau97, Kau98, KRTvW06, SGR06, SW06, BLM05].

Editorials [KN95]. Editors [CKSB14, vW11, Ano12g, Ano13o, Ano14o,
HBESB11, HAM11, HKKS18, IAIK16, IFM14, JNC15, JFBB10, KBB+12, KLMO4, KS00b, LKL+15, LDW+15, MUS16, MDS16, MOGI11, MSM+11, RSS14, SBS14, SBJ+10, THV+14, Zho16, KSO0a.

Estimators [BLM96]. Eternal [Bai13]. Euclidean [DPR00, KW05]. Euler [CAP18, RD10, RZP12, RSFH14, SAS16, SZHR11, SRHZ11, Wil12]. Eulerian [CM14, CMK15, JEH02, SWTH07, SXM17].

Eurographics [BvdP12, BDC17, KS14a, KL14b, MFS+09, SK15, AD12, CW11, Ota17, PZ12].

EuroVis [MYM08]. EVA [LGM+18]. Evaluate [DBP14, TTR10]. Evaluating [BW11, BBG+18, BJK+16, BPC+10, BBIF12, DBD18, GO15, GQM+18, HTP19, HSR18, IIC+13, KO12, KLD+09, KPR+14, LBS13, MHD+18, MBZB12, MTW+12, NAK18, OJEF19, PQMC17, PBC17, Ros11, SSRE18, SNDO5, SBW17, Vsa16, WZ08, ZLC+19, cKJG+12, SS19].

Evaluation [AJDL08, AZM12, ALBR16, AS05, BGP+11, BYB+13, BPS13, BTB10, BLIC19, BE09, Bru17, BGR06, BKH+11, BTJ+13, CCK07, COMP13, Cse08, Cse10, DRW16, DRHK07, EMdSP+15, FSTG16, FTES13, GLH+14, GHL15, HKBR+14, HMSA08, HKH+12, HQC+19, JRHT14, JF16, KGS+08, aKGS11, KKKT18, KOC14, KCHI12, KLL12, KDA+09, LLPP19, LT99, LD11a, LDA12, LFA+16, MLMF12, MY13, MK13b, MMMY97, MIO+15, NDM+97, NHB+17, NTS11, OBKP18, PFW09, PFW12, PWHK16, PFG08, PB16, RMW09, SSKB14, SD12, SFR+10, WAM+19, WR11, WKS05, WCA+17, XC19, YDGM17, cCMR07].

Evenly [LMG06, WLZM10].

Evenly-Spaced [LMG06]. Event [CvW18, CXR18, DFD+14, DSP+17, GS14, GZX+18, GJJ+19, KBB11, KFN06, LLMB19, LSB+16, MLL+13, PLC+11b, VJC09, WG12, YLL+12, ZCD19].

Event-Based [KFN06, VJC09]. Event-Guided [DFD+14]. EventRiver [LYK+12]. Events [BSR+14, CDW+16, DGWC10, LGM+18, LWLM18, WCS+18].

EventThread [GXZ+18]. Eversion [FS04]. Everyday [PSM07]. Evidence [BE09].

Evolution [wAPS14, BSH+16, BGM+17, DMR04, KRRW19, KZW+16, LWW+13, LWL14, SBV+11, Sun03, WPZ+16].

Evolutionary [GdBG12]. Evolve [CLWW14]. Evolving [CLT+11, KW19, LSB+16, WLIW10].

EvoRiver [SWL+14b]. EWA [ZPvBG02].

Exact [KL14a, KTCG17, Wi12, XLND11, XHF12, XWL+15]. Examination [HHCL01, KLL12]. Examining [FWK16, aKS12, YQK+17]. Example [ADP02, BGCS17, CZZ17b, DV95, FXG12, LC10, TTR10, WWYS04, ZBO13].

Example-Based [CZZ17b, FXG12, LC10, WWYS04].

Examples [HYZ+12, SZ11, XYS+16]. Exceptions [QH18]. Exchange [LBLE+14, YSZ+19]. Excluded [LBH14].

EXCOL [ZHF12]. Execution [EASD+19, IBJ+14]. Executive [ANO14v, ANO16x]. Exemplar [CWDH09, LKL+15]. Exemplar-based [CWDH09]. Exemplars [DHM13b].

Exhibit [RGFL14, BHP+12]. Existing [CPC09, MPG+14]. Exocentric [EIKS18].

Expand [vHP09]. Expanding [LIRC12, MAl05, WWC+14]. Expansion [Hau97, KLM04, MMMY97]. Expectations [KRH18]. Experience [TUG17].

Experiences [HHH16, LLKN17, LSV+18, PGG12, RKA+13, WBA+14]. Experiment [SNB+17, SFL+16]. Experimental [BMGK08, BHz+18, BE09, BPS+11, FIBK17, KHSJ04]. Experimentation [KTC+19].

Experiments [MRSS+12, PGK16, TSA14, vFWTS08].

Expert [Gle13]. Experts [AJDL08, GHL18, aKGS12, TVE14].
Explainers [Gle13]. Explaining [GRS+19, PSM12]. Explanation [BW00].

Explanatory [RRJH18, WBE+06]. Explicit [FSHH12, LCS+12, ZCBB13].
Exploded [BG06, KLMA10]. Exploiting [GH95, VB13, WWL07].
Exploration [AZL+19, AMA08, BB0+18, BCT13, BBH+17, BMS17, BLAI17, BW0+17, BMWW18, BBP08, BBG+09, BVV+19, BWT+11, BGK06, BM10, BLG+16, CDDS18, CQC+08, CDZ+09, CCM+14, CZC+15, CGH+19, CSC07, CM08, DC17, DvVH+19, DSN+13, DFD+14, DCCW08, DSM+08, EDF08, ERHRF10, EDF11, EBB+15, FDPH17, FPH19, FPV+13, FMST96, GCL+15, GNB01, GBP010, GLK+13, GS06, GW11, HSS+11, HLR+08, HBJP12, HLR+12, IVJ12, JBMS09, JKM01, JKM07, JFY16, KAKC18, KLM+08, KKP+17, KBH06, KG06, LHD18, LMBR19, LPP+06, LS09, LMZ+14, LBK+18, LFI06, LGG+18, LKS13b, LS16, LW+17, LBT+18, LODI16, DSC+16, LBS+19, MJW+13, MV06, MI13, MLKS18, MTRP10, NM13, PN+13, PSSC18, PSTW+17, PLS+14, PM08, PS06, PHE+18, PTMB09, PFK+08, POM+09, ROK+13, RT12, SHM10, SKBE17, SM17, SYZ+18, SP+16, SKU+12, SYS+06, SS18, SPG14].
Exploration [TJW+17, TAE+11, TEC+16, TWSM+11, USD18, VMJC10, VJO9, WLI+12, WCZ+11, WYL+14, WFW+17, WWZ+19, WAG06, WMGE12, WDSC07, WS09, WZ+16, XMM+19, YEB16, YEB18, YHW+07, YSI+10, YDC+14, YRWH13, ZMH+09, ZK06, ZCBB13, ZSCC18, ZLDM16, dOL03, vHP09, vPB+10, vdEvW14, vdEHBV16, SKL+14].
Explorations [Gle13]. Exploratory [BE18, BWK+13, DPW+15, DB07, FPB17, GBWI17, LH14, LLZ+16, LTP+05, MLMF12, SKB+18, STM17, TWSS16, VMN+19, WMA+16, XYC+18, ZGC+17, ZCPB11].
Explore [CSWP18, HF06, HMF16, LPK+16].
Explorer [PGK16, BGM+17, GFG+14, NJBJ09].
Exploring [AAH+13, BDF+10, BDSW13, CwV18, CHW+18, CG14, DWY+13, EIKS18, FSW09, FH07, GW+18, GWF14, GJ07, HF11, JDL09, JDL12, KBL19, KC14, LPCC17, LSB+16, LYK+12, MB19, MAAB+18, PGFS16, PBC17, RGFL14, RB11, Sed15, SAM+05, SDW11, STS+14, TIW+19, WM18, Wen14, W12, WCs+18, YLZ+13, ZWJZ12, vGMSW15, GMD+17].
Exponent [BGT12]. Exponential [CAP18].
Exponents [GT17, GHP+16]. Exposing [WGS+13]. Exposition [WKD19].
Exposure [SBE+15]. Expression [CWZ+14, DNL+06, EG09, KLK+09, ZPS04, ZLG+06]. Expressions [BZS+13, Ros11, WHM14]. Expressive [BLB+17, DNL+06, KSL+17, KKE17, RHY14, YEB18].
Extended [CMFL16, GPL+13, GGP17, IMS15, KWP01, PLW11, PGI+17, RWBF18, SSS13, VDKS12, vdEhHcW14]. Extending [FDFR10]. Extensible [MWN+19, WSD+13]. Extension [DKC+12, TLH10, TUG17]. Extensions [BBP08, EM06]. External [CMRS03].
Extract [ZH12].
Extract-and-COnplete [ZHF12].
extracted [BW0+17]. Extracting [AAH+13, GGL+14a, GPP+16, JCWD14, PMH18, YFM01, YSZ+19]. Extraction [Ano96b, AE13, AJ19, BDSS18, CML+07, CMM+97, DS16b, ESN+09, ENS+12, GSD104, GH95, GLK+16, HKG07, KHL99, KGP+13, LTPH17, LCC15, LBH11, LLRR08, LX19, LSJ96, MS08, NN11a, NN11b, NKH11, OMD+12, RL08, RKZ19, SP07, SS10, SJ06, SWF+16, SH06b, VAB12, WL08, WC09, WC10, WM13b,
WPB$^{+11}$, vWPSP$^{09}$. Extrafoveal [TUG$^{17}$]. Extrema [IK$^{95}$]. Extreme [BMA$^{+19}$]. Extreme-Scale [BMA$^{+19}$]. Extremum [TN$^{13}$, XHT$^{+07}$]. Extruded [SM$^{09}$, SM$^{11}$]. Eye [AJ$^{17}$, AAM$^{+12}$, AABW$^{12}$, BPS$^{13}$, BKH$^{+11}$, DTT$^{+17}$, FGBB$^{09}$, JA$^{18}$, KDX$^{+13}$, KW$^{13}$, KH$^{+16}$, KHSW$^{17}$, LMD$^{12}$, MS$^{+11}$, MVN$^{+19}$, NBW$^{14}$, OTKS$^{15}$, OIR$^{+17}$, RWBF$^{18}$, WXY$^{17}$]. Eye-Controlled [OTKS$^{15}$]. Eye-Mark [MSM$^{+11}$]. Eye-Tracking [AJ$^{17}$, JA$^{18}$, KW$^{13}$, MVN$^{+19}$]. Eyeglasses [CDAF$^{18}$]. Eyes [KRH$^{18}$].

Fabricating [AIS$^{18}$]. Fabrics [ZBZ$^{+13}$]. Facade [AYRW$^{09}$]. Facades [FWZQ$^{13}$]. Face [CFPW$^{+18}$, KEPO$^{8}$, LJZ$^{12}$, OJEF$^{19}$, PZ$^{07}$, PQF$^{+09}$, SLS$^{+17}$]. Face-Centered [KEPO$^{8}$, PQF$^{+09}$]. Face [LDM$^{12}$, MSM$^{+11}$, ZPP$^{05}$]. Face-Face [FWZQ$^{13}$]. Feeler [SM$^{09}$, SM$^{11}$]. Feedback [NB$^{95}$]. Feedback [AMA$^{11}$, BHB$^{04}$, GUO$^{00}$, HH$^{10}$, HL$^{09}$, WFM$^{+05}$]. Fault [WB$^{+12}$]. Fauxvea [GJC$^{+11}$]. Favre [MFS$^{09}$]. Feasibility [SB$^{14}$]. Feature [ALMF$^{19}$, AFRS$^{05}$, BKRE$^{19}$, BL$^{+11}$, CCM$^{+13b}$, CRT$^{04}$, CMN$^{13}$, CSCO$^{6}$, CJTM$^{05}$, DANS$^{10}$, FPY$^{10}$, GKK$^{+12}$, HLR$^{+08}$, HYB$^{+17}$, KHL$^{99}$, KBP$^{14}$, LHZ$^{+07}$, LWCS$^{96}$, LH$^{09}$, LW$^{+16}$, LDC$^{16}$, LWC$^{+18}$, ME$^{18}$, MWCE$^{09}$, MK$^{13a}$, MDM$^{10}$, MOG$^{11}$, PYW$^{+16}$, PSR$^{17}$, RKWH$^{12}$, RGC$^{+14}$, SYM$^{14}$, SM$^{17}$, SS$^{06b}$, SRML$^{07}$, VKG$^{05}$, Wan$^{06}$, WWLM$^{11}$, WSW$^{16}$, WTPV$^{11}$, WMK$^{13}$, WMGE$^{12}$, ZAM$^{11}$, vWPSP$^{06}$, CJR$^{07}$, LSC$^{08}$]. Feature-Based [BKRE$^{19}$, BL$^{+11}$, ME$^{18}$, MK$^{13a}$, RGC$^{+14}$]. Feature-Driven [WMGE$^{12}$]. Feature-Insensitive [AIS$^{18}$]. Feature-Preserving [FWZQ$^{13}$]. Feature-Driven [FXCM$^{06}$]. Factories [AMA$^{07}$, CC$^{08}$, DW$^{14}$, DS$^{16b}$, EHBA$^{11}$, GKK$^{+16}$, GDKB$^{17}$, HK$^{+17}$, YHR$^{+19}$, YON$^{06}$, LSC$^{08}$]. Feed [PZ$^{05}$, WXY$^{19a}$. Feed-Forward [FXCM$^{06}$]. Feedback [BKA$^{+11}$, HOG$^{+12}$, KFN$^{06}$, LBHW$^{18}$, RB$^{11}$, WWL$^{+10}$]. Feel [JDL$^{15}$]. Feels [GLM$^{+17}$]. Feiner [ANO$^{14d}$. Felix [SP$^{+16}$. FEM [JDSR$^{+18}$]. Ferns [SGCI$^{15}$]. Fetus [MMK$^{+17}$]. Fiber [BWW$^{+17}$, BV$^{+15}$, JDL$^{09}$, KTCG$^{17}$, RBN$^{+19}$, TC$^{17}$, WK$^{+17}$, WY$^{19a}$, ZCL$^{08}$]. Fiber-Clustering [ZCL$^{08}$]. Fiber-Level [WY$^{19a}$]. FiberClay [HRD$^{+19}$]. Fibers [CDZ$^{+09}$, SSC$^{+16}$, SS$^{08}$].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fibrous</th>
<th>[MMYK06a]</th>
<th>Fidelity</th>
<th>[BBG+18, BZGV14, CS18, CPK+05, HWA15, LBS14, MWCRO6, MBZB12, RYL+18, RPHI08, SJC+09, VBC+16].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiducials</td>
<td>[HR11]</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>[Aho05c, Ano14h, BES12, BW08a, BBG+18, BJ+19, BSEN18, CML+07, DANS10, DGBW09, DFR00, DTT+17, FBB16, FCL91, FSE12, GPR+01, IK15, AIK16, IMS15, JDST+18, JHW+14, KDBB17, LJJ+10, LKJ+05, LKC09a, LH16, LHH16, LBZ+11, LL04, LPG15, MK13b, PW05, PLC+11a, PBL10, PGL+12, QPNK18, RKS13, RBK+15, RBN+19, RWBF18, RLL+13, RBDG15, RT12, RKKZ19, SKMR98, SZH97, TN11, USE13, WLI+05, WSY07, WHLD17, WASK18, WZF+04, WT10a, YHLJ08, YCLJ12, YLK12, YNBH11, YXM+15, ZAG96, ZHT07, ZFS19, LLRRO8, WSW16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>[ZSB17]</td>
<td>Fine-Grained</td>
<td>[LFWF18, RLS18, RLH11, RLL].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filters</td>
<td>[LS02]</td>
<td>Finger</td>
<td>[LBS10, PQMCR17, PZ11, PYW+16, PvdcB+11, PMW13, RKG+11, RKWH12, SCT+10, SHM+07, SWC+08, SK08, SB04, SWC05, SRW+16, SCKR08, SBW17, SH00b, SZ12, SS13b, TWc+18, TWHS05, TN13, TN14, TP12, WC09, WCI0, WTVP11, Wen14, WJE01, WP05, WGS07b, WPL96, YQK+17, ZWZ+13, ZSL+16, ZBG+17, ZFP05, vLdL03].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitting</td>
<td>[VTR10]</td>
<td>First-Person</td>
<td>[LS+19, TMDO15].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fits</td>
<td>[LS+19]</td>
<td>First-View</td>
<td>[LS+19, TMDO15].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>[LHS+14]</td>
<td>Flat-Shaded</td>
<td>[LSW16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>[BPG12]</td>
<td>Flat-Shaded</td>
<td>[LWS+16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament</td>
<td>[LSY+16a]</td>
<td>Filament-Mesh</td>
<td>[LSY+18, MK09].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filaments</td>
<td>[SNK+16, ZW07].</td>
<td>Filament-Mesh</td>
<td>[LSY+18].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filesystem</td>
<td>[BYB+13]</td>
<td>Filling</td>
<td>[BB12, MSSH14, MM08, Wen14, WFM+12, DSF+14, WFG+19].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floorplan</td>
<td>[SWF+16].</td>
<td>Floor</td>
<td>[AHK+17, AH11, Ano14h, BS95, BT13, BB07, BMLC19, BJ+12, BPB14, BPM+13].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BMST97, BPS+11, BSV11, BHSH15, CFM+13, COJ15, CDR+18, DMC+12, ES01, FC95, FPH+08, GTHG07, GNBP11, GST16, Guo09, GZL+14, GZ14, HMT19, Har16, HEWK03, HLNW11, HLG+14, HZ13, HPC+13, JKLG08, JEHO2, JCG08, JM10, KLC09, KSG+16, KBE+18, KHS+18, KJW+18, KM96, KGP+13, KGJ09, KGG+12, LvWJH04, LGV+16, LM05, LCS+12, MEB+14, OJ12, OJCP16, PW95, PH07, PW13, RKWH12, RLL+13, RYL+18, RC06, SPS06, SSMG13, SYM14, SBV+11, SWR+13, SHM+07, SWC+08, SPO+12, SK98, STM08, TMWS13, TWSK14, TWSS16, TWC+18, VP04c, WRF+11, WZF+04, WTVP11, WSE07, Wen14, WGS07b, WRT19, WG12, WT10b, WYM12, XLS10, YDG17, YDJ+19, YLK12, YS17, ZYL09, ZWZ+13, ZT09, vPBB+10, vPBB+11, vFTWTS08, CR106, LTH08.

**Flow-Based** [DNC+12, KLC09].

**Flow-Sensitive** [KGG+12]. **FLOWLENS** [GNBP11]. Flows [CVC10, FC95, GT17, GT19, GHP+16, HPAW07, KKKW05, LCC+17, LXT18, SHV16, SvdBLM11, VHL14, WSTH07, WSO1]. **FlowVizMenu** [VMCJ10]. Fluid [AB06, ATT12, BTT09, CMF12, DRW16, GLRH13, GTHG07, GT19, KWC+10, LGS+11, LTFK08, VHLL14, YES05, ZWJ12]. Fluids [BB07, BK17, BLS12, CMHL11, HMT10, KAK+07, MEB+14, PT17, ySKK07]. Flux [GPP+16]. Fly [ZD18]. **FlyAR** [ZHLR14].

**FlyCap** [XLC+18]. Flying [PLE+18, XLC+18]. **Flythrough** [CORLS96]. Foam [KLCK17, LLCD11]. FoamVis [LLCD11]. Focal [BE06, IMS15]. Focus [CWK+07, DSP+17, FHS+12, GNBP11, HS11, LHC10, QWC+09, TWSK14, TS08, VFSG06, WLT08, WC11, WWM11, WP16b, ZZG+12, vLBB16, zBBKN14, CDAF18, Kin10, NH06]. Focus-and-Context [GNBP11, zBBKN14]. Focus-Dependent [CWK+07]. FocusAR [CDAF18]. Focused [BDW+08]. Focusing [BW00, GDKB17]. Fold [NMGK17].


Formations [WXW+19]. Forms [Elh98, S Zy+18, Wea09]. Formulation [SCT06, WT10b]. Forums [FZC17]. ForVizor [WXW+19]. Forward [CLEK13, HKH+12, PSM06, WXKP14]. Four [BVW+07, HB13, SBZ+09, TSA14].

Fourier [ES05, DNP07]. Foursquare [KTE15]. Fractal [CHF95, CHF96, KWe10]. Fractals [VML97]. Fractional [KBVH17]. Fracture [AHK+17, GMD13, Vis15]. Fracturing [BHTF07, GSKM+14].

Fragrance [HQS18]. Frame [HM95, JH+14, KPR+15, MPT03, SSB+17].

Frame-Rate [SSB+17]. Frame-to-Frame [MPT03]. Frameless [FSTG16, PK16].

Frames [SWTH07, SM17]. Framework [AT05, Bac07, BKDE00, BDSW13, BC12, BTS+18, CJ10, CVG13, CMPC06, CC12, D1V5, DK11b, DNN13, EMP09, EASS+18, GKM+15, HDSC19, HMZ+14, JKM10, KGD+19, Lam08, LP02, LNS08, LWML18, ME19, MMH+13, MAM14, MCM19, MP13, NM13, NDR96, PFH07, QT96, QK04, RESC16, RRJH18, SE17, SBM+06, SHB+14, SS06b, SP+16, SLK+17b, SNR14, THM15, TWSK14, TWC+18, TCM10, VMN+19, VP15, WJA+17, WSD+13, WSS+18, ZWJZ12].
WLS+19, WLLM13, XHT+07, XXM19a, XLS10, YYY16, YDC+14, YS17, ZWM+19, ZAM11, ZKG07, FHL10. Frameworks [BVW+07, CAN14]. Framing [HD11]. Frankenrigs [MAF11]. Fraudulent [LGM+18]. Free [AL11, BK17, BC18a, DQ07, ELF13, FvdPT97, GD01, JHHG08, KV98, LLB+06, LDX10, LCM12, MZS15, MS+11, OMD+12, RSB96, SH00a, SK99, St198, TYSN06, Wan08, LWWˉ+18, WQZ+18, LGV+16, THT19]. Free-Form [AL11, DQ07, GD01, RSB96, St198]. Free-Viewpoint [LDX10]. Freedom [CMHL11, JWC05, ORC07]. Freeform [LKS13a, ZK14b]. Freehand [JK16]. Freely [BVW+07]. Frequency [BSS+13, BLN96, GPL11, HX+15, HQ13, LHLW10, OMD+12, SHR+11, WPC13, XJF+08]. Frequency-Based [GPL11]. Friction [KKKT18, SSIF09]. Friction-Based [KKKT18]. Frictional [SLNB11]. Friendly [VPF15]. Frits [ANO11c]. FromDaDy [HTC09]. Front [ANO09e, ANO11b, ANO14i, ANO15f, ANO16i, ANO16j, ANO11j]. Fronts [KHS+19, ZK14a]. Frustum [CLT+08, WHL16, LCM07, CLT+08]. Frustum-Traced [WHL16]. FTMS [BvL06]. Full [AdLH13, KFL+15, LWP+06, TZL+12, WLL+16]. Full-Body [AdLH13]. Fully [CPW+18]. Function [BMWM06, Gor02, IWR+18, KMG+06, LWS+17, ME18, MWC09, MJW+13, SSK06, SG09, Sel15, SP96, WZK12, WQ07, ZWZD15, ZTO9]. Functional [BKDE00, BSL+14, DWBR06, FCSF17, HPNT18, JV09, JEG12, LSS+18, MF11, VAW+17, WSL12, tCMR08]. Functions [BEHP04, CR08, CM08, CM11, EMRY02, EDW19, FGF+05, GBP010, GGQP17, GNP+06, GNP07, JWD+14, KM96, KKH02, LF97, LHLW10, LLL+12, LLL+10, LH+04, LLY06, NHPN14, RE01a, SCT06, SSC+16, XJF+08, YCLJ12, ZDW+05, vAPP+11]. Fundamental [XYGL13]. Funding [MEV+14]. Furniture [KHLM17, ZGM18]. Furry [QCH+14]. Further [AMA06]. Fused [LDH09, PPvA+11]. Fusing [CM16, WLDW11, YYFX18]. Fusion [BBB+12, LKR+18, WHR02, ZNZX16]. Future [VF16, KJH+18, Min13, NJ16, Sat13]. Futzling [AZL+19]. Fuzzy [FM12b, SJL+18a, SB04, VWR13, ZLC+19]. FWP [XWL+15].
[AA11, MWK14]. Generalized [BDHJ04, CCM13a, GMD+16, HB13, HLCB18, IHR01, IML13, JR07, LLWQ13, LWZ+16, QLLM13, TP12, VvWvdL06, WTS+07]. Generate [IHK05]. Generated [DLF+09, JDA+11, SGJM18, vHR08].

Generating [DC17, KNPO4, KCC+17, SG09, SRHZ11, THM15, WF+06, WHM14, ZFL17].

Generation [ALM11, BB09, BKRE19, BMW17, CK05a, CCM11, ERL+13, GKT+08, HW95, IYK01, KLM+08, KDBB17, KBH13, LHJ+18, LS07b, LML+18, LSV+18, MWCE09, NLS11, SSS+14, SRM+09, TW18, TLL+12, VABW09, WZC+15, ZLZY18, ZT09].

Generations [FDC+18]. Generative [KTC+19, LSC+18]. Generators [LMD12].

Generic [DH02, GW06, HPJG08, LJH+18, VCP08].

Genes [SAB+16]. GeneShelf [KKL+09].

Genetics [NKHC08]. Genome [BGM+17, LBK+18, NBJ09]. Genomes [WWFT03]. Genomic [ADG11, ORRL10].

Genomics [GHL18]. Genotet [YDC+14].

Genus [RVWT08]. Geo [CS18, CYW+16, NASK18, PSKN06].

Geo-spatial [PSKN06]. Geo-Statistical [NASK18]. Geo-tagged [CYW+16].

GeoBuilder [WT+09].

Geodemographics [SDW11]. Geodesic [DdL14, HLD+08, PZLZ17, WT10b, XF12, XWL+15, YSS+12]. Geographic [Fis07].

Geographical [TSH+14]. Geographically [DB07, YDGM17].

Geographically-Embedded [YDGM17].

Geography [GDST16]. Geologic [CRB+05].

Geology [CCB+18]. Geometric [AIS18, BDJK98, BMP08, BGK11, BGR06, CGL+17, CZN+11, CCM+13b, DBM+06, DVC18, DQ07, GNCM+16, HOT98, HHZH17, HLYL18, KBB+12, LM96, MTB17, MTB18, PWG17, QT96, RF11, SK99, TD95, TL07, WHR02, WTL+09, YNMI5, ZHL+09].

Geometric-Semantic [BGR06].

Geometrically [FST+14, LSS+15].

Geometrically-Correct [FST+14].

Geometry [BSS+13, BDHJ04, BBK07, BW08c, CZQ+08, DMC+12, DdL14, DSKA19, FH16, GBP12, GKL+16, HDJ05, KV03, KSY16, KV08, LHV06, LBZ+11, LJJZ12, MCK12, MDS16, PH08, RYKL13, RNK+15, SMG+13, SCOIT05, VB13, YL08, ZLG+06].

Geometry-Aware [SCOIT05].

Geometry-Based [CZQ+08].

Geometry-Dependent [LHV06].

Geometry-Driven [ZLG+06].

Geometry-Invariant [RYKL13].

Geophysical [KSDD14, WPB+11].

Geoscientific [USKD12].

Geospatial [BDW+09, TMH+10, ZMT+19].

Geotagged [JHR10].

Geovisualization [KMM+13, LDI1b, Rot13, WDS07].


GL4D [CFHH90].

Glance [HE99, RMCM19, YDK+18]. Glanceable [BBB+19].

Glass [BR06]. Glimmer [IMO09].

GLO [SKL+14]. GLO-STIX [SKL+14].

Global [LWC+18].

Globally [JFZ+18, LBG+08, SJH10, ZM13].

Globbing [GHA+08].

Globe [BAB+18].

Glossy [WXK14]. Glyph

[DTW+15, KW06, KBBH13, MRSS+12, MSSD+08, TLS17, ZSL+16]. Glyph-Based [DTW+15, MSSD+08, ZSL+16]. GlyphLens [TLS17].

Glyphs

[FIB+14, FIBK17, GRT17, HNLI11, JKM06, PW13, SK10, SBW17, WPL96].

GMM [LWC+18]. GMM-Inspired
Grounded [LKH+16].
Group [AAB+13, BKKF13, GFG+14, JRHT14, SSKB14, tCMRO8].
Group-to-Group [BKKF13].
Grouped [YDG+16].
Grouper [LGLR14].
Grouping [BW14, SSEW19, YESK95, GSL14].
Groups [BOP15, DSC+08, KO12, ZCJH12].
GrouseFlocks [AMA08].
Growing [MDS16].
Grounded [LKH+16].
Guarantees [BLW14].
Guest [BSI18, BRS18, CGGR18, CKB14, DW17, GKR14, KRTvW06, MY14, OO15, SGR06, SW06, AD12, Ano12g, Ano13o, Ano14o, Ano16p, Ano16q, BvdP12, BDC17, BHTY15, BGK11, BKL18, BLRW05, CCH14, CLS07, CW11, CFK12, CLS13b, DFD+14, DCH+17, GSPJ08, KOJC12, LBZ+11, MFZ+17, PBN+13, PRH10, QM08, SKB+18, TCM+12, WAG06, ZHZ15, KV06].
Guidelines [EF10, JF16, KHA10, SOK+16a, SOK+16b].
Guides [KSls+17, PTM+18].
Guiding [WL+14].

Hair
[CZZ17a, LHBF19, WBK+07, YJL+15].
Hair-Solid [CZZ17a].
Hair-Water [LHBF19].
Hairball [IBJ+14].
Hairstyle [CK05a].
Hairstyles [VMT06].
Hairy [SBW17].
Half [MSM+11].
Half-Silvered [MSM+11].
Halos [BG07, EBR09].
Hamilton [JFTW07].
Hand [SB+18, CLL08, CLL12, CGB+13, HSR18, TRL+19].
Hand-Drawn [CLL12, TRL+19].
Handheld [PTM+18, WL+18b, ZJH+11].
Handles [ZWR14].
Handing [CMF12, CRPH10, HDDC15, PLW12, SH12].
Handoff [ZGI+18].
Hands [MUS16].
Hands-On [MUS16].
Haptic [AB01, CMHL11, CGB+13, DDKA06, EPS+15, FM06, GLM+17, JAO+14, JWC05, KFN06, LA11, MTS07, ORC07, PCY08, PIS15, SO17, TPL+18, WK12, WZW+05, ZK17, ZH07].
Haptics [BLRW05, HSR18, HBKS09, HQ04, NMN+18, STH13].
Haptics-Based [HQ04].
Hard [LYY08, WHL16].
HARDI [PPvA+11].
Hardware [CICS05, FM07, GLM06, GUO00, JvdLR13, JFTW07, KXX+18, LMC02, MK09, QM06, SPM+13, SR00, WWL07, WKE03].
Hardware-accelerated [FM07].
Hardware-Assisted [CICS05, LMC02].
Hardware-Based [WKE03].
Hardware-Decompressible [KXX+18].
Harmful [CG14].
Harmonic [YCL12].
Harmonics [BZGV14, LLV06, LPG12, ZTZX13, ZT09].
Harmonization [FCZ15].
Harnessing [McK09, PBE19].
HART [NK+15].
Hashed [WM19].
Hashedcubes [PSSC17].
Hasse [CdOKRV09].
Hazard [Zha14].
Hazy [ZHC18].
HDF5 [BSO+12].
HDR [YNCP06].
Head [BSEN18, CPW+18, CDK+17, DFG+14, GMS18, HHH+18, HWK16, HRIS15, HV00, IK15, IDA15, IAIK16, KBB+12, KRA16, LCR16, LMD12, LH16, LHC10, LRYR18, MZH+08, MIO+15, dJOBN17, OTKS15, PIN+15, PGI+17, QPNK18, RKS13, RSB17, SGQ16, SHV+18, SBK+11, XST+18, KNR17].
Head-and-Eye [LMD12].
Head-Motion [LRYR18].
Head-Mounted [BSEN18, CDK+17, GIMS18, HHH+18,
HRISHI15, IK15, IDAK15, IA1K16, KBB+12, Kra16, LCR16, LH16, LHC10, MIO+15, dJOBNM17, PIN+15, PGI+17, QPNK18, SBK+11, XST+18. **Head-Track** [HWHK16]. **Head-Worn** [DFG+14, CPW+18]. **Heads** [DH08]. **Health** [HHO+17, KKL+16, MMK+17]. **Healthcare** [ZWA+13], **Heart** [BGP+11]. **Heat** [GWK12, GSZ+13, KLG+16, ZHF+07]. **Height** [BES12, GYO2]. **Height-Field** [BES12]. **Heightfield** [CMK15]. **Helmholtz** [BNPB13a, BNPB13b, BBP14, PPL+10]. **Help** [KNKH19], **Helping** [LBW19]. **Hemicubes** [Max95b]. **Hemodynamic** [GLV+12]. **Hemodynamics** [MVB+17, OJCJP16]. **Heritage** [LTPH17]. **Hertz** [BDF16]. **Hessian** [ZPP05]. **Heterogeneity** [HCP+15]. **Heterogeneous** [AWB11, CDC+07, CCQ+14, GSA+09, HKC+12, KMDHI11, KLL+13, KSY14, LPC117, SMER06, SSL+12, VIS15]. **Heuristic** [PBN+13, WAM+19]. **Hex** [MCK12]. **Hex-Based** [MCK12]. **Hexagonal** [LLW15, NPPZ12]. **Hexahedral** [DGW11, Dic14, XC19]. **Hexahedralization** [JHW+14]. **Hi** [ETO+10, MSvG+11]. **Hi-Res** [ETO+10]. **Hi-Trees** [MSvG+11]. **Hidden** [DW14, EIKS18, RFFT17, SRGP18]. **Hiding** [KSNY17], **Hierarchical** [AHL+13, Bac07, BKM13, BWK+13, CLCQ12, CDS+12, CSWP18, CLWWW14, EF10, FKRW17, GW11, HSW11, HPvU+18, Hol06, HFL18, IVJ12, IYIK04, KHOD2, KMT14, LBGV13, MV06, MB01, MT01, PLC+11b, PM08, SST+17, SG09, SII95, SD09, SJO9, TS07, VC17, WJX17, WXC+08, XNT11, XF04, YSZ04, YWSC12]. **Hierarchically** [FWR00]. **HierarchicalTopics** [DYW+13]. **Hierarchies** [AMA11, DYW+13, GHJ+98, GGPPS13, HDJ05, KSH03, KMKY10, KHM+98, SE18, SHS11b, VBW16, WD09, WD10]. **Hierarchy** [AMA08, BJY+18, BEHP04, CHK04, CL06, HJW99a, HJW99b, HSZ+11, LSJ+15, MB18b, SBS11a, Szy13, VHS16, WBH04]. **High** [ALM11, Ano09b, BMPO1, BHWB07, BZGV14, BSL+12, BVLO6, ChLYL09, CPK+05, CAN14, CF10, Cse13, DAW13, DK11b, FAW10, GPL+11, GPW10, GS14, GLX+18, HBKS09, HE06, HBU4, HAM11, KPR+15, KB14, KHZR18, LRP07, LAM10, LYS+10, LMO+14, LKL+15, LJL04, LT16, LBH18, LWW+07, LCPD13, LMG+17, MCK12, MNBW07, MSHC09, NB05, NM13, NHH11, NLM12, NKH14, NW11, OHJ+11, PNLO8, RZHB+08, RYL+18, RPHO8, SKK06, SSB+17, SS06, SSF09, SS06b, SRC02, SRC03, SHC+09, SB14, SPW07, SLW+10, SJK+12, TAE+11, TFH11, TLL12, TKBH17, JW08, WSPVJ11, WM13a, WM18, WD09, WAG06, WSM98, WPS+16, WDW16, XYC+18, XMM19a, YHJ+17, YDG+16, YNCP06, YRWG13, ZK06, vAPP+11]. **High-Density** [LBH18]. **High-Dimensional** [ALM11, DAW13, GS14, LMK+14, LT16, LMG+17, NM13, OHJ+11, SS06b, TAE+11, TFH11, TLL12, TKBH17, WM13a, WM18, WAG06, XYC+18]. **High-Dynamic-Range** [SLW+10]. **High-Fidelity** [CPK+05, RYL+18, RPHO8, SHC+09]. **High-Level** [BVLO6, NB95, SKK06, SRC02, SRC03, SPW07, WD09]. **High-Order** [BSL+12, MCK12, MNBW07, NHH11, NLM12, NKH14]. **High-Performance** [DK11b]. **High-Precision** [PNLO8]. **High-Pressure** [SB14]. **High-Quality** [Ano09b, BMPO1, BHWB07, CF10, Cse13, FAW10, GLX+18, HE06, HBU4, HAM11, LYS+10, LKL+15, LJL04, LCPD13, MSHC09, NW11, RZHB+08, RPHO8, SS06, SJK+12, YDG+16, ZK06]. **High-Relief** [YHJ+17]. **High-Resolution**
Ano16a, Ano16k, Ano17k, Ano19d, BHK14, BHTY15, BKL18, CR08, CCH14, CLS13a, DS17a, DS18a, DW17, EDF08, Ert10c, GMM05, HXK13, IHK+17, Joy02, JLS15, KHE09, KKL11, KHSB11, LSCN09, LST+16, MW13, NsvW11, RwWT05, Sil17a, Sil17b, Sil18a, Sil18b, Sil19, vWMT04, vW11, Ano17e, Ano18a, Ano18b].

iForest [ZWLC19]. iForum [FZCQ17].

Illustrated [SZH97, ZM13]. Illuminating [EDK10]. Illumination
[AZD17, BB09, BKA+11, BZGV14, DBW+06, HXF+15, JKRy12, JY17, KSY14, KGPB05, KPR+14, KJL+12, LR11, MB18a, NW10, NDR96, QXF+07, RBDG15, RJG17, SMP11, Sil95, SS95, SEB19, SYR11, WB08, WSE07, WLWD11, WPSH06]. Illumination
[SNB+17]. Illusions [BWL12, PDBG18]. Illustrate [LMS03]. Illustrating [PGT+08]. Illustration
[BPG12, CYZ+09, CSC06, JCRs09, KZL07, RE01h, RHD+06, SEA09, ZHX+11].

Illustration-Inspired [JCRs09, SEA09]. Illustrations [Elb98, LCC+17]. Illustrative
[BWF+10, BGK06, CFM+13, CSC07, EBRi09, HGH+10, LMT+03, RBG07, VI18, WGM+08, WBE+06, XHT+07, vPvWd10]. Image
[Ano10e, ADP02, BW03, BW04, BBH+17, BWW+07, BS02, BTC10, Bro06, CTM+13, CMF+18, CAH+13, CMSW04, DMC+12, DMR04, DZL+14, DWK+16, DL03, DHM13b, EHBA11, FwQz13, FTB+13, FYF+18, FGGB09, FWT+04, FZC+07, GO15, GPC+17, GSPJ08, GGZ+18, GDKB17, HKC+12, HSR13a, HSR13b, HSSK16, HLCB18, HLD+08, HPC+13, IHK05, IDW+13, JST+10, KLC09, KSY16, Kojc12, KCS+16, KOjl+14, KHP507, KOF08, KHI+16, LBD13, LvWJH04, LRJN96, LWCS96, LG13, LS07b, LSWz17, LLG17, LHFY12, LCC15, LR11, LY12, LSS+15, MS08, ME09, Nzs+17, NDR96, Pj03, PGL+12, PBCRI11, PPM+11, PMD+07, STB18, SGB13, SSB+17, SZK15, SK13, SKP07, SSW18, SYR11, TWSM+11, Vas16, WW07, WGS07a, WWC+14, WFS+16, WWF+19, WJr+13, XLND11, XFR0, YCZ+16, YL08, YCLLO8, ZHI15, ZWS+17, ZJX+15, ZKG07, vCdW14, vLBB16].

Image-Based
[BW03, BW04, BBH+17, Bro06, CAH+13, FwQz13, FGGB09, FWT+04, HSR13a, HSR13b, KHI+16, LS07b, NDR96, Pj03, PGL+12, STB18, SZK15, WW07, WGS07a, WFS+16, WWF+19]. Image-Centric
[KOJL+14]. Image-derived [GDKB17]. Image-Recoloring [KOF08]. Image-Set
[HKC+12]. Image-Space
[CMSW04, HPC+13, ME09, SKP07]. Image-to-Geometry
[DMC+12]. ImageAdmixture [ZCJH12]. Imagery
[ASG15, BKE10, BJA+19, BMW17, CYZ+09, CWC+06, CMM14, DMR04, DHM13a, ERL+13, FWT+04, FBS05, GQM+18, Hu16a, HNR+06, IV11, JDA+11, KPR+15, KZD+10, KCC+17, Kcw13, LAK+11, LwyM12, LNHs16, LLR18, LPA19, MXW+13, NRS15, OHh06, PZLZ17, PMH18, SKYS14, Sim07, SLK+17b, SN07, SJM14, SJK+12, TZC13, WLWl10, WQ07, XDN11, YL16, YFFX18, YFM01, ZDL03, ZHC18].

Imaging
[KBH+10, MNK10, PIN+15, RB18, SHC+09, TT05, XSZ+17, vAPP+11]. Imagining
[HKK18]. Imitation [ZJH+11]. Inmaterial
[LDH09]. Immersion
[DHL09, LSSB12, LBS13, Oh18, SBS16, SHV+18, WGR+18]. Immersive
[ANR+18, BGC+11, BS+18, BKKF13, BL15, BIPS12, CB15, Cdk+17, DRHK07, ES01, GPL+13, GS16, KNR17, KBS13, KMLM16, LLK17, MWC06, PGRS13, RBLW07, SM12, SLc+19, TIS16, TAY02, TUG17, VSS08, YDJ+19, ZKM18]. Immiscible [MEB+14]. Impact
[ARH+15, AN13, AAM+12, HCP+15,
Impacts [MZ08]. Imperfect [BJ07]. Implant [DBGW09, DBW11]. Implantations [BSR+14]. Implementation [BC18a, JPD+18, ME09, NDR96, PD04, WZC+15, WR11]. Implementations [MPG+14]. Implications [BMWM06, aKGS11]. Implicit [AG17, BHS12, CGD97, DQ07, Elb98, FGF+05, HQ04, LCS+12, MGM19, SHS11a, SN10, WFM+05, WWC+14, XZB14, YT02, ZG12, ZCC13]. Importance [CDBR14, Ch03, KW14, KDM+16, LPG15, MDHB+07, PBPP11, RvWT08, VKG05, VFSG06, WZC15, WR11]. Importance-Driven [KW14, VKG05, VFSG06, WYM08]. Impossible [LYY+16a, SLF+12]. Improve [HKKS18, LCL+19, SLMA06, VB13]. Improved [EHS13, GBP19, JPLˇS16, LY06, MPK+13, PFP+11, WM19]. Improvement [HYB+17, SAS16]. Improvements [DRW16]. Improving [DSS+09, HBF08, JDA+11, KFN06, LLD11, LWS+17, LB03, OPH+16, RSS14, SCKR08, VPB+11, WHA07]. Impulse [WG08]. Impulse-Based [WG08]. Impulsive [SM04]. In-Depth [KJV+14]. In-Place [PBA10]. In-Progress [SPG14]. In-Situ [WKSS05]. Inbetweening [Yan18]. Inclusion [KBE+18]. Incomplete [KLC08, LLR18]. Incompressible [BK17, ICS+14, SP06]. Inconsistency [LLC15]. Incorporating [HOG+12, KLCK17, MFS+09]. Increased [MPG+14]. Increasing [BE06, SCKR08]. Incremental [DKM06b, KLM04, PSM15, PML97, SASS16]. Independent [PBA10, SM09, WKME03, Zha14]. Index [Ano97a, Ano98, Ano09, Ano00b, Ano01a, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano04a, Ano09a, Ano09d, Ano10a, Ano10e, Ano11a, Ano11e, Ano12a, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano13h, Ano13a, Ano14a, Ano14c, Ano15c, Ano15a, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16a, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano18a, Ano19a, CDS+12, Ano13g]. Indexed [ZW18]. Indexed-Points [ZW18]. Indexing [BG04, CBL07, CdOKRV09, HK09, SR17]. Indicator [EDvW19]. Indicators [ALBR16]. Indirect [ACTM12, NW10]. Indirectly [RKC+16]. Individual [BOP15]. Indoor [PZLZ17, YTY16, ZX18, ZGM18]. Induced [Hu16b, WTS+07]. Inductively [SRHZ11]. Industrial [AHR+11, GUM15, HLRS+08, RGK+13, SLMA06]. Industry [KAK18]. Industry-Scale [KAK18]. Inelastic [WLT18a]. Inertial [GT14, GT17, SJ+17]. Inference [BK12, GHL18, LLL+19, BDM+17, WCHB10]. Inference-Based [BK12]. Inferred [ZDJ+09]. Inferring [EFN12, VABW09]. Infill [WAWS18]. Infinite [Bai13, MCA+10]. Infinity [RS12]. Influence [FBL+18, FIB+14, HW12, LR11]. Influences [BGC+11]. Infographics [BAW16]. Inform [GS08]. Informal [BHP+12]. Informatics [ZWA+13]. Information [AJ17, AS05, Ano11i, Ano11l, Bac07, BKDE00, BI12, BDSW13, BEDF16, BBB+12, BE09, CLS+12, CJ10, CGJM19, DBD17, DCCW08, DRRD12, DLR09, ED07, EDF08, EF10, FWR00, GTS10, GTS11, HW12, HA06b, HMM00, HSC08, IC07, IIS14, JH13, JH1K13, JS08, JRHT14, Ke02, KCA16, KSL+17, KJW+18, KC14, LMK07, Lam08, LBI+12, LIRC12, LKH+16, LNS08, LS10, ME09, MeK09, MTW+12, PBE19, PSM07, QCW+09, RHY14, RNE+17, SM10, SMO+13, SPB08, SLQW17, TTR10, TIC09, WZ08, WII+12, XLS10, YaKS17, ZWA+13, ZCW+14, ZK08, vWN04, GLS17, HSK1H07]. Information-Aware [BDSW13]. Information-Theoretic [CGJM19, XLS10, CJ10]. Informational [BW14]. Informative [ZAM11]. Informed [DJ18, FA15]. InfoVis [Ano99e, WCHB10, Ano09d, Ano19d, Ano19f, HFM16, HAS11, KMN04, SW06, WM05, HA17].
InfoVis2009 [CWDH09].
InfoVis2009-1115 [CWDH09].

Infrastructure
[BLO+05, KZX+14, PAB+08].  INFUSE
[KPB14].  Inhomogeneous
[LSS+11, SKLU+11].  Initial  [BE18].

Initialization  [APV+15, SG09].  Initiative
[HKR+08, WDC+18].  Injection  [MGJH08].
Injector  [MGJ+10].  Ink  [WW07].

InkPlanner  [LFW+19].  Innovation
[Min13].  Inpainting
[GGZL16, PFG08, SND05, SNLD06].  Input
[KZL07, XST+18, YEHJ12, YCHZ12].  Insect
[KWGDG11].  Insensitive  [AFRS05, Wan06].

Inspection  [PTM+18].  Inspired  [FGS+17],
JCRS09, LW+18, MZH+08, NM13, RD05,
SE09, TFJ12, ZLDM16, vFWTS08].  Instabilities
[IBM+06].  Instinct
[KCK+19a].  Instances  [OKB+19].  Instant
[APV+15, HKL17, KAK+18].  Instructions
[ZWBH13].  Integer  [NW11, WJR+13].

Integral
[BRP19, CMF+18, FW08, FC95, GKT+08,
HGH+10, LS13b, LDN11, LM05, MBH+12,
PLK12, SK08, Sm03, TKNT09, WH09].  Integrality
[MCG12].  Integrals  [WPC+13].

Integrate  [MDG00].  Integrated  [GAMD10,
MMH+13, RSD+13, SOL+16, Wal12].

Integrating  [DQ07, DCM13, OSS+17].

Integration
[CGB+11, CWT+08, CGB+13, FM04,
HSLW11, JYC+10, KPR+15,
KBG11, SCKR08, WCD+19].  Integrator
[GSS+15].  Integrators  [CAP18].  Intel
[BWW+12, Wal12].  Intellectual  [ZLC09].

Intelligence
[BCT10, YSZ+19].  Intelligent
[DZL+14, FM06, LFW+19, TLM05,
YCHZ12].  Intensity  [VJ12, SWB+00].

Intensity-Gradient  [VJ12].  Inter
[GCL+18, LSS09, MGM09, NSS14, TIS16,
VBC+16, WBA+14].  Inter-Agent
[GCL+18].  Inter-Attribute  [LSS09].

Inter-Personal  [VBC+16, WBA+14].

Inter-Process  [MGM09].  Inter-Reflection
[NSS14, TIS16].  Interacting
[ADWK+17, BPP+16, DDKA06].

Interaction
[BIAI17, BBG+18, BGR06, CMHL11, DK13,
EFN12, FWSL12, FDPH17, Guo09,
GGZL16, HKR+08, HEG+17, HSTD18,
JD13, JE13, KCPE16, KPBL16, KMLM16,
Lam08, LHBF19, LKB+18, LGYJ12, LS10,
MCWS06, MCG12, MJ09, MBZJ12, MF11,
NW15, PBO+14, PKG16, PMvWC05,
PSM12, RLM10, Rot13, RBLW07, SZS+17,
SKBE17, SBV+11, Sin07, SS18, SDMT16,
TC10, TFJ12, WBJ16, WLJ+12, WB05,
YML+17, YaKSJ07, YSI+10, YEHJ16,
HWA15, JSV+08].  Interactions
[AL06, BOZ+14, CPW+15, DC17, GABJ07,
GBCG+14, HSR18, JYC+10, JW05,
LIRC12, MSW+08, PDF14, RJD+07,
SKY12, STM08, VBRK17].  Interactive
[ARB07, AAMH13, AM13, BSB+18, BSS+13,
BGT12, BCH+13, BE18, BSM+13, BHZ+18,
BBW+17, BBP08, BDSS18, BTV09,
BJN08, BWT+11, BPS+11, BGM+17,
BMW17, BFTW09, BTJ+13, CGS+11,
CTGHJ3, CZZT7a, CWT+08, CNT+08,
CAY00, CYB08, CDZ+09, CYW+16, CZZT7b,
CMK15, CK05a, CLR013, CFFH09,
CML+12, CCB+18, CMP14, DANS10,
DMQ16, DBW12, DoVH+19, DWF+19,
DB07, FYTL19, FPB17, FBTW10, FHM08,
FSEM14, FH16, FB1M16, GFG+14, GCH+13,
GW13, GSA+09, GLK+13, GHL18, GPK14,
HLRS+08, HBJP12, HKBR+14, HB10,
HE06, HSK14, HTP+08, HSSK16, HFG+12,
HQ07, HC05, HTZ+11, HTH05, IC07, IIS14,
JH13, JV09, JFS16, JWS04, JFTW07,
JHB+09, JST+10, JJ09, JCG08, JKYR12,
JY17, KSH03, KTC+19, KGJ+08, KAA12,
KERC09, KLM+08, KMD11, KL96,
KKS+19, KZD+10, KSY14, KOJL+14,
KK02, KZM+14, KMG+06, KB06,
KPB14, KGPS13. Interactive
[KBE09, KKKW05, KSW06, KSB18, KML06, KKW06b, KCK+19b, LSJ+15, LB09, LCM07, LPP+06, LS13a, LKHW04, LBK+18, LDC96, LSR+13, LWZ+18, LGG+18, LBLH19, LY12, LH14, LWD+17, LDM+18, LCI+19, LDR00, LMT+03, LMC02, LCCM12, ME19, MB18a, MV06, MKN+07, MAST16, MGP06, MGJH08, MKG09, MGJ+10, MH10, MJJ+13, MYY14, MII+13, MAKM14, MRG+15, MQF06, MWC+12, MNC14, MHDG11, MPBM+18, NKKH11, NKLH12, NHYY18, NW10, NTS11, NT99, ORRL10, OHI2, ODH+07, OA11, PZ11, PKL+18, PPL+09, PPZ+12, PHE+18, PMCS11, PTM09, PH08, QYH+18, RE01a, RGK+13, RHY14, RAL+01, RKB19, RKK16, RGFL14, RBDG15, RJG17, RDB+12, RP12, Rot13, RKG+18, RSM+16, RSR+18, SSRE18, SSC+16, SK16a, SRIH16, SMWH17, SS13a, SWC+08, SKYS14, SLB04, STY12, SDW11, SLK+17b, SH12, SLMA06, SPEB18, SDES19, SKL+14, SB17].

Interactive
[SEB19, SW17, SFC+07, SGM+11, TKTN09, TCYM09, TDN+12, TZC13, TLS17, TWBBM17, THT19, TLLH12, TKBH17, VW12, VJC09, WFKH07, WLJ+12, WZQK04, WGS07a, WJ08, WP16a, WM16, WWS+18, WV08, WEE03, WKZL04, WC+12, WAG06, WFM+06, WDSC07, WQ07, WCQ+09, WWL+10, WLS+18, WP SH06, YHW+07, YJH+17, YDC+14, YYT16, YRWG13, YS+19, ZK06, ZK07, ZHT07, ZEC11, ZCBB12, ZCBB13, ZEC08, ZG06, ZBDS12, vHvdWw02, vPBB+11, vFTS08, WOC09]. Interactively
[JHP+14]. Interactivity
[ARH+15, BVV+19, BDF16]. InterAxis
[KCP16]. Intercluster
[MQF06]. Interest
[AHSS14, HD12, JA18, MVN+19, vHP09]. Interesting
[BBH+17]. Interface
[AGDJ10, BDS+03, CDZ+09, CML+12, CLEK13, JKM01, KMDH11, KLK+09, KFL+15, LIM+12, LTP+05, MWSJ14, MKT+18, OKB+19, PFW12, PLE+18, SK16b, SYYC11, WS06a, WM16, WCC+19, Wu16, ZTA12]. Interfaced
[MBT+18]. Interfaces
[ADP02, BLO+05, CDF09, HF10, LMK07, LPG+18, OBKP18, POD+13, SKK06]. Interferometry
[BPS+11]. Interfering
[BCH+13]. Interior
[LL14]. Interlayer
[GK16]. International
[Ano212, Ano414m, Ano414t, Ano16m, Ano16w, Ano18f, Ano19e, Ano19g, GKR14, JLS15, KHSB11, LBKD09, LABS10, Ano13l, Ano13m, Ano17l, GJK15]. Internet
[CYB08, CDM+06, Hu16a, KJH+18, LMZ06, PUN11, VWS+W+07, ZGW+14]. Interoperability
[LKT13]. Interpenetration
[ELF13, PB16]. Interpersonal
[RJD+07, RKA+13]. Interperspective
[MT05]. Interpolant
[CM10, HTF97]. Interpolating
[HB03]. Interpolation
[AE13, BHB04, COJ15, CL09, Cse13, GAM10, HW195, HTZ+11, KCOY03, LWS97, LKC09a, MSA17, ME11a, ME11b, NZZ+17, Ne04, ONL+12, PLK+06, PFC18, SFA+15, SKS12, TC09a, ZC06]. Interpolation-Based
[COJ15]. Interpretable
[KCK+19]. Interpretation
[KRH18, MKN+07, SDES19, ZWM+19]. Interpreted
[BGHF14]. Interpreting
[LLL+19, PGT+08, SDMT16, ZWLC19]. Interreflections
[SVGR16, XA09]. Interrelation
[JH13]. Interrogating
[CML+12]. Interrogation
[LLL+19]. Interruptible
[RN19]. Interruptions
[GWP+18]. Intersecting
[LSG+14, PHF07]. Intersection
[AL11, GD01, HHH16, LQXL14]. Intersections
[AR17, SOL+13]. Interstitial
[GK16]. Interval
[AWC10, CMM+97, FMST96, SYK+18, WD10]. Intervals
[WCJ06]. Interventions
[BHWB07]. Interview
[HHH16, KPHH12].
Interviews [AZL+19]. Interweaving [LLMB19]. Intestinal [RGF+04].
Intracranial [JPLS16]. Intrinsinc [LBD13, MFZ+17, XYSH13, ZHL+09].
Introducing [DS17a, DS18a, WLF+19].

Introduction
[AD12, Ano12g, BvdP12, BDC17, BHTY15, BGK11, BKL18, CCH14, CLS07, CW11, De 19a, DFQ12, DW17, Ebe00, Ebe07, Ert10c, Ert11a, FHI07, GKR14, GJK15, GW13, GMM05, HK10, HVY16, HKQ13, HP04, HLM10, ILMH12, Joy02, JLS15, KMN04, KS14a, KKL11, KHSB11, KPGL12, KL14b, LS06, LSCN09, Lin15, LST+16, LBKD09, LABS10, MH10, MY14, MW13, Moo03, MYM08, Nie95, Nie96, NSvW11, O015, OA11, Ota17, PZ12, Puro9, Qn09, Rus99, RWWT05, SK16a, SK15, SSL08, SL11, SW17, TL11, Var01, VW12, WLW17, WM05, WY19b, vWMT04, vW11].

Intuitive [SW17, TL11, Var01, VW12, MCK12, MKW07, NN11a, NN11b, NK06, SSD+08, SF14, SJ06, SH00b, TIW+19, WFM+05, WFKH07, WJ08, WC09, WC10, WWW+19, WCJ06, ZK06].

Isurfacing [LB03]. Isotropic [SAS05]. Isotropically [MMCE09]. ISP [HKC+12].


JackIn [KNR17]. Jacobi [JFTW07, TC17]. Jam [WZwdW13]. James [EDK10].


JiTTree [LBG+16]. John [Ano13d].


Journal [Ano18f, De 17c, FLo18, Lin14e]. Journalists [BISM14]. Joy [Ano14g]. Judge [KNKH19].

Judgment [RKS13, YHR+19].

Judgments

Just-in-Time [LBG+16].
KAVAGait [WFM+19], KD [WF+05, HL09]. Kd-Jump [HL09].
KD-Trees [WF+05]. Keeping [QH18].
Keim [Ano11d]. KelpFusion [MRS+13].
Ken [Ano14g]. Kernelized [BPP+16].
Kernels [DBH14, HUPS14, RSR+18].
Keshif [YEB18]. Key [CTT+16].
Keyboard [LIRC12]. Keyframe [GSC15, PLW11].
Keynote [Ano13u, Bai13, Cze12, Heg10, Min13, Sat13, Seq12, Tha11].
Keyword [FFB18, RGP+12]. Keyword-in-Context [RGP+12].
Keywords [IIS+17]. Kick [PVF13]. Kick-off [PVF13]. Killing [HMTR19].
Kinects [TZL+12]. Kinematic [COMP13]. Kinetic [LSM03]. KL [Rob98].
Knitwear [CLZ+03, GRS05]. Knot [CLCQ12, HHQH17, ZWJZ12]. KnotPad [zwjz12].
Knots [GHK97]. Knowledge [AS05, CB15, KBKG07, MWN+19, SSS+14, SS06b, WSH+19, ZGI+18].
Knowledge-Assisted [WSH+19].
Knowledge-Based [KBKG07].
Knowledge-Transfer [ZGI+18].
KnowledgePears [SGP+19]. Known [RNK+15].
Kong [QCX+07]. Krueger [Han95].
Kwan [Ano13f].
L [MCA+10].
L-Infinite [MCA+10]. Lab [Ano05c, BTC13, KTC+19]. Label [CLG16].
Labeling [BDY06, BHZ+18, CG08, FHS+12, KCK+19a, MTM+16, NW11, LSC08].
Labels [YS13, KCK+19a, TLH10].
Lagrangian [BTT09, GHP+16, HOGJ13, JEH02, SP07, SWTH07, SX17, SFB+12, Wu16, YNBH11].
Lake [UDSL18].
Lambertian [MBT+18].
Lamps [RRK16].
Landmarks [Hu16a].
Landscape [IV11, OHWS13, TSD09].
Landscapes [TSW+07, WBP07].
Language [CCQ+14, DR08, HB10, KCS+16, LLL+19, NW15].
Languages [DWBR06, RBGH14].
Laplacian [ATLFO6, ZHI+11].
Large [AVK06, AHS14, AGL06, AABH+16, AAMG12, AAMH13, APS+14, APW16, BW11, BDJ14, BBD+11, BAAK+13, BDF+10, BBP08, BBDO6, BWT+11, BTC10, CBPS06, CGC+11, CMCL06, CWDH09, CGH+19, CMK15, CPK+05, CK05b, CAN14, CV+12, CLB+16, CLWW14, Dic14, DGWC10, DYW+13, DHR+19, FSHH12, FSW09, GKN05, GCL+15, GSS+15, GPL+11, GHGM06, GA+08, GCL+18, Guo09, HSS11, HAAAB+18, HWW02, HDSC19, HE99, HSSK16, HBC12, HC05, HTE11, IWR+18, IV11, IDW+13, JH13, JST+10, JS98, JHP+14, JDA+11, KSH03, KHD07, KLK+09, KKP+17, KZK+14, KJW+14, KG09, KML96, KCM18, LDK19, LBR+18, LSS+11, LFH06, LFLH07, LZH+13, LWL+17, LXR19, LBS+19, MS08, MGM14, MNS18, MGM09, MOC+14, NLS11, PF09, PFW12, PHJ+10, PY09, PGI+17, SMD14, SXM17, SF19, SHS11b, SMER06, USM97, WGS07a, Wan11, FWF+17, WWZ+19, WSL12, WDSC07, YHW+07].
Large [YXM+15, ZBG+17, ZMT+19, ZBDS12, dLVl06, vHP09, vWN04, vdZCT16].
Large- [HBC12].
Large-Magnitude-Range [ZBG+17].
Large-Range- [ZBG+17].
Large-Scale AP+14, BWT+11, Dic14.
DGWC10, FSW09, GCL+18, HAAB+18, HDSC19, JST+10, KKP+17, LFLH07, LZH+13, LXR19, LBS+19, MGM09, MOC+14, PFW12, PY09, SX17, WSLL12, YXM+15, LFH06, LWL+17, SMD14.
Large-Scene [APW16].
Largest [SWC+08].
Lark [TIC09]. Laser [GK95, KIS17, PWG17, VAB12, WG16, ZZS10].
Last [LRN96, LBS+19]. Latency [SF14, FSTG16, FKS16, LBS+16, LH14, OWS15, SQG16].
Latent [HLG+14].
Lattice [AEM09, BLW14, Cse10, Cse13, EM06].
Magnifier [ZZG+12], Magnitude [BDJ14, GUO00, KRHH11, ZBG+17].
Magnotics [BBH+17]. Maintaining [FSHH12]. Maintenance [HF11, SLMA06].
Management [BTC13, CMRS03, ET08, FWL17, GZL+14, IYS13, KWS+14, LSJ+15, MBH+12, PFK07, TLS17, WP18]. Manga [YHL+17]. Manhattan [VAB12].
Manhattan-World [VAB12]. Manifold [GLTH01, HHQH17, KW11, KBBH13, LPG12, PYW+16, SJW07, TFO09, ZCFL15, ZWM+19]. Manifolds [DMR04, ZWR14].
Manipulate [KMM+13, LLHL14, MSME14, MV06, MKH12, M KK+17, MDL+19, NEO4, NH+17, NW11, OBS+15, RCSJ18, RASS17, RM13, SKB+18, SWvW+11, SST+17, SLQW17, TIW+19, TGS11, VT08, WC11, WZC+15, War09, XHL18, YDJ+19, YGFX19, ZFL17, ZM17, vW14, KFS+17].
MAQUI [LLMB19]. Marbling [AB06].
Marching [DSC+08, DSS+09, LB03, Nie03]. Marginal [XZM17]. Mark [MSM+11].
Marker [KSNY17, LZD13, LJH+18, NW11].
Marker-Based [LJH+18]. Markerless [CMPC06, LH09, MGL07, SM09, SLS+17, WLT+18b, XLC+18]. Markers [AIS18, BDJ14].
Markov [PBL10, RS12].
Martian [YQK+17]. Mashup [WDS07].
Masking [GO15, LLPF19]. Masks [KM16].
Mass [AAAFW17, CM14, DT10, EGG+12, FT09, RB18, SVAC12, ZSG+13, vLBR+16].
Massive [AK02, ADWK+17, AA11, CL18, CCL+16, KSY14, PSN10, SG05, vdEHvW14].
Massively [LLB+12]. Massless [SLNB11].
Master [TAK+05]. Master-Slave [TAK+05].
Match [LDW+15, PYHZ14].
Matches [BNTM16].
Matching [CCM+13b, FKLT10, FSHH12, HEWK03, KSBE18, LRP97, LWZQ17, LFP07, LB17, MGMP18, SIE81, TWS16, WSW16, XLD11]. Material [AGDJ10, BNS+03, HHI+18, HKG07, IZM18, LLL+10, POD+13, RYKL13].
SVAC12, SFA+15, UMW+12, WLLC15].
MaterialCloning [YL16]. Materials
[BSS+13, BHTF07, GKL+16, HWW18,
LB15, MBT+18, RBDG15, Vis15].
Mathematical
[GHK97, KLMA10, ZFSL19]. Mathematics
[HP04], Matrices
[DWvW12, LBK+18, PDF14, ZCL09].
Matrix [BH+17, CMP09, CLRP13,
EDF08, IML13, LLR18, TIW+19, VMJC10,
WLLC15, YRWG13]. Matrix/Tree
[YRWG13]. MatrixExplorer
[HF06].
Material
[Ano15b, Ano15e, EBB+15, JFTW07,
KHA12, MSE+06, SAM+05, ZCL08].
May [CG16]. Maze [LYY+16a]. Mazes
[WLWL10]. MDS [IMO09, JFSK16].
Me [CLKS19, Ger17, MHS07].
Mean [BSL+14, FYWY16]. Meeting
[BWW08, Bar05, EDK10, Han95].
MeetingVis [SBB+18]. Megalost
[PMvWC05]. Medical
[DMR04, KCK+19b, LPPY07, LRF+11,
PPM+11, Sat13, SK13, SKYS14, SHC+09,
SLK+17b, SEA09, UK12, WKB+13, YL16,
vLBB16, MTRP10]. Meeting [SBB+18].
TCL+13, TNB11, THJ99, USM97, VP04a, VP04b, VCP08, VS11, VCL+07, Wan06, XWL+15, YP13, YT02, YSS+12, eYL07, ZC06, ZCW19, Zha05, TGSP09, PR00b.

Meshing [BLW14, GCZL14, LLW15, MWk+08, PD04, YWW14]. Meshless [BNPB13a, GLB+06, PPL+10].

Meshsweeper [Gué01]. Mesostructures [MNC14]. Message [Ano13n, Ano13o, Ano14n, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15l, Ano15n, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, BS18, BR518, CGGR18, CFK12, CLS13b, CKSB14, De 15d, DS16a, DS17b, De 18a, DS18b, De 19b, DLM+12, Ert07a, Ert10d, De 16a, Flo17, IKLW14, Lin11d, Lin11c, Lin12e, Lin12a, Lin13e, Lin14d, Mue19, vHMM+11]. Messages [BTH+13]. Meta [ZGB+17].


Metamorphosis [BW01, LWCS96, LH03, LL05]. Metaphor [AABS+14, KISE14, SGAS16, WBP07]. Metaphors [CVC+12, MF11, ZK08].

MetaTracts [BWW+17]. Meteorology [BRS+18]. Method [AEM09, AWB11, BBBBB18, BGB15, BTB10, CB15, Dru08, FYZ+17, FA15, IHH05, IDA15, KOF08, LLL06, LLLF08, LSY+18, LCL+19, MWCE09, ORC07, RGK+13, Tay02, TS08, VS11, WH09, WHK15, WLMK04, WMK13, XTY+11, YSS+12, YLY+12, Zag96, ZCL08, JQD+08].

Methodological [DBD18]. Methodology [AABW12, RHR16, SND05, SMM12, VJN+15].

Methods [AL06, AJD08, AMM+08, AHH+14, BS08, BNTM16, BN12, CA00, CWQ+07, CMK15, CF10, CHM11, DLW+17, DSC+08, DLR09, EMISP+15, FCL09, GIMS18, HG01, KMLM16, LKJ+05, LH11, LXL+18, LD11b, SZB+09, SBM+06, SO17, TAE+11, TWHS05, VF13, WHZ+18, ZK12, HSKIH07].

Metric [CZN+11, GSZ+13, LJJ+10, LMZ+14, MK13b, OJ12, PZLZ17, VCP08, WGS07a, WOO17, YYSZ06, CS18].

Metric-Dependent [VCP08]. Metric-Driven [LJJ+10]. Metrics [DK10, GO15, GGZL16, JJ09, MDHB+07, NHEM17, Vas16].


Microfacets [MBT+18]. Micrographs [DBTH07]. Microscopy [BKA+11, BJA+19, HBJP12, MCS+08, dLVvL06, WOCH09].

Microseconds [LBS+16]. Microstructure [BZGV14]. Microvascular [MAK08].


Minimally [ES01]. Minimization [RB07, SSW18, WLT08]. Minimize [LT18].

Minimizing [OKSK16, YYSZ06]. Minimum [CXR19, KMH11, VC17].

Mining [BISM14, GWP+16, Kei02, KS02, LLMB19, MOC+14, dOL03]. MIP [EWWL98]. MIP-Map [EWWL98].

Mipmap [LKC09a]. Mirage [ZHF+07].

Mirror [CSPN11, MSM+11].

Mirror-Symmetric [CSPN11]. Mirrors [DTT+17]. Mismatches [BNTM16].

Missing [SS19]. Mitigating [DBBF19].

Mix [AW14]. Mixed [Bro07, CLB13, CGB+13, DH08, GKR14, GJK15, HKR+08, JAM+14, JLS15, KOJC12, KHSB11, KTW13, KLD+09, KLL12, LRM+13, LBKD09, LABS10, NQX+05, NW11, PLE+18, PWG17, RPAC17, WDC+18, XST+18, HWA15].

Mixed-Initiative [HKR+08, WDC+18].

Mixed-Integer [NW11]. Mixed-Reality
[KLL12, NQX+05]. MixedFusion [ZX18].
Mixing [BJEYLW01, LBM+06]. Mixture
[LZLS16, WCZ+11]. MizBee [MMP09].
MLS [LGM+08]. MOBA [LXC+17].
Mobile [BBBM18, BMWW18, BLIC19,
BTJ+13, CPW+18, DH08, HBESB11,
HAGS16, KPR+15, KM16, KHSW17, LS07a,
LHD18, LODH16, LSV+18, Nj16, OKI15,
PKMR15, RBGD15, RJJ17, SOS+17,
VAR14, WRM+10, YC14]. MobileFusion
[OKI15]. Mobility [AAFW17, DSC+16,
WXZ+16, ZFA+14, vLBR+16].
MobilityGraphs [vLBR+16]. MObjects
[BGK+13]. Mobs [aGAB16]. Mock [VB18].
Mock-Ups [VB18]. Modal
[CK05b, GMD13, MDS16, SLM18].
Modality [BGOJ16, DH08].
Modality-Driven [BGOJ16]. Mode
[GPK14, PH07, vCdW14]. Model
[AB06, BM+19, BSL+12, BAF+13,
BMST97, BC12, CBL07, CK05a, DPW+15,
DK13, EASD+19, EFN12, FG99, FBLS05,
GH13, GCL+15, GP+13, Guo095,
HLC12, HLY18, IZM18, JKM07, JD13,
JA18, JVDF19, KPBG13, KSI+96, KPH+03,
KBVH17, KSDD14, LKL+15, LKH+16,
LKT13, MD12, MOF09, MOF10, MGJ+10,
MHD+18, ME09, MM11, MWC+12, MTB17,
MTB18, Mm09, MT01, NZ06, ORRL10,
PY09, RKK16, RLA+13, SSS+14, SVAC12,
SZD+10, SASS16, SJH+07, STPV12, SO17,
SSL+12, TGH12, TL07, TLC+10, THV+14,
TFH11, VSS08, WZW+05, WCZ+11,
WPS+16, WHM14, YLX+12, YML+17,
YLsl11, YS17, ZPS04, ZWV+12, ZWM+19,
ZFL19, ZTO9, vWNO4, vLBB16].
Model-Agnostic [ZWV+19].
Model-Based [BC12, CBL07, FBLS05,
RKK16, SO17, WZW+05, vLBB16].
Model-Driven [KSI+96, SSL+12].
Modelers [GDJ+13]. Modeling
[BTB+04, BGK11, CVC10, CLRP13,
CCB+18, DC17, De08, DCKY02, DQ07,
EASS+18, FWZQ13, FBGB09, FM04,
GRS95, GLX17, HWW18, HR96, HFG+12,
HQQ12, HQ04, KV03, KCA16, KPH+03,
KPB14, KPSS13, KKM+09, LA11, LPS+13,
LvL12, LPKF14, MQQ00, MAST16, MM11,
NMGK17, NDM+97, Nye98, NRS15, PK08,
PW12, PDW+14, Qin09, RNE+17, SPEB18,
SKW+11, SJM14, Sza18, TMH+10, WLL+12,
WXJ17, WFW+17, WX17, WKB+07,
WZF+04, WKKW06, XSY+16, XSS+17,
XAO9, XA10, YJL+15, ZZSS10, ZLD+14].
Models [AG16b, ATK16, ADDG12, ASE16,
BW04, BDK98, BW01, Bru17, CGD97,
CC08, DvVH+19, FBL+18, GJG+15,
GNDV+18, GMD+17, HOT98, HC05,
HKYM17, HG01, JK16, KAKC18, KTC+19,
KL14a, KMT14, KSY14, KML96, LH03,
LL05, LJW08, LR11, LS10, LZLS16,
LSC+18, LLL+19, Max95a, MKJ06,
MG14, MF11, MWN+19, MP13, NT03,
OB117, PML97, RE01b, STB18, SF19,
SPK+07, SGB+19, TLQ+08, TCY09,
TWBB17, USK12, Vas16, WKB07,
WH09, WQZ+18, WSLL12, WSW+18,
XESV97, YSGM05, ZK07, ZWM+19,
ZHC18, ZLDM16, ZJH07, ZSTR07].
Modification [LSJ+15, MDS+18].
Modified [GHA+08, WZK12]. Modifying
[AMA11, JAO+14]. Modular
[AHSS14, DIv15, OTKS15]. Modulation
[MDM10, RLL+13, TIS16]. Modulator
[IHS17]. Mohr [CRB+05]. Molecular
[BPG12, BLG+16, CG07, DHR+19,
GRVE07, GBM+12, GBCG+14, HEG+17,
KBE09, LBH11, LBH14, PB13, SVGR16,
TMC06, KSF+17]. MoleView [HTE11].
Moment [BHSH15, CRT04, SHM+07].
Monitor [TGW+95]. Monitor-Based
[TGW+95]. Monitoring
[BTH+13, CLZ+18, MKN+07]. Monocular
[HDBC15, VARS14, ZHQ+07]. Monte
[HK17, LSPW12, Sbe97]. MOOC
Morphable [CLC+15]. Morphing
[CE01, RM15, SLGM09, WLL+05]. Morse
Mosaic [HCP+16]. Mosneying [AZL+19].

Motifs [MRSS+13]. Motion
[AW03, BWK+13, BTY14, BSWL12, CK16, CML08, CLAL12, CBL07, FXG12, GXR+18a, GXR+18b, HCT98, HCMTH15, HZM13, JER16, KERC09, KCP08, LPG+18, LMD12, LHD16, LHYG12, LPT11, LCS+16, LSH03, LXYR18, LZH18, LKM+18, MCP+06, MKA13a, PLW12, RK17, SKK+14, SYK+18, SLG+17, Sz11, SBE+15, TAL+07, WHK15, WLT+18b, WSTH07, XLC+18, YNO3, YAE07, ZJH+11].

Motion-Blur [PLW12]. Motion-Sensitive [SZ11]. MotionExplorer [BWK+13].

MotionFlow [JER16]. MotionRugs [BJC+19].

Motion
[ASvdP14, BVLO6, HK09, HK16, yKL12, TH13, TMM+13, XA10].

Motivated [JKM06]. Mountains [CCB+18]. Mounted
[BSEN18, CDK+17, GIMS18, HH+18, HRS15, IK15, IDAK15, IA1K16, KBB+12, KRA16, LCR16, LHO16, LHC10, MIO+15, dJBNM17, OTKS15, PNI+15, PG+17, QNP18, SBK+11, XST+18].

Mouse
[LIRC12, RRH+09].

Movement
[ARH+15, AA11, AABW12, AAH+13, AAB+13, AAFW17, BPS13, CYW+16, DNN13, KTE15, SMP17, SJL+18b, ZMT+19].

Movements
[AdLH13, LKD19, PZ07, ySKK07].

Moves
[SSV18, ZWJZ12].

Movie
[BJLYW01, LLKN17].

Moving
[KGS+19, LG12, MGM14, MEB+14, PLK12, SP96, WBD14, ZLY18].

MPI
[CGC+11, GPC+17].

MPI-Hybrid
[CGC+11].

MPML3D [PUN11].

MR
[BSL13, MNK01, ZDL03].

MR360
[RAC17].

MRI
[AS19, BPM+13, JFT+07, KGP+13, KGG+12, MN07, STS07, TSS07, vPBB+10, vPBB+11].

MRTouch
[XST+18].

Multi
[APW16, BSM06, BJM07, BPD08, BLK17, BM13, BDW+08, CLG16, CWW+07, CCM+14, CLW18, CPG09, DVCD07, DDW14, EBB+15, FT07, GLS+17, GLG+13, HA06a, HKG07, HBC12, HZM13, IWV+18, IZ18, KKP+17, KCK+19a, KLS+18, LLR08, Lin16b, LPQF14, LD11a, LPK+16, LRF+11, MS18a, MS18b, MDS16, MIS+18, ME11b, NSW+17, PSTW+17, PLS+14, PTMB09, PLE+18, PWIG18, PHF07, PBK+12, PBC17, RLM01, SLG09, SLR18, SKMH14, SLS+17, SJH+07, SGAS16, TAK+05, TIK15, TS08, VBK17, WAT14, WSW16, WSL17, WCC+18, WAG+12, WS06b, WXC+08, WMS+18, YDS+16, YXG+10, ZFL17, ZWC+18, ZLC+19, WOCH09, WBD14].

Multi-Attribute
[GLG+13, SGAS16, WCC+18].

multi-channel
[WOCH09, WBD14].

Multi-Character
[VJK17].

Multi-Charts
[DDW14].

Multi-class
[CMM+14].

Multi-Criteria
[HZM13, PSTW+17].

Multi-D.O.F.
[TAK+05].

Multi-Depth-Map
[APW16].

Multi-Destination
[ZFL17].

Multi-Dimensional
[WXC+08, ZWC+18, ZLC+19, LLR08, LPK+16].

Multi-field
[LLR08, WSW16].

Multi-Focus
[TS08].

Multi-Focused
[BDW+08].

Multi-GPU
[WAG+12].

Multi-Granular
[GSL+17].

Multi-Instance
[KCK+19a].

Multi-Interaction
[YML+17].

Multi-Label
[CLG16].

Multi-Level
[BM13, FT07, KKP+17, ME11b, SJH+07].

Multi-Material
[HKG07, IZM18].

Multi-Modal
[MS16, SLG18].

Multi-parameter
[NSW+17].

Multi-Pipeline
[MIS+18].

Multi-Projection
[KLS+18, PWIG18, SLS+17, TIK15].

Multi-Projector
[BSL06, BJM07, DVCD07, SLG09].

Multi-Relational
[PLS+14].

Multi-Relaxation
[LPQF14].
[AS11, CYZ+09, DCKY02, TSB+05].
Muscles [WGF08]. Museum
[HSC08, MLMF12, RGFL14]. Music
[CQM10, FXG12]. Music-Driven [FXG12].
Musicians [JFS16]. Mutual
[BBB+12, TAK+05]. My
[BSB+18, SS19, SHV+18]. MyBrush
[KPV+18]. Myocardial [TBB+08].

Name [SWY+17, WBDS11].
NameClarifier [SWY+17]. Nanocubes
[LKS13]. Nanoscale
[AABS+14, MAAB+18]. Nanosphere
[GLK+16]. Nanostructures [MDS+18].
Nanotechnology [QMK+06]. Narrative
[BMW17, FYF+18, HD11, HDR+13,
RCW+18, SH10, WLB+14, WLF+19].
Narratives [KBI+18, SBB+18]. Narrow
[AS11, LKHWO4]. Narrow-Band
[LKHW04]. Narvis [WLF+19]. Nasal
[ZMH+09]. Native [FYTL19, STYC12].

Natural
[BPB14, BIPS12, FTB+13, LCC+17, LLL+19,
MF11, NW15, NSN14, RJJG17, SBK+11,
SLF+12, TFJ12, XZX+17, YN03, YON06].
Naturalness [KOF08].
Naturalness-Preserving [KOF08].
Navigable [WKW06]. Navigating
[CVC+12, CML+12, CLB+16, FWR00, JS98,
SJMS19, SPK+07, WSO6a]. Navigation
[AN13, BFPO14, BL07, BJNN08, BIPS12,
CRI06, EDOF8, GSA+09, HD12, HMM00,
HR11, IV11, KBKG07, LJS+15, LYY+16a,
LODI16, PDBC+11, PGI+17, SW12, SM06,
SAC+08, TYSN06, TMM+13, WHA07,
WP18, ZHLR14, vWN04, JSV+08]. ND
[CXM19]. Near
[ANO96b, BBS+18, DTT+17, LH16, LHH16,
LSJ06, RWBF18, RBGD15]. Near-Eye
[DTT+17, RWBF18]. Near-Field
[BBG+18, LH16, LHH16, RBDG15].
Nearest [CK10, XNLD11]. Nebulae
[MKHD05, WAG+12]. Neighbor [CK10].
Neighborhood [DSF+14]. Nematic
[JKM06, MJK06, SPCJL06]. Nested
[Mun09, WLSL17]. Nets
[CD14, ST09, vHWV09]. NETSPEAK
[RGP+12]. Network
[wAPS14, ABC+19, BRH+17, BF01, BEW95,
BBH+17, BKWO3, CDB+17, GKL+13,
HZM+16, KACK18, KDMW16, LLB+12,
MV06, MKN+07, MPMG12, MGPH06,
MJ09, NMB16, PGU+13, SNK+17, SFMB12,
SHH11, SWW+15, SSG12, SA06, SPEB18,
VMCJ10, WLS+19, WPZ+16, YSD+17,
vdeEHBW14, vdeEHW14, vdeEHBV16].
Networked [DK11b]. Networks
[AHSS14, AKH+17, BFP14, BG04, BSKR19,
BJY+18, BN11, CGH+19, CCM12, DVP+18,
DWW012, FBL+18, GSR+19, GDBG12,
GZ11, HSS11, HSCW13, HS11, HF06,
HFM07, HBF08, HKYM17, JHGH08,
KCK+19b, LPP+06, LLHML14, LSL+17,
MB19, MK09, PS06, PHV+18, RFIT17,
FLL18, SG09, SMRO06, SS18, SGPR18,
UMW+12, VRW13, WGYS19, WKKW06,
YDG+16, YDC+14, ZEC08, DMS+08].
Neutral [BF01, BJY+18, JHF+09, JDL12,
KACK18, KCK+19b, LSL+17, LB+18,
PHV+18, RFIT17, SGPR18].
Neurobiology [BSG+09, WOC09].
NeuroBlocks [AAB+16].
Neurodegenerative [OIR+17].
NeuroLines [AABS+14]. Neuron
[LHH+12, UKF+18]. Neuronal
[AABS+14, BJA+19]. Neuroscience
[BAAK+13]. Neurosurgery [KOC14].
Neurosurgical [BHFB07, JSV+08]. Never
[DBN06]. News [MBS+06]. Next
[KAS12, LSV+18]. Nielson [ANO13c].
NLIZE [LH+19]. Nmap [DSF+14]. Node
[HDFO8, JHHT14, NBW14, RP12, SSKB14].
Node-Link [JRHT14, NBW14, SSKB14].
Node-Link-Group [SSKB14]. Nodes
[WRF+11]. NodeTrix [HFM07, YSD+17].
Nodular [WBK+13]. Noise
[AGY+17, CYC+12, CCS12, FHHJ08,
JEH02, KKSS13, LKD11, LLW06, YPI13].

Note
[An05a, An05b, De 15b, De 15a, De 15c, De 16b, De 17b, De 18c, Ebe03a, Ebe03b, Ebe04a, Ebe04b, Ebe06a, Ebe06b, Ert07b, Ert07c, Ert08, Ert09a, Ert09b, Ert10a, Ert11b, Ert11b, Flo16, De 17a, Hag99, Hag00, HE02, IK15, Lin11a, Lin11b, Lin12b, Lin12c, Lin12d, Lin13a, Lin13c, Lin13d, Lin14c, Lin14a, Lin14b, Lin16a, Lin13b]. Notice [SGQ16]. Noticeable [NWHWD16]. Notifications [GWP+18]. NotifyVR [GWP+18]. Novel [ARRC11, AS98, CDZ+09, CVC+12, DSF+14, INCB18, JAAL18, JSV+08, KHA12, KK19, LHC10, NZ06, OHH06, PM08, RGK+13, TCM10, WSM+09, ZBZ+13]. Novice [LKH+16]. Novices [GTS10, GTS13, KPR+14, LBW19, YEB18]. NPR [LCC+17]. NPU [PMD+07]. NPU-Based [PMD+07]. Nuclear [DCK+12]. Number [BDJ14, KWDGI1, OISK16]. Numerical [GBP+13, SZD+10, ZMZM15]. NURBS [SF14, KKM+09, KML06, QT06, SF19]. NURBS-Based [SF14].

[RCL+15, ZOC+13, JHG08, LSC08]. Our [BSSB10, EDK10, RCL+15]. Out-of-Core [AGL06, HKC+12, LF02, LCDP13, USM97, YSGM05]. Outcome [KNKH19].
Outcomes [WG12]. Outdoor [APV+15, KGAM18, LBD13, LG12, SRK+11, VGKS12, WLT+18b]. Outdoors [BBBM18]. Outflow [WG12]. Outlier [NH06]. Outlier-Preserving [NH06]. Outcomes [WG12]. Outdoors [BBBM18]. Outflow [WG12]. Outlier [NH06]. Outlier-Preserving [NH06].


Parallax [BC18a, LXRY18, MSM+11, PKS+08]. Parallax-Free [MSM+11]. Parallax360 [LXRY18]. Parallel [AD12, BGM+07, BGM+08, BSO+12, BBP08, BBV+11, CL18, CW11, DK10, DK11a, EMP09, ED06, FPH+08, GH00, Gor02, GXY12, GPB19, HKC+12, HW09, HSH10, IB+14, JFTW07, JF16, JCWD14, KCS+16, KBB06, Lac96, LLB+12, LT11, LDC96, LTP+05, MB18, MAWM11, MGM09, MFS+09, NR18, NC07, NLS11, NH06, PZ12, REB+16, RLS+19, SN12, SKL+11, VP09, VMCJ10, VHSB16, WZC+15, WLSL17, YXSH13, YXM+15, YGX+09, ZWZ+13, ZGH+18, ZIP+15, ZGHG11, ZW18, tCMR07]. Parallel-Hardware [JFTW07].

Parallelism [CCG+11, GPC+17, HBC12, SSIF09]. Parameterized [MS08]. Parameter [AAM+12, BSM+13, BVP+HR09, BM10, MGH10, OKB+19, PBCR11, SHH+14, TWSM+11, WLSL17, NSW+17].

Parameterization [BF01, GLB+06, HAT+09, KZW12, MGL07, NSZ+17, NPPZ12, PTG06, WPZ+11, YYSZ06, YKL+08, ZGH11]. Parameterizations [HFL18, SAS05]. Parameterized [VABW09]. Parameters [BTJ+13, EASS+18, JBS+18, KBD+11, LSH07, TKTN09, YL16, nGAB16]. Parameteric
[ADDG12, CTT+16, DQ07, Elb98, FG+05, IDAK15, MWCE09, JDQ+08].

Parametrization [AG17, Parcels [VABW09]. Pareto [HHG14, MLMP18].


Partially [KLC08]. Participating [WH18, ZC03]. Participation [Ano08c, Ano12e]. Participatory [VWF09].

Particle [GB15, BC12, CO15, CMK15, EGS03, GIK+07, GKM+15, HL02, HW95, Har16, IWR+18, KKKW05, LSY+18, LLRR08, LTFK08, LSC08, MSW+08, MNK07, MWK+08, NJB07, RGC+14, SYM14, SM17, SFBP09, STM08, WSTH07, YEll+16, ZGH+18, ZD18, vPVvdW10].

Particle-Based [CO15, GIK+07, GKM+15, NJB07, LSC08, MWK+08].

Particle-Particle [LSY+18].

Particle/Flow [STM08]. Particle/Volume [SYM14, SM17]. Particles [ATT12, GT14, KSSW09, MWK07, ySKK07, YS03].


Pass [ASDW14, BTHD11, MPT03, WX13].

Passengers [Ch16]. Passive [HSR18, NMN+18, STH13, ZK17]. Past [LMW+17, NJ16]. Patch [GGZ+18, LSS+15, WWC+14, XLD11, ZWS+17].

Patch-Based [GGZ+18, LSS+15, XLD11, ZWS+17].

Paths [Gor02, HTF97]. Patent [KBGE11]. Patents [FKHM17]. Path [AMA11, BMWW18, HW95, HHCLO1, HL09, KM16, SAC+08, THWS05, WK+08, WG16, ZLB+05]. Path-Preserving [AMA11, HL09]. Pathline [CO15].

Pathlines [MWS14]. Paths [AMA11, EDK10, LLBS17, LBH11, LWD+17, WOO17, WKW06]. Pathways [JYC+10, LPK+13]. Patient [BSKR19, HHO+17, KGPS13].


Pattern-Based [VNM15]. Patterns [AAFW17, ASW12, BSH+16, BW08a, BEJK12, CYW+16, FPH19, GHA+08, GZ11, GCML06, HA06b, HHKE16, JER16, KDA+09, LWD+17, PW13, SMO+13, SCT+10, TTS10, WVVY14].

PCs [AO15], GU00, KGP+13, KGG+12].

PC-MRI [KGP+13, KGG+12]. PCs [NH07, TBR+12]. PDEs [BF01]. PDEs [DQ07, RL08]. PDF [SKM14].


PEls [XHT+07]. Pelvic [SLK+17].

PelVis [SLK+17]. Pen [WLJ+12, ZZD14]. Penalized [BSK01]. Penalized-Distance [BSK01]. Penalty [Dr08]. XZB14.

Penalty-Based [XZB14]. Pendulum [TLC+10]. Penetration [KLM04].

Penumbral [DF96]. People [HH16, LKH+16, OBKP18, RCL+15, Tal+07].

Per-Pixel [MMD10]. Perceived [BEDF16, GMS+07, JSB13, KHSS14].

Perception [BH07, BCS11, BI12, BG07, BSWL12, CWM+09a, EMdSP+15, FIB+14, GLM+17, GNC13, TGBP19, HTP19, HRR+08, HTO98, HV13, JAM+14, JME10, KSTE06, LH16, LH16, LML+18, LB1+14, MRT00, PW12, PLE+18, PBK+12, PIS15, RYKL13, ESA14, TyET14, TYL+18, VS11, WK13, WFC+18, WCG+19, ZK17, ZNZX16].

Perception-Based [CWM+09a, EMdSP+15, MRT00].

Perception-Driven [WFC+18, ZNZX16].
Perception-True [HV13]. Perceptions [RGFL14, RCL+15]. Perceptual
[AL06, ACS+18, BSG18, BAW16, DBH14, HBW06, KOC14, KHA10, LKR+18,
MPW17, PGR13, STP12, SBE+15, SBW17, WB08, YNO6, ZK10, vHR08].
Perceptual-Statistics [STP12]. Perceptually [BT14, GH00, LSS13,
NSN14, QM08, ZWM13]. Perceptually-Based [ZWM13].
Perceptually-Driven [GH00].
Performance
[ADDG12, BAP+17, BBG+18, BBB+19, BC18a, BTB10, CTGH13, DK11b, GGJ+18,
HBT14, KGAM18, KLL12, LLB+12, MZC+16, PBO+14, RAL+17, SSMG13,
TKAM06, WXY17, XMM19a, XMRC17, vdcW14, GSL14]. Performing [KKM+09].
Perfusion
[ODD+07, POM+09, TBB+08].
Peridynamics [HWW18]. Periodic
[CML+07]. Peripheral [JSB13]. Periphery
[LBH18]. Persistence
[BEK10, FFST19, RM17, RKG+11, RML12, RFLL18].
Persistence-Based [RML12]. Persistent
[CLMO17, SJ06, WC09, WC10]. Person
[TMM+13]. Personal
[FDPH17, HTA+15, JHR10, KPV+18, TBHC16, VBC+16, WBA+14, ZGW+14].
Personality
[Per95, SPW07, ZKM18, ZOC+13].
Personalization
[WGR+18]. Personalized
[CTM+13]. Personified
[TMM+13].
Perspective
[BHST17, DHM13a, HCS+07, LS10, SH00a, SBK+11, WB08, WCA+17].
Perspectively
[HN13]. Persuading
[KV08]. Persuasive
[PMN+14].
Perturbation
[CA00, LLL+19].
Perturbation-Driven
[LLL+19].
Perturbations
[CRB+05]. Pervasive
[GLZR17]. PET
[RHR+09, PET/CT RHR+09]. Petascale
[HBJP12].
PETMiner
[HEFR18]. Petrophysical
[HEFR18]. Pets
[JAM+14]. Phase
[GPR+01, GLX17, KBE+18, PSN10, ZC06].
PhenoBlocks
[GHC+16]. PhenoLines
[GNDV+18]. Phenomena
[CMK15, SBHW11, WLMK04].
Phenomenological
[MM17]. PhenoStacks
[GGC+17]. Phenotype
[GHC+16, GGC+17, GNDV+18]. Phone
[VARS14]. Phones
[BLIC19, OK15, PKMR15, WR10].
Photic
[XHT+07].
Photometric
[PGW17, WLDW11]. Photon
[HUP14, JKRY12, JY17, SJ09, SCL08,
ZDM13]. Photon-Mapping
[SCL08].
Photons
[LBS+16]. Photorealistic
[PY09, RBDG15, ZLG+06]. Photoreceptor
[RD05].
Photorecomposer
[LWZ+18].
Photos
[CdOKRv09, KCA16]. Phrase
[vHWV09]. Phrasing
[OPH+16]. Physical
[AN13, BGK11, DBP14, HSR18, JH16,
LB17, MLS18, Qin09, RNE+17, STS+14,
TJW+17, VBM17, YQK+17, ZPS04].
Physicalization
[LPF+19]. Physically
[BPS+11, CMN13, GKH97, IZM18, JWL15,
LXB17, Vis15, WB08]. Physically-Based
[BPS+11, CMN13, GKH97, IZM18, WB08].
Physician
[OIR+17]. Physics
[HEG+17, KJ12, LXW+18, QT96, SAM+07,
TLC+10, YGG+13]. Physics-Based
[HEG+17, KJ12, LXW+18, QT96, SAM+07,
TLC+10, YGG+13]. Physiologically
[MOF09, MOF10]. Physiologically-Based
[MOF10, MOF09]. Physiology
[RD05, XZ+17]. Pick
[WFH12].
Pictorials
[Chi16]. Picture
[PTM+18, WLL+16]. Pictures
[ZLZY18].
Pictus
[GPL+13].
PieceStack
[WWS+16]. Piecewise
Porosity [MDG00]. Porous [PC13, WAWS18, ZFS+19]. Portable [KCS+16].
Portals [Ano05d]. Portfolio [BNTM16]. Portfolios [MEV+14].
Portraiture [Bro07]. Pose [CZN+11, FCSF17, GSCO07, GCL+18, HBESB11, HV00, IFM14, LIM+12, MUS16].
Pragmatics [HSTD18]. Pre [Ano08d, GAMD10]. Pre-Integrated [GAMD10]. Pre-Pages [Ano80d].
Preattentive [KK19]. Precepts [AS05]. Precise [EPS+15]. Precision [HBKS09, HKB+19, PNML08].
Precomputed [BES12, XJF+08, ZDM13]. Predicate [zBBKN14]. Predicate-Based [zBBKN14]. Predicates [BPM+13, KGP+13, SS06a]. Predict [AERA14]. Predictability [BS02].
Predicting [KDM+16, TWBBM17]. Prediction [BSR+14, CLL08, FM12a, HKKS18, LLG17, LBR+17, MTB18, PFC18, VB13].
Prediction-Based [FM12a]. Predictive [KBL19, LPRCH19]. Predictive
[FM06, GBP+13, KBP14, MHR+11, MMT+14, VBV+18]. Predictor [BS95, SFBP09]. Predictor-Corrector [BS95, SFBP09]. Predominance [RCSJ18].
Present [NJ16]. Presentation [BGCS17, GJZ+12, KK19, MHS07, TJW+17, WBK+08, vdEvW14, vdCvW14].
Presenting [HFK16, MYI13]. Preservation [APP11, CTM05, DSF+14, ZSG+12, ZSG+13]. Preserved [Wan08].
Preserving [ATT12, AMA11, ALMF19, BDD+16, BCGK06, CWM09b, DKB11a, FYP10, GNSP+14, GLX17, HZH14, HYB+17, HYZ+12, HL09, KSW06, KOF08, KGZ+12, LLL06, LLY+13, LZZ+18, LFR03, LDC16, LWC+18, MSBH14, NGK18, NH06, RSB96, SFH06, SWS+11, SRML07, TGS11, WWLM11, WXJD17, WCB+18, WCC+19, WJE01, YNBH11, ZQS11, CLB11, LLLN+14, ML19]. Pressure [CMF12, DRW16, SB14]. Pretend [BBC15].
Printed [ZTZ17]. Printing [WQZ+18].
Prior [SHM10]. Prioritized [KS00a, KS00b, KS01].
Prioritized-Layered
Probabilistic
[AHH+14, AJ19, BMA+19, CLG16, GR04, LLPY07, PH11, SNG+17, YFR17].

Probabilities [LY12].

Probing
[DVC18, SDMT16, vPBB+11].

Problem
[Mar18, QCX+07, RM17].

Problem-Driven [Mar18].

Problems
[ZYM+14].

Procedural
[DKMI13, HQQ12, HKYM17, MM11, VT08, VBV+18, YHL+17].

Procedurally
[SGJM18].

Procedures
[TGW+95].

Process
[CLS+12, DC17, KSB16, LZZ16, MGM09, Mun09, NXW+16, SASS16, TBWBM17].

Processes
[CG16, GDG12, JBH+09, KSSD14, LSC+18, LFA+16, TKBH17, WYM12].

Processing
[ALMF19, BYA15, BGM+07, BGM+08, BVW+07, CCQ+14, HKC+12, HQ13, RGF+04, XLN+11, vLFR17].

Processors
[WJ08, ZK14a].

Produced
[AFRS05].

Product
[WPC+13, WL16, WH11].

Production
[EGH+06].

Products
[JHH+10].

Professional
[AZL+19].

Profile
[NWHW16].

Profiles
[LB19, OHWS13].

Profiling
[GMD+17, JFS16].

Program
[Ano12, Ano13f, Ano13m, Ano14m, Ano14t, Ano15m, Ano16m, Ano16w, Ano17l, Ano18f, Ano18h, Ano19e, Ano19g, BSI18, BR18, CGGR18].

Programmable
[SvLF10].

Programming
[DKM06a, GMD+17, NW11, WJR+13].

Progress
[SPG14].

Progression
[GJJ+19].

Progressive
[CBPS06, EASS+18, FSME14, FE17, HPJG08, KL03, LL05, LYY+16b, LXR19, PR00b, PR00a, PlvdM+17, PHV+18, SPG14, TKBH17, VP04b, YS03, ZGC+17, ZNX16, ZCFL15].

Project
[PMvWC05].

Projected
[IYS13, IFM14, Lin16b, SCT06, SFC+07].

Projecting
[PSN10].

Projection
[AHR+11, AIS18, BE06, CMSW04, DMC+12, EMdSP+15, FST+14, GXY12, HHH+18, HK99, IMS15, JCC+11, KSI17, KS00a, KS00b, KS01, KLS+18, MS04, NWI17, OR98, OR99, PNML08, PWG17, WIG18, RLM10, SLS+17, Sim07, TIS16, TIK15, WKME03, YYY16, YRGW13, ZXM10].

Projection-Based
[AHR+11, FST+14, HK99, MS04, Sim07, ZXM10].

Projections
[Gle13, Jen12, LT16, LT18, RKK16, SDMT16, SBK+11, XZM17, FGS19].

Projective
[DHL09, HWW18, KLC17, OBLN17, YON05].

Projector
[BSM06, BJ07, DVC07, IMS15, KSI17, LM10, RNK+15, SLGM09, W16].

Projector-Camera
[RKK+15].

Projectors
[SM09, SM11, YHL08].

Projects
[AABH+16].

Promoting
[PF08, RM15].

Prone
[NMGK17, ZMG+10].

Proofreading
[AABH+16, HKB+14].

Propagation
[AM13, CLT+08, CDM+06, IK05, MAK14, MRG+15, MY16, NZS+17, RN10, RSM+16, RSR+18, STB18, SRK+11, XNT11, XWL+15].

Propel
[PSBS12].

Properties
[BLG+16, CSM07, CSS12, HEFR18, ORC07, RYKL13, RZP12, SFA+15].

Property
[KISE14].

Proportion
[LJZ12].

Proportional
[RFSH14, W112].

Prostate
[BSKR19, HHO+17, LDM+18].

Protection
[ZTP05].

Protein
[BLG+16, YJC+10, LVRH07].

Proteome
[LLB+06].

Proteomic
[YJC+10].

Prototype
[LHC10].

Prototyping
[GKM+15, KMSB14, MGJH08, SE18, SZK15].

Protovis
[BH09].

Provenance
[BYB+13, CSG19, GSO6, NXW+16, RESC16, SKB+18, SGP+19, WSD+13, WGS+13].

Provenance-Based
[SGP+19].

Provide
[LK13].

Providing
[KLS10].

Proxemics
[JHKH13, LBHW18].
Proximal [BYA15]. Proximity [KLL+13, ZCL08]. Proximity-Based [ZCL08]. Proxy [NHEM17, TCM10, ZK17].
Pseudonormal [BA05]. Pseudophysical [CK05a]. Psychological [nGAB16].
Psychologically [MZH+08]. Psychophysical [JH16, LLPP19, SNB+17, WKSS05].
PTOT [WC10, WC09]. Public [DLA+09, LLKN17, DSC+16, TKE16, ZFA+14, ZYM+14].
Purpose [AZM12, GUO00, YNM15]. Purposes [RESC16]. Pursuit [HQC+19, LvL12].
Push [AGY+17]. Putting [ZCJH12]. Puzzle [PSM12]. PVsolve [VP09].
Q [WGSY19]. Q-Networks [WGSY19]. Quad [PPT+11, ZHLB13]. Quad-Based [PPT+11].
Quadrangulation [TDN+12]. Quadratic [DKM06a, HTF97, LXW+18, RZNS04].
Quadrilinear [HWI95]. Quadtree [CE01, GSG96]. Quadtrees [LFR03].
Qualitative [BBIF12, Bru17, DJK+06, GlvP+12]. Quality [Ano09b, ASMP17, BMR01, BHWB07, CF10, Csc13, CWRY06, DSC+08, DSS+09, EGG+12, FWL17, FAW10, GMS+07, GO15, GQMM+18, GLX+18, HWHK+16, HE06, HB14, HAM11, JJ09, LAM10, LYS+10, LKL+15, LJJL04, LLG17, LCDP13, MD12, MKW07, MSHC99, NDM+97, NHEM17, NW11, RZHBB+08, RPHI08, SSS06, SJK+12, TTR10, Vas16, WGS07a, WM08, WSS09, YDG+16, vLBB16, ZK06]. Quantification [AL06, AE13, FHG+09, HLR+08, WPB+11].
Quantified [BJB+12]. Quantifying [FPHH19, ZM17]. Quantitative [Bru17, DJK+06, JYC+10, LPS10, MMDP10, War09, ZBG+17, HSKIH07]. Quantities [JDSR+18]. Quantization [CM02, RG95]. Quantum [JV09]. Quartet [BAP+17]. Quartic [Kim13, RZHB+08]. Quasi [AMA06, Cse10, ME11a, TC09a, Wan08, ZMG+10]. Quasi-Conformal [ZMG+10]. Quasi-Developable [TC09a, Wan08]. Quasi-Interpolation [Cse10]. Quasi-Trees [AMA06].
Quaternion [HM95, Nie04]. Queries [BSG+09, CDM+04, HTC09, KLL+13, KPS16, KMHI1, LLMB19, SAM+05]. Query [BAAK+13, DR08, GABJ07, GABJ08, GGA+11, PHE+18, SW13, SCL08, STH02, SA19]. Query-Driven [GABJ07, GABJ08, GGA+11]. Query-Guided [BAAK+13]. Query2Question [NW15]. Querying [ADP02, SVK+07]. Questionnaire [YAE07]. Questions [SDW09]. Quick [YSGM05]. Quick-VDR [YSGM05]. Quilts [BW11].
R [WSC+95]. RACBVHs [KMKY10].
Radiofrequency [RKSH11]. Radiograph [SCT06]. Radiometric [GB08b, LCR16, TIK15]. Radiosity [GH00, HKL17, MPT03, SS14, Sbe97].
RadViz [RSRDS16, SGM08]. Rail [MGH08]. Random [CKLL09, KMKY10, MS18b, PBL10, Sbe97, eYL07, ZZC11, ZWLC19].
Random-Accessible [KMKY10, eYL07]. Randomized [GSCI15]. Range [GK95, LRP97, LCNG14, SS14, RN05, SLW+10, VAB12, YFM01, YNCP06, ZBG+17].
Ranges [BLIC19]. Rank [GGZ+18, LLR18, MLKS18, SS06b].
Regions [YCLJ12]. Registered [FHS+12, HS11, KRHH11].

Regions [SPK+07]. Registration [AIS18, BJM07, FYZ+17, HBKS09, HQ12, HZHI14, LG13, MDS16, RNK+15, RMW09, SM09, TCL+13, XF04, YON05, YON06, ZMG+10].

Registrations [RLNN11]. Regression [DvVH19, KLG+16, MP13].

RegressionExplorer [DvVH+19]. Regular [GCT17, HAM11, MES+11, SS05, vW14].

Regularization [GXW12, ZLB16, RNK+16, ZMG+10]. Regular [MDS16, RNK+16, ZMG+10].

Reinventing [AAMG12]. Relates [ZOC+13]. Relation [CQC+18, NN11, NN11b, YHW+07, GSL14].

Relation-Aware [CQC+18, NN11a, NN11b]. Relational [KG+05, PLS+14, STH02]. Relations [BMLC19, BN11, CXHR19, CPC09, CdoKR09, Hol06, ZCCB13].

Relationships [LDM+18]. Relationships [BCH+13, CWR+10, CC07, GW11, LS09, LPC+13, LBT+18, MAK08, NR18, SW13, TWC+18].

Relative [MDS16, ZLB+05]. Relativistic [MGW10]. Relativity [WBE+06].

Relaxation [LPQF14, YLSL11]. Relevant [AAFG18, WLL+16]. RelEx [SFMB12].

Reliable [GLM06, HHC01]. Relief [LWYM12, SRML09, SJM14, YHJ+17, ZSL+15].

Relighting [CBLD01, LDR00, WPC+13].

Relocalization [GSC11, KCH11]. Remapped [HSS17]. Remeshing [AGL06, HYB+17, LJX+10, VCP08, YBWZ14, YW16, ZHLB13, ZHu05].

Remodeling [CAH+13]. Remote [CMP14, GLB16, LS07a, OIR+17, PAB+08, SJH+07].

Removal [JWS04]. Rendered [MDG00, PFK+08, WQ07]. Renderer [FSTG16, WMS98]. Renderers [YESK95].

Rendering [ABCO+03, Ano05d, Ano09b, BES12, BSS+13, BGT12, BLM96, BMTD05, BHWB07, BTB10, BTHD11, CR08, CICS05, CBPS06, CWM+09a, CLZ+03, CCB11, CMF+18, CL06, Chr03, CH03, CMSW04, CHM11, CS08, DH02, DDKA06, EMRY02, EHS13, EMP09, EII+05, EH+14, EBR109, FM07, FM12b, FSW09, FAI10, GZ06, GMS+07, GU00, GAMD10, Guo95, GQGP17, HR07a, HAA+18, HCS+07, HHI+18, HWHK16, HPS16, HMBG01, HSR13a, HSR13b, HA04, HLY10, HHM14, HK09, HBC12, HQ07, HC05, HGG+10, IWR+18, IZM18, JY09, JVDF19, JW05, JM10, JKR12, KSH03, KV03, KKK17, KKSS13, KWP01, KWH00, KKH02, KM16, KJI+12, KKPS08, KMLM16, Lac96, LA11, LРN96, LК09a, LS13a, LСD96, LS07b, LРK11, LSR+13, LY06, LR11, LHZ+04, LСD13, LRL18, LWP+06, LМ+03, LMC02, LLY06, LLРY07, MDM10, Max95, MB+18, MAWM11, MTS07].

Rendering [MPBM+18, MRT00, NK06, Ney98, NJ16, NvdVS00, NTS11, OWS15, PCY08, PLW12, PJ03, PAB+08, PH08, PS06, QC+14, RBG07, RE01a, RZh+08, RPAC17, RE01b, RDB+12, SE17, SWB+00, SLM18, SSB+17, SF19, Se15, SD11, SKMH14, SM97, SHC+09, SE08, SLW+10, SHR+11, TK14, TLQ+08, TBWM17, VF13, VBP+11, Vis15, WQZK04, WW07, WSY07, WTB+08, WK13, WX13, WXPK14, WH18, WKB+07, WDC+07, WKZL04, WPG05, WMGE12, WII+12, WC13, WLLC15, WY19a, XESV97, XTY+11, YHL08, YLX+12, YCR108, YL95, YSGM05, ZK06, ZM13, ZMD13, Zha14, ZEC08, ZWM13, ZG06, Zhu05, ZBDS12, ZD18, dRBS+12, vRKE17, LCM07].

Renderings [LB17]. Renderings [ABO+08]. Reordering [SCL08].

Reorganization [CMB+17]. Reorientation [BL15, PFW09]. RE [RF11]. Repair [BDK98, HF11, NT03, PP+11, ZJH07].

Repaired [CC08]. Reparameterization [YLY+12]. Repeated [RSL08].

Repeated [RLNN11].
Repositories [GCL, BKM13, LTM18]. Repositioning [BL15]. Repositories [GCL+15, KLK+09].

Repository [PF08]. Reproduction [AW03, CMPS97, CLB11, DVC18, FGF+05, GIS03, HF06, Hu16b, KLCK17, KHP07, KDA+09, LF97, LHH+12, LHY12, LPLT11, LKT13, LXRY18, MZF98, MB01, Mur95, NDS10, PB13, PB10, SX17, SG05, SP96, SCYW16, TeET14, WLSW08, WD10, YSD+17, YS03, ZBZ+13, ZKG07].

Representation-Independent [PBA10]. Representations [GK07, HHH16, HJC14, JVO9, JEG12, JDL9, MCK12, WJD17].

Representative [LBR+17, LPCR+19, TLLH12]. Representativity [PBPP11].


Requirements [GNCM+16, TGW+95, vLF17].

Research [BSC+09, EGG+12, IIS+17, JF16, KLM+08, KB+18, Nie96, SDW09, TM04, WOCH09]. Reshaping [ZLD16]. Residential [RB11].

Residue [ZT09]. Resistant [LLW06, YPR17]. Resizing [DZL+14, WLM13]. Resolution [AL11, AJ19, CWK+07, CAN14, FTY19, HKB+19, IWR+18, KGS+08, KHR18, LMK07, LWW+07, PS12, PHF07, SIF09, SKM14, TLQ+08, WJO8, WLSL17, WPS+16, WWD16, YBZW14, vAPP+11, BPC+10].


Rethinking [DWS10]. Reticulum [MQF06]. Retinal [FZC+07]. Retrieval [ADP02, CLAL12, EHB11, HKE12, LLZ+16, LJJ+18, SG+19, SSW18, TL07].


Reverberation [AM13]. Reverse [SZ15]. Review [FIBK17, IIC+13, KBB+18]. Reviewer [Ano05e, De18b, Lin14c, Ano04b, Ano15a]. Reviewers [Ano00a, Ano01b, Ano03a, Ano06, Ano07, Ano08a, Ano09c, Ano10b, Ano11g, Ano11b, Ano12j, Ano12k, Ano12b, Ano13q, Ano13b, Ano15b, Ano15p, Ano16r, Ano16u, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano18g, Ano19f, Ano19h, Ano19j, Ano19l, Ano14b, Ano14u, Ano18i]. Revisited [AS19, BLB+17, HSH04, PWIG18, SCT06, SGQ16].

Revisiting [KBB+18, PDF14, SSD+08, WWS+18].

Ricci [JKLG08]. Rich [CSL+10, GBWI17, LBD13, MGP06, SS13b, WBD14, YEB16]. Ridge [SP07]. Riemannian [GSZ+13]. Rig [HSK17]. Right [PBK+12, SHV+18]. Rigid [BHTF07, BTT09, Drut08, ELF13, GSM+14, GXW+18a, GXW+18b, KL14a, KMT14, LG15, LDW+15, NW17, ORC07, SM04, SL08, SLS+17, TCL+13, TF06].


Road-Crossing [BGC+11]. Roadmaps [GSA+09]. Roaming [CMCL06]. Robots [LPF+19]. Robust [AZM12, CRO14, CL11, FF10, GXW+18a, GXW+18b, HQ12, JCW14, KHS+18, KCH11, KOC4, LZH+07, LYY+16b, LDC16, NHY18, PBPP11, RKZZ19, SSF09, SPP+14, SH12, SZ12, WWZ+18, YT02, ZTP05]. Robustness [BEK10, LB03, SWCR15, SW+16].


RothText [FH06]. Rough [MTB+18, dRBS+12]. Round [SHV+18]. Route [KCI+10, QWC+09, SLQW17]. Route-Zooming [SLQW17]. Routes [DSSK08, TYSN06]. Routing [LMZ06].


Saliency [FKLT010, IV11, KV06, MHD+18, WSYM17]. Saliency-Assisted [IV11].

Saliency-guided [KV06]. Salient [WM18]. Sample [BK10, LFE018, PSM06, QK04]. Sample-Based [BK10, PSM06, QK04]. Sampled [ATT12, CDK04, CYW+16, CL11, Wan06].

Sampler [VML97]. Samples [BT13, FHH08, LPCRH19, YCLL08].

Sampling [AT05, AY+17, AEM09, AFRS05, BMWM06, CDBR14, CYC+12, CCS12, DWB+06, FYWY16, KSSW09, KHW+09, KBH13, LL04, LBR+17, LPG15, MY96, Max95b, MES+11, MWK+08, NH17, PPB01, PRA+10, QLL013, WSMW11, WSW16, WLLC15, WCA+17, WM19, YWW14, YXH13].


SCAAT [HR11]. Scaffolds [CGL08]. Scagnostics [DAW13, DW14, MTL18].

Scalability [GBP08, YN06]. Scalable [ADG11, AAMG12, AAH+13, BSM06, BVB+11, DVEC07, DK11b, EMP09, FSW09, FH07, GW06, GHGM06, GXY12, HSZ+11, JHB+09, HPS07, KBB11, LFR06, LMC02, MHD07, MCA+10, NSW+17, NR18, NH07, PAB+08, RLM10, SCM+06, WLLC15, YEB16, YC14, YXM+15, YXG+10, ZK14a].

Scalar [ACL11, GBPW10, GJR+14, GNP+06, GNP07, HM10, JHY14, PQMC17, PMW13, RE01a, RKG+11, STS06, SW+08].
DFQ12, DW17, Ert10c, FB107, GKR14, GJK15, GW13, GMM05, HK10, HVY16, HKQ13, HP04, HLM10, ILMH12, JLS15, KMN04, KRTvW06, KS14a, KKL11, KHSB11, KPGL12, KLI4b, LS06, LSCN09, LST+16, LBKD09, LABS10, MH10, MW13, Moo03, MYM08, NsvW11, OA11, Ota17, PZ12, Pur09, Qin09, RwVT05, SK15, SGR06, SSL08, SL11, SW17, TL11, VW12, WL17, WM05, WY19b, vWMT04, vW11.

Sectional [GGC+17, SKYS14]. sectioned [DBTH07]. Sections [LB17, SFH06].

Security [ABC+19, MKN+07, SSG12].

Sediment [UDSL18]. Sedimentation [HVF13]. See [BC18a, DFG+14, DTT+17, GMD+17, GIMS18, GMY11, GLB16, HHH+18, HRISI15, IK15, IDAK15, IAIK16, IHS17, LCR16, LH16, LHH16, LHC10, MIO+15, PIN+15, QPNK18, RJH+16, SJK+07, WVFH12].

See-Through [BC18a, DFG+14, DTT+17, GIMS18, HHI+18, HRISI15, IK15, IDAK15, IAIK16, IHS17, LCR16, LH16, LHH16, LHC10, MIO+15, PIN+15, QPNK18, RJH+16, SJK+07, Seed [HA04]. Seeding [FA15, MJL+13]. Seeing [TAL+07].

Seeking [BEDF16]. Seen [DBN06, IIS+17, HMTR19]. Segmentation [AAZH+16, AZC+12, BMA+19, BWT+11, DMNR04, FZC+07, HRN+03, HNR+06, IVJ12, JBB+09, KSI+96, KW11, LCS06, LY12, MBS+04, MW99, MK09, NHYY18, PRH10, PPP+11, SHM10, SF04, TWSM+11, Wan08, XTY+11, ZTA12]. Segments [GJG+15, vLB16].

Segmented [CL06, RSOW18]. Seifert [vWC06].

Seismic [PCT+08, YXG+10, PGT+08].

SeiVis [HFG+12]. Selecting [FHSW13, JLW+17, MJ09, WWZ+18].

Selection [AT16, BAF+13, BTJ+13, CWL12, DMC15, EWWL98, JS06, KPB14, LFA+16, MLMP18, PLC+11b, PBC17, SHVV16, TMWS13, THV+14, WGS07a, WSS09, WHZ+18, WWF+19, YEU12, YEU16].

Selections [CvW18, vDvW14]. Selective [CDM+04].

Self [AL11, BPS13, BDH+18, BSWL12, GD01, HDDBC15, JNC+15, JAO+14, SKB+18, SLO+12]. Self-Avatar [BPS13, JAO+14]. Self-Contact [BDH+18].

Self-Generating [SG09]. Self-Intersection [AL11, GD01]. Self-Motion [BSWL12].

Self-Occlusion [HDDBC15].

Self-Occlusions [JNC+15].

Self-Organizing [SKB+18].

Self-Overlapping [SLF+12]. SelfTrend [LSS09]. Semantic [AW03, BGR06, CQM10, EFN12, FLLW17, HTE11, KTE15, LHJ+18, LBT+18, RBG07, SMER06, SA06, SMNR16, TWC+18, WOO17]. Semantic-Driven [LHJ+18]. Semantic-Level [WOO17].


Semi-Automatic [KGB+13, MIO+15, RKN+15, TW18].

Semi-Dense [BHST17]. Semi-Lagrangian [Wu16]. Semi-Parametric [IDAK15].

Semi-Spatial [KBVH17]. Semiautomatic [SG09].

Semiautomatic [KGP+13, KIL07, SKK06].

Semiautomatic [WU16].

Semi-Dense [BHST17]. Semi-Lagrangian [Wu16].

Semi-Parametric [IDAK15].

Semi-Spatial [KBVH17]. Semiautomatic [SG09].

Semiautomatic [KGP+13, KIL07, SKK06].

Semiautomatic [WU16].
[CMF12, FBTW10]. **Separation**
[DKM06b, KHL99, RS12]. **September**
[RPHI08]. **Seq2seq** [SGB+19]. **Seq2seq-Vis** [SGB+19]. **Sequence** [ADG11, CXR18, FNM13, GS14, GXZ+18, GJG+19, HDR+13, LLMB19, MLL+13, NJBJ09, SGB+19, UDSL18, YYFX18, ZCD19, vdEHbW14]. **Sequence-to-Sequence** [SGB+19]. **Sequences** [CMF12, FBTW10]. **Separation** [LLMB19, MLL+13, NJBJ09, SGB+19, UDSL18, YYFX18, ZCD19, vdEHbW14]. **Serial-sectioned** [DBTH07]. **Server** [SBSG06, WKZL04, WMK13, YHW+11, 12]. **Seven** [LBI+12, LBS+12, LJC15, Sibson]. **Serious** [CB15, Chi16]. **Service** [ZYM+14]. **Servoing** [CMPC06]. **Set** [ABCO+03, ARRC11, AR17, AJ19, BGB15, BW01, CDS+12, CPC09, FMH08, HKC+12, KS00a, KS00b, LTKF08, LWC+18, MRS+13, SMDS14, TSB+05, WT10b, YEB16]. **Set-Typed** [FMH08]. **Sets** [AAMH13, BDSW13, BPP08, BMPB08, CML+12, CPGC09, CJWT05, CMP14, GWBO12, GTLH01, HHG14, HPNT18, JvdLR13, KSH03, KHDL07, KWPO1, KBH06, KGJ09, LKHW04, LT16, LGS+14, LY12, LS16, LKT13, MS08, Mal05, MVN10, PSN10, PHJ+10, PFK+08, RSPH14, RP12, SBSG06, WKZL04, WMK13, YHW+07]. **Seven** [LBI+12]. **Severe** [PMvWC05]. **Shaded** [Gor02, NWHW16]. **Shaders** [PH07, RKK16]. **Shaders** [VT08]. **Shading** [AD16, BHB04, BN12, FJF+18, LDSM17, SMP11, STPV12, Ste98, WEE03]. **Shadow** [MDL+19, OBS+15, SFC+07, ZH07]. **Shadow-Driven** [ZH07]. **Shadows** [ASDW14, BBBM18, IHHK05, IIS14, JWS04, KSDA16, MDF+19, WHL16, ZC03]. **Shaft** [KKSE17]. **Shape** [BH07, BBA09, CVC10, CZZ17b, CL09, DVC18, Far12, FSHH12, FCSF17, FDC+18, GSCO07, GISO3, GKH95, HBESB11, HHERH17, HLD+08, HNR+06, HTZ+11, HKYM17, IFFP07, JZLG09, KHSI04, LL14, LFP07, LBZ+11, LQW+16, LSWS17, LSM03, MGMP18, ML19, NGK18, PSDK11, PPM+11, Qin09, SMM10, SAR06, SPK+07, SPL+13, SSO05, SO17, TH13, TAL+07, VPB+11, WX17, WKB+13, YSZ04, YHMM08, ZHH+11, ZZL+15, ZZG+12, ZDZ18, ZTVX12, ZHL+09, vLB16, SKW+11]. **Shape-Based** [HNR+06]. **Shape-Encoding** [WKB+13]. **Shape-Preserving** [NGK18, ML19]. **Shapes** [ASvdP14, BES12, BSG18, CSPN11, CMPC06]. **Shape-Dependent** [ZHF+17]. **Shape-Side** [ZK17]. **Shape-Warp** [ZROM09, ZHC06]. **Shape-Warping** [ZHM09, ZHC06]. **Shape-Based** [ZH07]. **Shearing** [AFRS05]. **Shear** [GLH+14, Lac96, SBB+11]. **Shear-Warp** [Lac96]. **Sheer** [RHR16]. **Sheets** [ATT12]. **Shell** [ELF13, GLB+06, QZS11]. **Shelves** [MSSH14]. **Shift** [BSL+14, CL09, FHYW16]. **Shifting** [ZK17]. **Shifty** [ZK17]. **Shimmer** [ZHFP+07]. **Shneiderman** [Ano13c]. **Short** [DSSK08]. **Shorthand** [vGRSW14]. **Shot** [Mi13]. **Should** [RZP12]. **Show** [GR04, LBS+19, MHS07, vHP09]. **Shutter** [BDF16]. **SI** [LLC15]. **SI-Cut** [LLC15]. **Sibson** [PLK+06]. **Sick** [YAE07]. **Sickness** [YAE07]. **Side** [AH11]. **Side-by-Side** [AH11]. **Sided** [YSL+13, YHZ+17]. **SIGGRAPH** [BvdP12, BDC17, GW13, KS14a, KL14b, MY14, SK15].
SIGGRAPH/Eurographics
[BvdP12, BDC17, KS14a, KL14b, SK15].
Sigma [PBA10]. Signal [GS16].
SignalLens [Kin10]. Signature [GSCO07].
Signatures [CBH+06, RML12, TL07, TSH+14, Vis15, WFC+06]. Signed
[BA05, KL14a, KDBB17]. Significant
[AAH+13, MZF98]. Significantly
[KLLR07]. Silhouette [WTW+08]. Silva
[Ano14f]. Silvered [MSM+11]. SIMD
[SvW98]. Similar
[KDM+16, LWS+17, LG13]. Similarity
[CMRS03, ESV98, GHK97, CM08]. Simplified
[JH13, JH16, GSL14]. Simplification
[JWC05, ORC07]. Situated
[BKL+11, BTTB+04, BM10, CZZ17a, CAP18, CM14, CMK15, CDL+16, CK05b, CLMO17, CLEK13, CDA99, Dic14, Dr08, DBP14, ELF13, GLRH13, GH00, GMD13, GIK+07, GLB+06, GPP+16, GLX17, HBI3, KSS09, KXZ+14, KNO15, KWS+14, KWC+10, LBS13, LRM+13, LXB17, LCGN14, LLCN11, LPQF14, LSH07, LTKF08, MOF09, MOF10, MGJ+10, MGS+14, MT01, OMD+12, OBLN17, PQF+09, QMK+06, RYL+18, RE14, RBLW07, Sat13, SM04, SSH14, SOL+16, SSF13, TF06, UK12, USKD12, WZW+05, WBK+07, WMK13, WSLL12, YYY16, ZZSS10, ZQS11, ZLZY18, ZHF+07, nGAB16]. Simulation-Based
[KWS+14, SOL+16]. Simulations
[BSM+13, BBG+18, BWT+11, BvL06, CL18, DCH+17, FSZH12, KHA12, LLB+12, LHH+12, Lin16b, LBS+19, OJCI16, PvdBC+11, RWG+12, RF+13, SLMA06, VBC+16, WRF+11, XSZ+17]. Simulator
[NDM+97, RGF+04, STH13]. Simulators
[SSH14]. Simultaneous [KIS17, Zho16]. Single
[BWW+12, BTHD11, Dan16, HPvU+18, IHS17, KKSE17, LWYM12, LPS+13, LSWZ17, OAH14, WX13, WJR+13, ZHC18, ZTA12]. Single-Cell [HPvU+18].
Single-Click [ZTA12]. Single-Image
[BTHD11, WX13]. Singular
[BHS12, SSC+16]. Singularities [LVRL06]. Singularity [JHW+14]. Sinogram
[YOS13]. Sinus [KKPS08]. SIRIUS
[DWF+19]. Site [RNK+15, VWvH+07].
Sitting [LIM+12]. Situ [DCH+17, HSS11, WPS+16, WKSS05, GrS+19]. Situational
[WKCB07]. Situations [SB14]. Six
[CMHL11, JWC05, ORC07]. Size [ACS+18, CK16, CCAL12, CM08, JH13, JH16, GSL14]. Size-based [CM08]. Sized
[BW17, BI12, GT19]. Skeletal
[SRCP02, SRCP03, TSB+05, WQZ+18]. Skeleton
[BKS01, CSM07, EHP+11, MTL18, SLG+17, WL08, XTY+11, YHM108]. Skeleton-Based [EHP+11, MTL18]. Skeletonization [SJL+18a, ZT99]. Skeletons
[LGS12, RVWT08, SWTH07, ZJH07]. Sketch [CLAL12, EHA11, GKH+13, LCP+13, MSA17]. Sketch-Based
[EHA11, GKH+13, LCP+13]. Sketches
[KHY17, OK11]. Sketchiness [BBIF12]. Sketching [CSPN11, JK16, KAM+08, LKS13a, LIM+12, RWG+12, RHR16, SK16b, SYYC11, TW18, WFM+06]. SketchPadN
[WM13a]. SketchStory [LKS13a]. Sketchy [WII+12].
Skills [ASvdP14, CLB13]. Skinned [LHBF19, ZBO13].
Skinning [BGB15, CZZ17a, KJ12]. Skipping [HAAB+18].
Sky [Bru17, SJS19].
SkyLens [ZWC+18]. Skyline [ZWC+18].
SLAM [APV+15, VARS14, YYR17]. Slave [TAK+05].
Sleep [DBB+16]. Slice [CML+12]. Slices [SBW17]. Slicing [OJ15].
Slider [YNYH06]. Slideshows [WLF+19].
Sliding [CLMO17, MBT07]. Slope [TGH12].
Smale [GNPH07, GBH08, GBP12, GKK+12, GGL+14b, GBP19, SMN12].
Small [AT16, APP11, BBD06, BGR06, JH13, KO12, KPBG13, KBH+10, LBK+18, MSD+17, NOB16, RKS13, STM08, WWC+14, WFM+12]. Small-Multiple [KPBG13]. Small-Scale [RKS13].
Small-World [NOR16, WFM+12]. Smart [CFM+13, RLS+19, XMRC17]. SmartAdP [LWL+17].
SmartColor [HRISI15]. SmartCues [SA19].
Smartwatches [BBB+19]. Smashing [AMA06]. SMCC [LO03]. Smelling [MYI13]. Smoke [LSY+18, YYY16, vFWTS08]. Smooth [AGDJ10, BBG+09, LG15, LBH18, Nie04, RN19, RO8, SM11, SEH08, vWN04].
Smoothed [SFBP09]. Smoothing [GZ14, SDHH12, SB04, TWT+08, WJE01, ZHZ15].
Smoothly [IFP97]. Smoothness [SCKR08].
Smoothness-Increasing [SCKR08]. Snake [LG13]. SnapShot [PSBS12]. Snapshots [SKJ+12, vdEBHV16]. Snippet [GNSP+14].
Snippet-Based [GNSP+14]. Snoooker [PLC+11b]. Snowballing [LXC+17].
Soccer [PVF13, WXW+19]. Soccer Stories [PVF13].
Social [BGC+11, BN11, CYW+16, CCM12, CdOKRV09, GKL+13, HF06, HFM07, HBF08, HWS17, JHIGH08, PS06, PGU+13, SMERO6, SGJM18, SWL+14b, TKE16, WK06, WLY+14, WCS+18, XWW+13, YLL+12, ZCW+14].
Social-Event-Driven [YLL+12]. Societal [KZX+14]. Soft [CDA99, HCP+15, IHK05, TMDO15, ZC03].
SoftAR [PIS15]. Softer [GLM+17].
Softness [PIS15]. Software [CZ11, CAN14, FWL17, GU00, HK10, HA06b, OM09, RLA+13, TC09b, TL11, WLW17]. Solid [BDK98, BW01, BGK11, CZZ17a, CMF12, DHM13b, Fun99, HR07a, HR96, HQ04, OHH06, PKS+08, Qin09, SP06, VHL14, YL18, ZH07]. Solid-Fluid [VHL14].
Solid-State [PKS+08]. Solids [LIGF06, PC13, RSB96, SPB96, Wan11, WM13b]. Solution [BTC13, EG09, KFS+19, LS07a, LM02].
Solutions [ALBR16, JDSR+18, LSV+18, MS04, NLKH12, PLK12, XYL13]. Solver [CMF12, JFTW07].
Solving [DRW16, LM96]. some [AL06]. SOMFlow [SKB+18].
Sorting [CICS05]. Sound [AM13, CLT+08, DRHK07, MAKM14, MRG+15, MYM16, NTS11, OMD+12, RNL09, RNE+17, RSM+16, RSR+18, YL18, LCM07].
Sounding [YL18]. Sounds [NTS11]. Soups [PLK12]. Source [MYI13, MAKM14].
Sources [MBL+06, MAF11, MTB18, SNM16]. Space [AJ17, AAB+13, AMA08, BB12, BSM+13, BT14, BS02, BEJK12, BLB+17, BJC+19, CMSW04, DK10, DSF+14, ERHFR10, FF18, FSM14, FWT+04, GCMLO6, GKY+16, GLB16, HAAB+18, HQ13, HPC+13, IWR+18, JH13, JA18, JZLG09, KBD+11, KL03, KL04, KLCK17, KSS09, KDA+09, KW13, LwJH04, LMZ+14, LSJ96, MWC09, MJW+13, ME09, MM08, NM13, OKB+19, PSG04, PSTW+17, PZ07, PBC11, RBX+19, RKG+11, SFA+15, SHS11a, SNHS13, SHB+14, SKP07, STYC12,
Straight [IHR01]. Straightening [AH11].
Strain [SWTH07]. Strategies
[BVV+19, DSP+17, GR15, KWH00, MTM+16, MPG+14]. Strategy
[MS08, PM08, PPM+11, SKK+14].
Stratified [QLLM13]. Streak
[BFTW09, FBTW10, KGJ09, USE13, WT10a, WTS+07]. Stream [BWF+10, KHS+18, KM96, TW18, THWS05].
Streamable [LGLR14]. StreamExplorer
[WCS+18]. Streamgraph [CSWP18].
Streaming [CLZ+18, HKC+12, LS07a, LWG05, LKHW04, LBH18, LSV+18, SRHH16, TM15, VCL+07, ZK07].
Streaming-Based [LS07a]. Streamline
[CGC+11, CCK07, FBW16, HM95, LS07b, LMG06, MNL+13, NLS11, RS12, RT12, SS06a, SCKR08, Sun03, TMWS13, TWSS16, TEC+16, USM96, USM07, WLZM10, YWSC+12, ZWS+13]. Streamlines
[MWSJ+14, MCHM10, PW13, Wen14, WS01].
Streamlining [SLA+09]. StreamMap
[LBH18]. Streamribbon [USM96].
Streams
[BSSB10, HBJP12, LYW+16, WCS+18].
Streamsurfaces [AS19, ZDL03].
Streamtube [CCAL12, USM96].
Streamtubes [WB08, ZDL03]. Street
[NZS+17, SYZ+18]. Streets [VABW09].
StreetVizor [SZY+18]. Strengths
[DBB10]. Stress
[CZZI+17b, CRB+05, DGBW09, GHN13, GLH+14, MNS18, WWS+18]. Stressful
[RKA+13]. Stretch [vKLL12, SM06]. String
[BAP+17]. Stripes [KHH+16]. Strips
[MSE+06]. Stroke
[CRH05, LHP+16, MSA17, OK11]. Strokes
[GJZ+12]. Strolling [DDR12]. Strong
[XA09]. Structural
[GQM+18, H16b, HRD+19, LLC15, NRS15, SME+06, TKW08, WFS+16]. Structure
[BW14, BRT12, BL07, CQM10, CGH+19, CLB11, DNP07, EBB+15, FWR00, Guo95, HNR+06, HTE11, KPBG13, LBG+16, LBM+06, LMZ+14, LGLR14, MZFM98, SR17, STM08, SSW18, TLD+12, Tay02, WWZ+19, WKB+13, XNT11, XCH19, YLZ+13, YEII12, ZHZ15, ZCL09, BD+17].
Structure-Aware
[BL07, TLD+12, YEII12, WWZ+19].
Structure-Based [CGH+19, FWR00, Guo95, HTE11, KPBG13, LMZ+14].
Structure-preserving [CLB11].
Structure-Significant [MZFM98].
Structured [BKM13, BS16, CYB08, DF96, FPB17, GMD+16, MZFM08, MHDH07, SSS+17, TdJ14, TdJ15, TNS10, WHFL14, WZC+15, XA10]. Structures
[BJA+19, BFL06, BW+10, GGTH07, GZ11, GSG96, GHP+16, HVSW11, LWS+17, LBLH19, MK16, MQF06, MWC+12, MCS+08, RHD+06, RC06, SP07, SWB+00, SFB+12, TNS11, TGS11, WKZL04, WKB+13, WJR+13, WAWS18, XYC+18, ZWC+16, JQD+08]. Structuring
[MWCE09, VB18]. Student [TRd12].
Studies
[AABW12, BBB+19, FWD+17, FIBK17, GS08, aKS12, LBI+12, MHI10, PBO+14, SS06b]. Study
[ARRC11, BDJ14, BHZ+18, BSKR19, BARM+12, BOP15, BvL06, BKH+11, DPW+15, DLW+17, DJ18, FPV+13, FCL09, GKI+13, GBW11, GBFM16, GGGZ16, HBA14, HKB+19, IH+18, JCRS09, KPHH12, KGAM18, KOLJ+14, KLG+16, KML16, LKJ+05, LTM18, LCS+12, LD11b, MRO+12, MRSS+12, MGM18, NBW14, OM09, PLC+11b, PLE+18, PKF+08, SZB+09, SNLD06, SMM12, TKE16, WB16, XRP+12, YHR+19, dLV+06, RSRDS16].
Studying
[BGC+11, HZM+16, RHKS13].
Style
[ARB07, CH03, DFG+14, HA18, KBD+11, LTP+05, MSSH14, MTW+12, TSLR07, ZJX+15, CDK+17]. Style-Aware
[ZJX+15]. Style-Preserving [MSSH14].
Styles
[CCM11, SJM14]. Styling
[KZMW+16, WBB+07]. Stylistic [vPBB+10]. Stylization
[HLYL18, KISE14, KKSE17,
Subdivision [WHL16]. Subdivision-Based [BDHJ04]. Subdivison [CWH13, LXT18]. Stylized [CL06, YCL08]. Sub [WHL16]. Sub-Pixel [WHL16]. Subdivision [BDHJ04, CMS06, CM10, CWQ+07, KMDZ10, LRMZ11, LHYF12, MS08, MQV00, NO97, PPT+11, PP09, QMV98, WQS07, ZC06].

Subdivision-Based [LHYF12]. Subdivision-Surface [BDHJ04].

Subgraphs [MJ09]. Subgroup [DVH+19].

Subjective [AL06, MIO]. Subjective-Based [HLM18].

Sub [WHL16]. Subjective [AL06, MIO+15]. Subliminal [BL15].

Subgraphs [MJ09]. Subjective [AL06, MIO+15]. Subliminal [BL15]. Subjective-Based [HLM18].

Subgraphs [MJ09]. Subjective [AL06, MIO+15]. Subliminal [BL15]. Subjective-Based [HLM18].

Subspaces [WM18]. Substitoipe [BSL04].

Substrates [SA06]. Substructures [Hu16b].

Subsurface [AWB11, CCB+18, HFG+12, NSL14, SAM+07]. Subtle [BDF14].

Subtyping [GZD+18].

Subway [AABS+14]. Success [KHE09].

Suggested [BEDF16]. Suggested [ZAM11]. Suggested [DC17, Koo08].

Suggestive [CGH+19]. Sugiyama [Bac07].

Suit [SM04]. Summaries [FFB18, TSH+14, WPS+09].

Summary [DZL+14]. Summary [CWW17, CXX18].

Support [CMF+18, RZNS04].

Super [CMF+18].

Super-Multiview [CMF+18].

Supercluster [MQ06]. Supercomputing [EGH+06]. Superconductor [GPP+16].

Supercube [WO09]. Superellipsoid [JKM06]. Superellipsoid-based [JKM06].

Superfluid [GLX+18]. Superimpose [SS09].

SuperMatching [CCM+13b]. Superpixels [PZLZ17].

Superquadric [SK10].

Supersymmetric [CCM+13b]. Supervised [KW11, WFC+18]. Supervision [KEV+18].

Supine [NMGK17, ZMG+10]. Support [DBD18, DFD+14, Hu16b, HTC09, KWS+14, MTRP10, NHB+17, PMCS11, PTMB09, STM17, SRCP02, SRCP03, SOL+16, TAE+11, TFJ12, WKC07, WLW+18, WQZ+18, YDC+14, ZCD19].

Support-Free [WLW+18, WQZ+18].

Support-Induced [Hu16b]. Supporters [Ano12m].

Supporting [Ano11g, HSCW13, HTL13, HSS08, KSL+17, KPS16, LFW+19, LBS+19, MT14, MGPH06, PSLM15, RAL+17, SVGR16, WPS+09, ZGZ+18, vHP09].

Supports [BMST97, IDA+14]. Summarization [DZL+18].

Surface [AG16a, AG17, APS+14, AMB+13, BH07, BRT12, BMR+99, BDHJ04, BK12, BAB+18, Bon98, BS08, BN12, BFTW09, BKW10, CGL+16, CWQ+07, CG07, CG08, CPG09, DSKA19, EdvW19, GWBO14, GR04, GSG96, GCZL14, GH95, Gu09, GXW+18a, GXW+18b, HBG11, HAT+00, HKG07, HCP+16, HYB+17, HPC+13, IZM18, JR07, JKLG08, KBE09, KFS+17, KY06, LLN+14, LBG+08, LGQ09, LLWQ13, LPS+13, LQLX14, LB17, LBH14, LLRR08, MS08, MW99, MDHB+07, MDB18, NW17, NKH11, OJ12, OMD+12, OKI15, ORC07, PB13, PBL10, QLLM13, RY+18, RvWT08, Re14, RL08, SFH08, SSH14, SAR96, SB04, SO17, SF04, SSQG16, TC09a, TWSM+11, VP04a, WWC+14, WPG05, YKL+08, YYFX18, YSS+12, ZG12, ZWW+12, ZGHH11, ZKK02].

Surface-Based [BRT12].

Surfaces [AT05, ABCO+03, BHW06, BHS12, BWF+10, BEHP04, BK07, BS16, CGD97, CLCQ12, CFC+13, CRT04, CRH05, DRR00, DBTH07, FT13, FBTW10, GKT+08, Gor02, GR04, GTLH01, HB03, HDBC15, HSH+19, IFP97, IYS13, JSG03, KCOY03, KLMA10, KSL+19, KPS16, LFW+18, LQL14, LB17, LBH14, LLLF08, SFH06, SSH14, SAR96, SB04, SO17, SF04, SSQG16, TC09a, TWSM+11, VP04a, WWC+14, WPG05, YKL+08, YYFX18, YSS+12, ZG12, ZWW+12, ZGHH11, ZKK02].
NWHWD16, NPPZ12, NHPN14, PZ11, PYV+16, PLC+11a, PPT+11, PMCS11, QMV98, RBN+19, RZHB+08, RASS17, SM09, SM11, STS10, SN10, Stü98, Tac10, TW18, TP12, TC17, USE13, VAW+17, WWB+08, WSS09, WRT19, WB05, WDC08, WT10b, WKL+17, YXSH13, YT02, ZHT07, ZTZ17, ZDW+05, ZK14b, ZHGHI11, vWC06, vFWTS08, Surfel [YYR17]. Surgery [BTB04, CDA99, HCP+15, KOJC12, LRF+11, NWF+05, RGF+04, SSH14, SLK+17a, WZW+05, TGSP09]. Surgical [KSS09, KSI+96, MTF+11, TN11, TN13, TN14]. 

Surpris[e [CH17]. Surveillance [MI13]. Survey [BNPB13b, BN12, CZ11, CAN14, COCS03, DLR09, FHKM17, GIMS18, Han16, HMM00, HQC+19, JB06, KHL13, MUS14, POM+09, RBS+18, SHS11a, SSS06b, SSG12, TCL+13, WZW+05, DIC03]. Surve[yor [ADG11]. Sur[Vis [BK16]. Suspicious [GRS+19]. Suturing [BTB04]. Swap [PDBG18]. Sweep [CL18, IMS15, KGPS13, SM97, SYR11]. Sweeping [GMD+16, SP96]. Sweeps [vRKEE17]. Swirling [WSTH07]. 

Symmetric [CSPN11, DWF+19, HLL97, HYSW11, JKM06, PYW+16, RKZ19, SK10]. Symmetry [LJZ12, PZ11, TN11, TN13, TN14]. 

Symposium [AD12, BvdP12, BDC17, BHTY15, CW11, Ert10c, GKR14, GJK15, GW13, HK10, HVY16, HKQ13, JLS15, KHSB11, KL14b, LST+16, LBDK09, LABS10, MH10, MY14, MFS+09, OA11, Ota17, PZ12, SK16a, SK15, SW17, TL11, VW12, WLW17, vW11, CCH14, DFQ12, NStW11]. Synchronization [HBKS09, LLL06]. Synchronized [KP05]. Synchronous [BE09]. SynCoPation [RSM+16]. 

Synopsis [CXR18, NXSL13]. Synteny [MMP09, BGM+17]. Synthesis [AS98, BJEYLW01, CDR+18, CTM+13, DNL+06, DWK+16, FvdPT07, FXG12, FR13, FCSF17, GIS03, HCP+16, HXYM17, KCP08, LPPK12, LHC16, LFP17, LBZ+11, LHZ+04, LCS+12, LJW12, LSS+15, MDP+06, MK13a, MM11, NTS11, RB07, RNE+17, RSM+16, WWYS04, WYY14, XZB+17, YL18, ZLG+06, ZHQQ+07, ZSTR07, ZKG07]. Synthesis-Coupled [RSM+16]. 

Synthesized [YYSZ06]. Synthesizing [MSSH14, VML97]. Synthetic [ALM11, ZLD+14]. System [AK02, AvHK06, BDF+10, CRO+16, DRHK07, DH02, EGS03, FCZ15, GCML06, HF06, INCB18, aKIS12, KRRN17, KKKW05, Lac96, LBS14, LDC96, LRF+11, MGJH08, MY113, MFS+09, NMN+18, NS95, NLKH12, NXY+05, NT99, PKS+08, PWG17, PMD+07, RPH+16, RBGH14, RPK+15, SST+17, SW13, SWY+17, SwL10, SYS+06, STH02, TKT09, TMH+10, TK15, TGG+95, TLM05, WK13, WTL+09, WDW16, WSC+18, ZFA+14, vLFR17]. 

Systematic [AAGS19, FIBK17, IIC+13, PS06, WCR+18]. Systems [ATK16, BKDE00, BS02, CSL+16, CCQ+14, CLB+16, DRHK07, DNN13, EG09, FWL17, GPK14, GS06, GBCG+14, HFC+12, HBC12, MGS+14, MNKW07, NHCO8, NSTM03, OWS15, PH03, PSM12, PFK+08, RKT+17, SSMG13, SSG12, Sim07, SBH11, SW+10, TSN06, YNYH06, YFZ+18, YON05, YON06, ZLK+18, vHvdWvW02, vPVD10]. 

T [Ano14f, KSY14]. T-ReX [KSY14]. 

Table [Ano10f, Ano11k, Ano12m, Ano12o, Ano13s, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano15o, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano19i, LRF+11, RBLW07, WLS+18, CLS13a, NSL19]. Tables [BLE19, NOS+18, XHL18]. Tabletop [IFP+12, LL11, MBW+07]. Tabletops [IS14]. Tabular [GGL+14a, HTL13].
PDF14, WCC+18, YEB18, YS17]. TACO [NSH+18]. Tactile [BIA17, YNYH06].
Tactile/Tangible [BIA17]. Tag [LRKC10, RJSJ18]. tagged [CYW+16].
Tailored [BLO+05, HCMTH15]. Tails [SSS13]. Takes [Nie95]. Taking
[FFB18, GS16, Seq12, YAEO7]. Talk [SCB+19]. Tangent
[NJ99, ONL+12, WT10a]. Tangential [VB13]. TanGeoMS [TMH+10]. Tangible
[BSB+18, BIA17, HF10, HJC14, LPG+18, TMH+10]. Targets [SSE15]. TargetVue
[CSL17, FPV]. TaskBased [AG16b]. Task-Driven [AG16b].
Task-Overlapped [GPC+17]. Tasks [BM13, CGP+15, ERLW18, FM06, FKS16,
GJC+17, aKS12, KPR+14, LTM18, LRM+13, LB17, MCG12, MKT+18, MLS18,
OIR+17, PTM+18, RBS+18, SNH13, VBV+18, WBK+08]. Taste [KJH+18]. Taxi
[ADWK+17, FPV+13, HZM+16, IWL+17]. Taxonomy [WAPS14, ED07, ET08, KKC15,
KOJC12, KCW13, MRSS+12, Rot13].
Taxonomy-Based [MRSS+12]. Taylor [MMMY97]. Teaching
[BGM+17, KS1+96, RRJH18]. Team [SJL+18b, WXW+19]. Teaming [RCL+15].
Teammates [RCL+15]. Technial [Ano10d].
Technical [Ano11d, Ano12b, Ano13j]. Ano13k, Ano13d, Ano13f, Ano14k, Ano14l,
Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano16c, Ano16e, Bil13, Ehe17, Hee18, Sch13,
Sil17a, Sil17b, Sil18a, Sil18b, Sil19, Ym19].
Technique
[ARRC11, Ano05d, BS95, BE06, CLB+16, CM08, HBA14, HH16, JS98, KMM+13,
KK19, KSW06, MRS+13, MIO+15, PMN08, SMDS14, SMT13, SKP07, SFR+10, TNS10,
WWZ+18, WSM+09, WFM+12, YON05, ZLB+05, ZZG+12, vFWTS08]. Techniques
[AB01, BW03, BF01, BJM07, BL07, BMY05, BPS+11, CFEC17, DDGL07, DRMM13,
EF10, FWL17, JS06, JCRS09, Kas12, KZL07, Kei00, KCW13, MCG12, MJ09,
NT03, PJ03, PFW09, RBS+18, SPCJL06, SDMT16, SBJ+10, SKL+14, SOK+16a,
SOK+16b, VGS12, WBJ16, WEE03, YEH12, ZWBH13, JSV+08]. Technology
[Ano12g, BSI18, BR18, CCGR18, Ert10c, KJH+18, MW13, TL11, WLW17, vW11,
HK10, Min13]. Teens [ANR+18].
Teichm{"u}ller [JZLG09]. Telco [WXZ+16].
TelCoVis [WXZ+16]. Tele [Ohl18].
Tele-Immersion [Ohl18]. Teleoperation
[CWC+06]. Telepresence [BKKF13, KNR17, LWG05, OWS15,
PLE+18, RZP+07, ZLK+18].
Telepresentation [YNYH06]. Teleexistence
[TAK+05]. Tell [KDX+12]. Telling
[LKS13a, SH10]. Temperature [KLySK12].
Template [LG13, YLSL11].
Template-Based [YLSL11]. Templates
[HA18]. Temporal
[AAFW17, BFP14, BSH+16, BB+12,
BAB+18, BM17, CXR18, CHW+18,
DSP+17, FPV+13, FSE12, GJC+15, GBP07,
GHA+08, GS14, GFBF16, GDKB17,
HSCW13, HHH16, HSR13a, JFSK16, KKC15,
KSS09, KW19, KPS16, KRW19, LS09,
Lin16b, LSS09, LXR19, LPK+16, LYK+12,
MTM+16, MLL+13, SM17, SBE+15,
SLQW17, SPW02, TIS16, TN17, WPS+09,
WG16, WG12, WS09, WXW+19, YGFX19,
ZCD19, vLBR]. Temporally
[CR05, MVN+19, WLHL13].
Tennis [PYHZ14, RBLW07, WLS+18].
TenniVis [PYHZ14]. Tensile [SVAC12].
Tensor [AWHS16, BRSP18, BRP19,
CYZ+09, DGBW09, FA15, HLL17, HVSW11,
JKM06, KWH00, KW06, PYW+16,
PLC+11a, RBN+19, RKZZ19, RC06, SS08,
STS10, SGM+11, TKW08, WL16, WKB+13,
WX+08, YRP18, ZDL03, ZHT07, ZYLL09,
ZSL+16, ZPP05]. TensorFlow [WSW+18].
Tensors [AS98, GRT17, OJ12, SK10].
Terascale [TBR+12]. Term [LD11b].

Terrain [BKRE19, BS16, CE01, CCB+18, GY02, KLJ+09, LP02, Ste98, WSD+13, WBP07, WCB+12, ZSTR07]. Terrain-like [BS16]. Territorial [vGMSW15].

Tessellated [SPM+13]. Tessellation [LSPW12, RLW+11, YW16]. Test [JCWD14, KWP01, KYK11, LKK17, SVAC12]. Testbed [KMSB14]. Testing [WM19]. Tests [HFMC12, WLSW08].

Tetrahedral [SCT06]. Tetrahedralization [Mal05]. Text [AMJ+12, BLE19, CSL+10, CLC+15, CG08, CLT+11, CIWW14, DFG+14, DYW+13, FPB17, FBM16, GUFM15, GBW17, HKBE12, KJW+14, LB19, LKY+16, LYK+12, PKL+18, SOK+16a, SOK+16b, SSBC19, YFZ+18, vHWV09]. TextFlow [CLT+11]. Texton [War09]. Texts [BW17].

Texture [BW08a, BJELYL01, BMRR01, BKK07, CJR07, CR08, CDR+18, DT10, DWK+16, EWWL08, FST+14, GIS03, GO15, GKM+95, HAT+00, HPC+13, HDJ05, IFP07, JWD+14, KSNY17, KHS04, KBH13, LLPP19, LKY08, LHZ+04, LJWF12, MZX15, PS12, RB07, SLW+10, WWYS04, WEE03, WEE07, WDC08, YNBM11, YLY+12, ZDW+05, ZKK02]. Texture-Aware [DWK+16]. Texture-Based [HPC+13, WEE03, WEE07, CJR07, CR08]. Texture-Mapped [PS12]. Textured [APS+14, IYS13]. Textureless [SPP+14]. Textures [BS16, HE99, HHM14, JEH02, KXW+18, LA11, Ney98, QY07, Sc15, TDN+12, WWY14]. Texturing [BHW06, BH07, BMPB08, CDP04, DHM13b, FH06, KAK+07, MNZ+15, RDB+12].

Thaumatrope [SC15]. Theatres [LLKN17]. Their [HQ13, MSvG+11, OHJ+11, YLZ+13, BOZ+14, BLG+16, FNM13, PPF+11].

Thematic [CH17, HHWN02, VJN+15]. Theme [Nie95, Nie96]. ThemeDelta [GJG+15]. ThemeRiver [HHWN02]. Theoretic [CGJM19, XLS10, CJ10]. Theoretical [BTS+18, CFEC17, LNS08]. Theory [BEJK12, DPW+15, Kei00, LLT04, MY96, SJL+18a, STS10, SZHR11, TTR10, VFR13, ZWJ12]. Therapy [ZZSS10].

There [WWZ+18]. Thermal [KJH+18, SGAS16]. ThermalPlot [SGAS16]. Thermoforming [ZT17].

Thickness [GLH+14, LGV+16]. Thin [ELF13, GLB+06, GQGP17, HN+06, SH12, VAW+17, WKZL04, YNYH06, ZQS11]. Thin-Shell [GLB+06, ZQS11]. Thinking [WCR+11]. Third [IYK01]. Third [Kas12]. Thomas [EDK10]. Those [RJD+07]. Thread [MMYK06, WKZL04].

Thread-like [MMYK06]. Threading [PTMB09]. Threat [PDBG18]. Threats [MKN+07]. Three [ADP02, BSL+14, CCAL12, EHS13, FZC+07, GNP+06, GNPH07, HEWK03, HN+06, HDR+19, MBS+04, NE04, RSFH14, SLB04].

Three-Dimensional [ADP02, BSL+14, CCAL12, EHS13, GNP+06, HEWK03, HN+06, MBS+04, NE04, SLB04, FZC+07, GNPH07].

Threshold [SHV+18, TWBBM17]. Thresholds [SBJ+10, ZLK+18].

Thumbnail [WSYM17]. Thumbnails [YDK+18]. Thumbsticks [YFZ+18]. tidally [BJM07]. Tick [TLH10]. Tight [KZW+16].

Tight-Fitting [KZW+16]. Tile [HDJ05, NC07]. Tile-based [NC07].

Tileable [LPP+07]. Tiled [BI12, ETO+10, LSJ+15, NHH+07, RLM10, SM11, tCMR07, ETO+10].

Tiles [HCP+16].

Tiling [LLLF08]. Time [AL11, AMM+08, Auo14h, ASMP17, BS+16, BTG12, BRT12, BTB+04, BGM+07, BGM+08, BLS17, BAF+13, BTB10, BTH+13, BLIC19, BJ+19, CLS+12, CKW+12, CMF+18].
CLC+15, CK05b, CORLS96, CMPC06, CDA99, CSW18, CMP14, DAW13, DS16b, FWSL12, FKRW17, FSSH12, GKT+08, GSS+15, GSCI15, GMD13, GSL+17, GTPB19, GABJ08, GSDJ04, GWBO12, GB08b, GW11, GWP+16, GGPPS13, GT17, GHP+16, HMT19, HKF16, Har16, HE06, HB14, ILRC+12, IHR15, JD05, IBJ+14, JEG12, JME10, JS06, JY17, KRHH11, KL96, KL+09, Kin10, KC14, KLI12, KMD10, KG09, KGG+12, KDA+09, KBK11, KG06, LBP+16, LCR16, LDM17, LS02, LKC09a, LKC09b, LS09, LKR+18, LKS13b, LXT18, LMC02, MB03, MGMP18, MLKS18, MDL+19, MT01, NSH+18, NQX+05, NH+18, OBJ16, OKI15, PSS17, PD04, PPM10, PR17, Per95, PKMR15, QYH+18. 
Time [RGF+04, RHI+16, RS12, RYL+18, RS11H1, RLA+13, RHD+05, RASS17, RBLW07, SBV+11, SBS16, SOS+17, SK16b, SK07, SK08, SCL+12, SYK+18, SN10, SKU+12, SJH+07, SVGR16, SB06, SGAS16, SAC+08, SSR+07, SHR+11, SH00b, TIW+19, TCM06, THWS05, TWB17, TLC+10, THY+14, USE13, VMT06, WRM+10, WFKH07, WB16, WYM08, WTW+08, WC09, WC10, WFW+17, WHZ+18, WCJ06, WSE07, WXY17, WS06b, WS09, WY19a, XESV97, XCH+14, YML+17, YLK12, ZQS11, ZHX+11, ZKW+12, ZDM13, ZX18, ZCPB11, cKJG+12, dRBS+12, vdZCT16, CJR07, FSME14, GCML06, KBD+11, KW13, SFA+15, WSY+07].
Time-Dependent [GKT+08, HMTR19, KRHH11, KL96, KGCK+12, SBV+11, THWS05, USE13].
Time-Discrete [RS12].
Time-Domain [LS02].
Time-Hierarchical [FKRW17].
Time-Octree [WCO9, WC10].
Time-Oriented [AMM+08, RLA+13].
Time-Series [GLS+17, KLI+09, KBK11, SGAS16, WB16, XCH+14, ZCPB11].
Time-Varying [Aon14b, BRT12, BLLS17, CKW+12, CLC+15, CMP14, FWSL12, GABJ08, GSDJ04, GW11, GWP+16, Har16, HE06, JEG12, JS06, JY17, KG09, KG06, LS09, LMC02, OBJ16, PR17, SK16b, SK98, SB06, SSR+07, SH00b, TIW+19, WFKH07, WYM08, WC09, WC10, WCJ06, YLK12, DS16b, KC14, NSH+17, KBD+11, CJR07].
TimeBench [RLA+13].
Timeline [LZW+13].
TimeLineCurator [FBM16].
Timelines [BLB+17, FBM16].
TimeNotes [WBJ16].
Timepoint [BBP08].
Times [CDW+16].
TimeSeer [DAW13].
TimeSpan [LPK+16].
Tissue [HCP+15, SWB+00, SAM+07, TYL+18].
Tissues [CDA99].
Title [Aon12p, Aon11l, Ano14j]. TOT [GPC+17].
TOD-Tree [GPC+17].
Together [ZCJH12].
Tokens [HJC14].
Toleranced [Gu09].
Tomography [AHR+11, WAG+12].
Tone [BKA+11, FYWY16, LR097, SJ10].
Tone-Mapped [FYWY16].
Tone-Mapping [BKA+11].
Tone [YGV+13].
Tool [BISM14, CXM19, CRI06, CGB+13, FPB17, HEFR18, IDA+14, KGS+08, LLL+19].
MLMF12, MHD+18, MAAB+18, NHHY18, PBO+14, SZD+10, SD12, SKW+11, SGPR18, SGB+19, UKF+18, YYT16, WOCH09].
Tool-Hand [CGB+13].
ToolKit [TLF+18, BDK98, BH09, CPW+15, HA17, SLC+19, MTR10].
Tools [BCJ10, BDF17, BYB+13, FH06, HKBR+14, NJ09, RBS+18, SP06, SH12].
Top [LS10, LFR03, SOR+09].
Top-Down [LFR03, LS10].
Topic [AG16b, CLR13, DYW+13, EASS+18, EASD+19, GJG+15, GNDV+18, KKP+17, LWL18, SLW+14b, XWW+13].
TopicLens [KKP+17].
TopicPanorama [WLL+16].
Topics [CLT+11, CLW+14, WLL+16].
TopKube [MLKS18].
TopoAngler [BDSS18].
Topographic [CD+06].
TopoLayout [AMA07].
Topological [AMA07, AJ19, BEHP04, CLB11, DFD+14, DCK+12, GKN05, GJR+14, GNP+06].
Transformations [DS89, LL05, MPK+13, YMY08].
Transforming [DW14, WSLL12].
Transforms [SK00]. TransGraph [GW11].
Transition
[AW03, GW11, MS18a, PV06, vHvdWvW02].
Transitional [JCG08].
Transitive [KL03]. Translating [NW15].
Translation
[DK13, GQGP17, IFP97].
Transmissive [HJS17]. Transonic
[CDL+16, DCH+17]. Transparency
[BCS11, BS11, CFM+13, CWM+09a, ESSL11, HC05, MM17, SC15, Zha14].
Transparent [DK13, GQGP17, IFP97].
Transparency
[HH07, HR07, HTF97, LYS09a, OH98, ZH07].
Transport
[BB09, DT10, FT09, HOG13, DSC16, SPS06, SZN+18, SKL+11, ZSG+13].
Transportation
[PGSF16, ZFA+14].
Transportost [OH06]. Travel
[SFR+10, ZLB+05]. Traversing
[GIK+07, HL09]. Traversing
[ZZM06].
Treatment [JSDS09, ZCD19]. Tree
[BHP12, BKH+11, CBLD11, GZ11, GPC+17, HSF+06, IPD+07, IC07, LPP+06, LXL+18, QYH+18, TSLR07, TdJ14, TdJ15, WXJD17, WV08, XYS+16, YRWG13, ZGH+18, ZT09, NSL19, TdJ14]. Tree-Parts
[XYS+16]. Tree-Structured
[TdJ14, TdJ15]. Treelike
[MK16].
Treemaps
[BL07, GSWD18, KHA10, KW19, SSV18, TC13, TS07, TS08, VvWvdW06, WD08].
TreeNetViz
[GZ11]. TreePlus
[LPP+06].
TreePOD
[MLMP18]. Trees
[AMA06, BSV11, CMM+97, DN13, EG09, FDC+18, GKO7, HSCS11, KW19, MSvG+11, MLMP18, PFP+11, SN97, TFO09, WFM+05, XXM19a, ZLD+14, TGSP09].
TreeVersity2
[GGLP13]. Trend
[MM12]. Trend
[GSL+17, LS09, LD11a, RFF+08, SKK+14].
Trend-Centric
[SKK+14]. Trending
[WOO17]. Trends
[AAFW17, BJCC+19, KNKH19, KBB+18, LRKC10, MOC+14, OJB16, WHZ+18].
Triangle
[AFRS05, GHJ+98, HHI10, HHHQ17, LXB17, LGLR14, MSL+06, Ros99, VP04b, WZW+09, YPI13, eYL07].
Triangles
[Far12, ZD12]. Triangular
[CCS12, De08, GSG96, HTF97, LFR03, Sti98, VCP08]. Triangulated
[BGG04, BEHP04, GH95, WDC08].
Triangulation
[FHSW13, GCT17, MS18b, QCT13, YSS+12]. Triangulation-Invariant
[YSS+12].
Triangulations
[HB03]. Tricubic
[KCOY93]. Trilinear
[AS98, CM10, HTF97].
Trimmed
[St098]. Trimming
[HR07a, SF19]. TripAdvisor
[NM13]. Trips
[FPV+13]. Trivariate
[RE01a, WLL+12].
Tropical
[LPCR19]. True
[HV13].
Trumps
[SOR+09]. Truncated
[NDS10].
Trust
[DLW+17, SSK+16]. Truth
[KDX+12].
True
[MK13c]. Truths
[LB17]. Try
[HSR13b]. Try-On
[HSR13b].
tSNE
[PLvM17]. Tubes
[STM08].
Tuboids
[PFK07]. Tubular
[AH11, SMG+13, WKB+13]. Tugging
[AMA11]. Tumor
[KKMS11]. Tuner
[TWSM+11]. Tuning
[BWSW12, LLL+12, MGJ10]. Tunnel
[ZZM06]. Tunnels
[BL+16]. Turbine
[SOL+13]. Turbulence
[KLSK12, LPQF14, TBR+12]. Turbulent
[HPAW07, LBM+06, LSY+18, SW97].
Turnaround
[NS95]. turned
[SBS16].
Turning
[WLHD17]. TV
[TKTN09].
TVCG
[De18b, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09e, Ano13a, Ano13b, CGGR18].
Twitter
[TKE16]. Two
[CF10, GLX17, GZG+18, HMBG01, JDL12, KBE+18, KRHH11, KBH13, KCP08, LVRH07, LTKF08, MPT03, SSON10, VHL14, WHK15, ZC06, HSKH07].
Two-Character
[KCP08].
Two-Dimensional [JDL12, KRHH11]. Two-Level [HMBG01, LVRH07].
Two-Manifold [KBH13]. Two-Pass [MPT03]. Two-Phase
[GLX17, KBE+18, PSN10, ZC06]. Two-Stage [GGZ+18]. Two-Way
[LTKF08, VHLL14]. Type
[LBH14, MS18a, ZCD19]. Typed [FMH08].
Types [BC18b, RESC16]. Typographic
[AMJ+12]. Typography [BM13, ERLW18].

Ubiquitous [BFE15, BMR+19]. Ugly
[BTS+18]. Ultra
[FSTG16, KWGD11, YDG+16].
Ultra-Compact [YDG+16]. Ultrasonic
[PH07]. Ultrasound
[HQS18, WKM15, zBBK14].
Unambiguous [BRH+17]. Unaugmented
[LBH18]. Unbiased [YWW14].
Uncalibrated [SM09, WLDW11].
Uncertain
[AJ19, FKLT10, GHP+16, LCP+13,
LPRCH19, PMW13, SE17, SNG+17].
Uncertainty
[AE13, ASE16, BBIF12, CZC+15, FBW16,
GSDW18, GBP+13, GR04, GBFM16, GHL15,
HLNW11, HKK18, HQC+19, LFLH07,
LLZ+16, LBR+17, LLLP07, MRO+12,
PH11, PRH10, RWG+12, SHM10, SSK+16,
SBZ+09, SZD+10, SKS12, SDW11, SBP08,
TK14, TVE14, WMK13, WPL96, WYM12].
Uncertainty-Aware
[CZC+15, LLZ+16, PRH10]. Uncluttered
[WJR+13]. Uncluttering [FT09].
Unconstrained [THV+14]. Uncover
[GdB12]. Uncovering [DBB10].
Underestimation [HUPS14].
Underexposed [ZNZX16]. Understand
[GGZL16, LLB+12, LWD+17, WGY18,
WGY19]. Understanding [AAB+13,
BCH+13, BZS+13, CLT+11, DSC+08,
FLF+11, GWP+16, HDR+13, KTC+19,
LM+06, LXC+17, LDM+18, LBLE+14,
LODI16, MRH+10, MGJ+10, MQB19,
NXW+16, UDSL18, VFR13, WLJ+12,
WKCB07, WWS+16, YaKS07, ZLC+19].
Unfamiliar [LKH+16]. Unicube
[HWL+11]. Unified [CM16, DVC07,
GLX17, KKY11, MFS+09, RBB+12, SI05,
TMWS13, WWS+18, ZFSL19]. Uniform
[BT14, LLKN17, NO97, ONL+12, Zha05].
Union [DN13]. Unit [MG+10, PDFE18].
Units [MB19, tCMR08]. Universal
[vdZCT16]. Universe
[FH07, GB08a, MOC+14]. Unobstructed
[CGB+13]. Unsteady
[BS95, BMLC19, FC95, FPH+08, GZL+14,
GHP+16, HLNW11, HLG+14, JEH02, LMO5,
SWCR15, WSTH07, WSE07, WGS07b].
Unstructured [CICS05, CBPS06, CDM+07,
FPB17, FBM16, GJ10, Har16, KM06, MJK06, MHDH07,
RL08, USM96, USM97, WSM98].
Unsupervised [KEV+18]. UnTangle
[CLG16]. Untangling [DFW+12, RD10].
Untapped [HFM16]. Untrained
[KNKH19]. Unwrappable [FWZQ13].
Upper [MZH+08]. Ups [VB18, LLN+14].
Upsampling [YGFX19]. UpSet [LSG+14].
Urban [CKW+07, CHW+18, DZM16,
DFD+14, FPV+13, HZM+16, MSL+17,
MPB+14, OSS+17, PY09, QWC+09,
SZY+18, SWF+16, VABW09, WXZ+16].
Usability [GS08, KWL14, KLD+09, Sim07].
Usage [SOK+16a, SOK+16b]. Use
[BVW+07, CFEC17, DPW+15, HJC14,
akS12, LMK07, PGR+13, RB11, TJS+17,
WZ08, WKB+13]. Used [RZP12, WCR+11].
Usefulness [KPR+14]. User [BHST17,
BTH+13, BLO+05, BGR06, CSL+16,
CLRP13, DC17, DLF+09, EASD+19, FCL09,
FM06, GS08, GDJ+13, GBFM16, HF10,
HB13, HOG+12, J090, KKK18, KGAM18,
KKW+17, LKJ+05, LKD19, LWQ17,
LAK+11, LHYG12, LCS+12, MFZ+17,
MPG+14, PLvM17, PSM12, Pbk+12,
PBC17, RGFL14, RLM10, SKK06,
SBZ+09, SS06b, SMP17, SPG14, XRP+12,
User-Assisted [LAK+11]. User-Author [ZGB+17]. User-Based [GS08].
User-Centered [GDJ+13]. User-defined [JJ09]. User-Driven [CLRP13, SPG14].
User-Generated [DLF+09, vHR08]. User-Guided [BTH+13, MFZ+17].
User-Perspective [BHST17].
User-Steerable [EASD+19]. Users [BOZ+14, FTES13, GMD+17, HGWW18, LKD19, PPP12, SQG16]. User-Defined [Sat13].
Using [AJDL08, AMJ+12, AZM12, AHK+17, Ano96b, ASMP17, AWB11, AERA14, AHL+13, BA05, BSS+13, BBC15, BB09, BDF16, BJLEYL01, BT13, BBD+11, BSE+17, BSKR19, BWC04, BJM07, BJB+12, BWW+17, BSO+12, BARM+12, BPM+13, BWT+11, BMPB08, BC12, BDW+08, CGC+11, CGD97, CvW18, CPW+18, CDR+18, CML+07, CDS+12, CCM+13b, CGV13, CL06, CKLL09, CMM+97, CML+12, CCM12, CRB+05, DK11a, DHL09, DRW16, DLl14, DWB+06, DFD+14, DYW+13.]

User-Assisted [LAK+11]. User-Author [ZGB+17]. User-Based [GS08].
User-Centered [GDJ+13]. User-defined [JJ09]. User-Driven [CLRP13, SPG14].
User-Generated [DLF+09, vHR08]. User-Guided [BTH+13, MFZ+17].
User-Perspective [BHST17].
User-Steerable [EASD+19]. Users [BOZ+14, FTES13, GMD+17, HGWW18, LKD19, PPP12, SQG16]. User-Defined [Sat13].
Using [AJDL08, AMJ+12, AZM12, AHK+17, Ano96b, ASMP17, AWB11, AERA14, AHL+13, BA05, BSS+13, BBC15, BB09, BDF16, BJLEYL01, BT13, BBD+11, BSE+17, BSKR19, BWC04, BJM07, BJB+12, BWW+17, BSO+12, BARM+12, BPM+13, BWT+11, BMPB08, BC12, BDW+08, CGC+11, CGD97, CvW18, CPW+18, CDR+18, CML+07, CDS+12, CCM+13b, CGV13, CL06, CKLL09, CMM+97, CML+12, CCM12, CRB+05, DK11a, DHL09, DRW16, DLl14, DWB+06, DFD+14, DYW+13.]
[MF11, QH18]. Valley [OMD+12]. Value [GCNF13, KHDL07, WAM+19, YHW+07].
Value-Cell [KHDL07]. Value-Driven [WAM+19]. Valued [GK95, GPP+16].
Values [Zag96]. Valve [BSS+14].
Variance [AAGS19, FFS19, FBW16, HSSK16, JBMS09, KBL19, PMW13].
Variable [BBIF12, FC95, GABJ07, JH16, MCP+06].
Variable-Speed [FAC95]. Variables [AT16, BI12, GDST16, GHL15]. Variance [BGOJ16].
Variance [AT16, BI12, GDST16, GHL15]. Variance [BGOJ16]. Variant [FNM13]. Variants
[FM14]. Variate [LD11a, WS06b, YXC+10]. Variation
[GQ+18, HHZH17, ZWZD16].
Variational [BS08, CYC+12, ZWZD15]. Variations [LG12, RKB+16]. Variety
[DSP+17]. Varifocal [DTT+17].
VarifocalReader [KJW+14]. Varying [Ano14h, AM13, BRT12, BLLL17, CKW+12,
CLC+15, CMP14, DB07, FWSL12, GABJ08, GSDJ04, GW11, GW+16, Har+16, HE06,
JEG12, JS06, JY17, KBD+11, KL+SK12, KG+J09, KG06, LLL+12, LS09, LMC02,
MVN+19, NJ99, OBJ16, PSR17, RBDG15, SK+16, SK98, SB06, SSR+07, SH00b,
TIW+19, WFKH07, WMY08, WC09, WC10, WCJ06, WS06b, YL+K12, CJR07, DS16b,
KC14, NW+17]. VASA [KZX+14].
Vascular [KOC+C14, KGPS13, RHD+06, WJR+13, JQD+08]. VAST
[Ano12g, ERT10c, MW13, vW11, Ano16u, Ano18h, Ano18i, Ano18j, Ano19j]. VAUD
[CHW+18]. VDR [YSGM05]. VDVR
[XZM10]. Vector
[AJLD08, BW08a, CML+07, CMLZ08, CKW+12, CM02, CLB+16, DANS10,
DPR00, DNP07, ES05, FBW16, FCL09, GPR+01, GKT+08, Hau97, HEWK03, HA04,
HE06, HLD+08, JKJ+05, LJJ04, LVRL06, LCS06, LTWH08, LHYYYY, LFR03,
MBS+04, MCHM10, MK+3b, NJ99, NLS11, PGL+12, RLH11, RT12, SMKR98, SB04,
SLB04, SWCR15, SRW+16, SWB17, SZ+12, SS13b, TWHS05, USE13, WASQ18, WT10a,
WJE01, WGS07b, WPL96, ZBG+17].
Vector-Based [CLB+16]. Vectorial
[HJR01]. Vectorization
[YCZ+16, YHL+17]. Vectorized
[HXF+15, SG08]. Vectorizing [ZCZ+09].
VectorLens [DMC15]. Vectors [BHD04, FPH+08, JCDW14, OLN+12, VP09].
VEEVIE [PGK16]. Vega
[SRHH16, SMW17]. Vega-Lite
[SMW17]. Vehicle [ZHLR14]. Vehicular
[FCZ15]. Velle [SB17]. Velocity
[CS08, NSE+12, PT17, YNBH11]. Velocity-Aligned [CS08].
Velocity-Dependent [NSE+12]. Venn
[Wir12]. Ventricular [HTP+08]. Verge
[Kra16]. Vergence-Accommodation
[Kra16]. Verifiable [ESN+09, ZXM10]. Verification
[EGG+12, ENS+12, GVVE07, HAGS16]. Verifying [EJR+14]. Verisimilitude
[Yon14]. Versatile
[HWW18, LDC96, PBO+14, SR17, YLX+12].
Version [CMFL16]. Versus
[CHi16, HSIKH07, DFG+14, GLM+17, KYT+18, PTM+18]. Vertex
[CM02, KXW+18, LY06]. Vertically
[SM11]. Vertices [FPH+08]. Very
[IV11, KPR+15]. Vessel [AMB+13, LLL+12, MVB+17, RHR+09, JQD+08]. VGTC
[Ano12h, Ano13]. Ano13k, Ano13c, Ano13e, Ano13d, Ano13f, Ano14l, Ano15c, Ano16k,
Ano16l, Ano16d, Ano16e, Meh17, Sil17a, Sil17b, Sil18a, Sil18b, Sil19]. Via
[GQM+18, ADDG12, BYA15, BMS17, BDD+16, BMW17, BSV11, BSHH15,
CGL+17, CWT+08, CYB08, DZMQ16, DT10, Eib95, GMD+16, GSCI15, GNDV+18,
GGZ+18, HKYM17, IPF97, JKMO1. KCPE16, LYY+16a, LS13b, LL14, LSY+18,
LFW+19, MSA17, NXS13, OOKS16, PSKN06, PKL+18, PW12, RB07, RB18,
SSV18, SSW18, TC09a, TW18, WWB+13, WSYM17, WAG+12, WMA+16, WS09,
WPZ+11, YHLJ08, YYFX18, ZHZ15, ZWC+16, ZNZX16, ZWLC19, ZCW19, ZKK02, vdlEvW14, vLBR+16. Vials [SAB+16]. ViBr [CXDR19]. Vibrotaclte [LBHW18, dJOBNM17]. Video [Ano14h, BGCS17, BC18a, BBS+08, CBH+06, CCL+16, CRH05, DFG+14, DTW+15, FH06, FR13, GSPJ08, HB14, HKH+12, KBD+11, KCW13, LHJ+18, LPC+13, LPS+13, LGYW12, LLY+13, LDX10, LZW+13, LXT18, M13, MFZ+17, NXS+13, OH12, PLC+11b, PZ07, PWG17, Rob98, RSSA08, RG95, SJL+18b, SBE+15, SJK+12, TTO5, TUG17, WKB+08, WLH+13, WLT+18b, WLI+12, YLI+12, ZHQ+07, ZNZX16, ZLX+18]. Video-Based [FR13, ZLK+18]. VideoPlus [Ray02]. Videos [ARL+17, RPAC17, SZN+18, WKC07, WKB+08, WCD+16, ZDJ+09]. ViDX [XMRC17]. View [AS98, BH07, BSEN18, BNTM16, CLW18, DTT+17, FNM13, GLR+13, GR15, GYO2, HSH07, IYS+13, JS06, KLMA10, KERC09, KNO15, LP02, MS+18a, MCH+10, MGJ+10, MTB17, MSM+11, PD04, PBK+12, RBK+15, SM09, SOS+17, TEC+16, TLS17, Wah14, WC09, WC10, WKME03, YSGM05, ZEC08, Zhu05]. View-Dependent [GLR13, GYO2, HSH07, KNO15, LP02, MCH10, PD04, TEC+16, TLS17, WC09, WC10, YSGM05, ZEC08, Zhu05]. View-Independent [SM09, WKME03]. Viewable [OH09]. Viewing [BHW06, IDW+13, KBKG07, LHI11, LLKN17, LDN11, LOD16, LSK+18, TKN+09, TUG+17, vWN04]. Viewings [RCW+18]. Viewpoint [LAIK16, JNC+15, LPS+13, LDX10, TMWS13]. Viewpoint-Dependent [LAIK16]. Views [BBH+17, BBD06, BGO6, CMP09, GKN05, HTC09, LBD13, LKD19, Lin16b, QH18, SY+18, WWZ+19, Wea10, WAG06, ZAM11, vW06, vdEHvW14]. VIGOR [PHE+18]. Virtual [ANR+18, Ano12e, Ano14j, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano15c, Ano16d, Ano16e, AM13, AS11, BGC+11, Bii13, BB07, BZS+13, BAP+17, BTB+04, Bii13, BL15, BPS13, BDH+18, BPS12, BSWL12, BLRW05, BC18b, CPG+15, CWL+12, CDAF18, CLL08, CGJ+19, CPK+05, CR06, CVC+12, COMP13, CWC+06, CMPC06, CLS13a, DS71a, DS18a, DV95, DJK+06, DL12, DRHK07, DDKA06, ERL+13, ES98, FK16, FS14, FBJ07, Fuc13, GLM+17, GPL+13, Ger17, GWP+18, HK10, HBJP12, HSR18, HWK16, HSR13b, HHCL01, HMT10, HSH04, HLRC+12, HBT14, HK16, HR11, ILMH12, INCB18, JBS+18, JAAL18, JPD+18, JAM+14, JSB13, JWL05, KJH+18, KHS14, KBS13, KPBL16, KCT+17, KKL11, KYT+18, KKPS08, LPG+18, LK09b, LYS+10, LBHW18, LLQ+17, LSN09, LIM+12, LBS+16, LvL12, LW+06, LDR00, MWC06, MY13, MBZ12, MRG+15, Meh17, MF11]. Virtual [MLS18, MTO1, NNM+18, NWF+05, NS14, NTS11, NSS03, OBK18, OBS+15, OIR+17, PF09, PWK16, PBK+12, PG12, PB16, PGI+17, RBK+15, SB17, RJ+07, RCW+18, RZ+07, RGFL14, RKA+13, RCL+15, Ros13, SG06, Sat13, SSI09, Sch13, Seq12, SL08, SML17, SzL10, SGJ18, SLMA06, SLO8, SFL+16, SBHW11, SB14, SE19, SAC+08, SFR+10, SLF+12, TMDO15, TMM+13, TL11, TLY+18, UK12, UGF+18, VSS08, VBC+16, Wah14, WGR+18, WXJD17, WL17, WK06, WGC08, WBA+14, YQK+17, YAE07, YFY+18, ZLB+05, ZK17, ZBB+06, ZKM18, vPBB+11, vTRmvM97, SL11]. Virtual-Reality [DJK+06]. Virtuality [RRD+13]. Virtualized [SvdBLM11]. VIS [GCML06, IHK+17, Ano09e, Ano13v, Ano13t, Ano13u, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano16p, Ano16v, Ano16w, Ano16x, Ano17p, Ano18k, Ano19k, LB19, Ano09d, OSS+17, RSSA08, SGB+19]. Vis-A-Ware [OSS+17]. VIS-Stamp
Vis4Heritage [KLYE13].
Vis4ML [SKKC19].
VisBricks [LSS+11].
VisComplete [Koo08].
Viscous [BK17, LBS+19, PT17].
VisDock [CPW+15].
VisFlow [YS17].
VisGets [DCCW08].
Visibility [CICS05, COCSD03, CFW04, CM11, DAC11, FWT+04, HXF+15, KS01, KJL+12, KKCS98, LRP97, LSS13, ME18, MAST16, OSS+17, PPZ+12, Ste98, WC13, ZZZW08, vRKEE17].
Visibility-Aware [OSS+17].
Visibility-Driven [CM11, ZZZW08].
VisibilityCluster [WC13].
Visible [IIS14, KS00a, KS00b, MCP+06, TSB+05].
Vision [CK16, CWC+06, DH08, EIJK18, MOF09, MOF10, OTKS15, RSSA08, SS95].
Vision-Based [DH08].
Visitor [LWD+17].
VisMatcher [MLM12].
VisSizer [WLLM13].
VisLink [CC07].
VisMashup [SLA+09].
VisMatchmaker [LWZQ17].
VisOHC [KKL+16].
Vispedia [CWT+08].
Visplause [ASMP17].
Vispubdata.org [IKH+17].
VisTiles [LHD18].
Vistrates [BM+19].
Visual [AHSS14, AJDL08, AABH+16, AMM+08, AAMG12, AAMH13, AHH+14, AHRT10, AABW12, ABC+19, Ano12g, ASMP17, AERA14, AIS18, BW14, BDF16, BBD+11, BCT13, BKW16, BMCLC9, BHZ+18, BAAK+13, BI12, BBG+09, BJK+16, BAF+13, BAR+12, BSEN18, BPM+13, BBFI12, BDD+16, BISM14, BC12, BSD+09, BM10, BSWL12, CDDS18, CGSQ11, CWZ+14, CSL+16, CLG16, CLZ+18, CD19, CGM+17, CWT+08, CBH+06, CCM+14, CYW+16, CCL+16, CXXR18, CHW+18, CVG13, CDF14, CDW+16, CORLS96, CMC106, CLB11, CMC12, CFEC17, DVP+18, DLW+17, DSG+17, DGWC10, DR08, ERLW18, EIC00, EASS+18, EASD+19, EDF08, ERHRF10, EDF11, EGG+12, ERT10c, EBB+15, FHKM17, FKLT10, FPV+13, FMH08, FHG+09, FZCQ17, FWG09, FBW16, FFG+14, GBRW10, GKL+13, GJZ+12, GS14, GHL18, GLG+13, GS06, GRVE07, GBFM16, GHL15, GXZ+18, GJG+19, GDB17, HSCW13, HWHK16, HEFR18, HSR13a].
Visual [HKR+08, HE12, HKBE12, HKE16, HEL+17, HLRC+12, HWW+14, HFG+12, HME+14, HPV+18, HST+18, HTA+15, HZM+16, HAS11, HOGJ13, HVF13, HJC14, IDA+14, IFP+12, JER16, JBMS09, JFS16, JAO+14, JEE13, JYC+10, KAKC18, KTC+19, KGS+08, aKGS11, aKS12, KLYE13, KBE+18, KNR17, KLM+08, KMDH11, KHI13, KKe02, KRTvW06, KHS+19, KV08, KKL+09, KKP+17, KOJ+14, KBE11, KJW+14, KDM+16, KMG+06, KBB06, KSDD14, KFS+19, KPS16, KSO2, KTE15, KSE18, KG06, KRRW19, KW13, KHSW17, KKL+16, KEV+18, KCK+19b, LSS12, LBS13, LMK07, LHD18, LRM+13, LCP+13, LGM+18, LBK+18, LXC+17, LWCC18, LBL+06, LIn06, LSS09, LSO10, LH14, LS16, LYW+16, LWL+17, LDM+18, LXL+18, LBT+18, LLL+19, LGS12, DSC+16, LFA+16, LDFZ14, LWLM18, LFV+19, MWSJ14, MRO+12, MRH+10, MPK+13, MHS07, MEV+14, MRRS+13, MMT+14, MWCRO6, MKN+07, MFM+13, MPW12, MGJH08, MGKH09, MGJ+10].
Visual [MGS+14, MES+11, MGB+19, MBB+12, MPOW17, MW13, MAAB+18, MGM09, MZC+16, MTRP10, NHB+17, NHEM17, NSN14, OJ15, JOB16, OSS12, ODH+07, OJEF19, PBN+13, PSSC17, PPF+11, PSM15, PSTW+17, PKG16, PKL+18, PGU+13, PVF13, PQF+09, PldM+17, PHV+18, PHE+18, PTMB09, PDW+14, PSM12, PB16, POM+09, PV06, QPNK18, QCX+07, RBK+15, RWF+13, RFL+18, RLA+13, RNF+17, RM15, SSS+14, SSK+16, SZZ+17, SKKC19, SKBE17, SNL06, SSEW19, SGB13, SKZ15, SHB+14, SW13, SMER06, SWY+17, ZSY+18, SBB+18, SNP+16, SKU+12, SYS+06, SLK+17b].
SLMA06, SS18, SWS+11, SPG14, SSL+12, SGPR18, SGB+19, SWL+14b, TAE+11, TKE16, TBHC16, TeVT14, TFJ12, TWSM+11, TSD09, TFH11, TLLH12, TSH+14, USKD12, UDSDL18, Vas16, VJC09, WSH+19, WSD+13, WDC+18, WCR+11, WSO6a, WK13, WzdW13, WYL+14, WM16, WFW+17, WFGS19, WGSY19, WCC, WXZ, WM16, WFW, SGPR18, SGB, +BVPtHR09, BM13, BE09, BPS, BEJK12, BRBF14, BEDF16, BHTY15, BVPtHR09, BM13, BE09, BPS+11, BGM+17, BMW17, BFTWO9, BvL06, BVB+11, BTJ+13, BAW16, CR08.

Visualization [CDC+07, CSL+10, CFM+13, CCH+14, Car19, CZ11, COJ15, CKW+07, CBH+06, CYB08, CWDH09, CJ10, CCAL12, CZC+15, CG16, CGJM19, CCJ+19, CDA+16, CLC+15, CR106, CCQ+14, CPW+15, CFHH09, CMPS97, CDM+04, CvW11, CDF09, CW11, CSCO6, CM09, CDM+06, CRB+05, CZQ+08, CRPH10, CMP14, DK11a, DPW+15, DSSK08, DBM+06, DDW14, DBH14, DZMQ16, DFQ12, DDLO7, DGBW09, DBW11, DPR00, Di17, DDB17, DK11b, DLR09, DTW+15, DWBR06, DHR+19, DCH+17, DRMM13, DB07, DWS10, ES01, Ebe17, EG1+06, EDF08, ET08, EF10, EHP+11, EMdSP+15, ESN+09, FYTL19, FWD+17, FPB17, FKRW17, FCL09, FC95, FSE12, FSME14, FTES13, FH07, FH16, FM04, GGTH07, GJ10, GNBP11, GLvP+12, GJG+18, GLH+14, GHGM06, GNSP+14, GJC+17, GDJ+13, GLK+13, GSWD18, GABJ07, GABJ08, GGA+11, GHL18, GTS10, GTS11, GRS95, GMM05, GK95, GBM+12].

Visualization [GKM+15, GY02, GST16, GCML06, Guo09, GMY11, GXY12, GGZL16, GLX+18, GKK+12, HBJP12, Hg98, HHO+17, HVY16, Han16, Han18, HM95, HHB16, HW12, HKQ13, HE99, HKR+08, HE12, HD12, HA06b, HMSA08, HB10, Hee18, HP04, HSF+06, HA04, HPAW07, HFM07, HMM00, HSSK16, HBA14, HSC08, HLNW11, HKB+19, HHK+12, Hol06, HZH14, HNR+06, HPC+13, HTA+15, HD11, HDR+13, HQC+19, HEF+14, IPD+07, IC07, IDW+13, IIC+13, IKH+17, IIS+17, IYIK04, INCB18, JHKH13, JEG12, JWSK07, JBS08, JHH+10, JKMO1, JKM06, JKJT16, JKM07, JFTW07, JBH+09, JPL16, JGHO8, JEH02, JCG08, JHO9, KMS09, KPHH12, KSG+16, KCJ+10, KHE09, KAM+08, KERC09, KHI3, Kei00, Kei02, KHS+18, KOC12, KOC14, KGD+19, KKS13, KV06, KZD+10, KJW+18, KRH18, KW06, KS14b, KC1+16, KAK+18, KWGD11, KBH+10, KBVH17].
Visualization [Koo08, KW19, KLL12, KK19, KG09, KBE09, KKKW05, KSW06, KHH+16, KMLM16, KCM18, LBS14, LKJ+05, LAM03, LBI+08, LS07a, LVRH07, LCMH09, LwWJ04, LHH+12, LLL+12, LB19, LGV+16, LTPH17, LS09, LIRC12, LSS13, LkH+16, LkK17, LkHW04, LlLT04, LS+11, LGS+14, LDC96, LlL06, LlTW08, LB18, LDN11, LBH11, LBLH19, LP02, LLR08, LlCD11, LNS08, LS10, LCS+12, LST+16, LBR+17, LDA12, LPK+16, LTP+05, LwL14, LSM03, LLPY07, LRF+11, LLCM12, MLMF12, ME19, MRO+12, MKHD05, MB03, MB19, MHG10, MDL07, MG107, MAr18, MK16, MCK12, MHD+18, MAK08, ME09, MMAM14, MKi09, MGM19, MI13, MJK06, MSW+08, MMYK06, MSE+06, MRS+13, MV+17, MSSD+08, MKW07, MDs+18, MqF06, MsS+18, MTW+12, Moo03, MMCE09, ME11b, Mor13, MWN+19, MHDG11, MGW10, Mun09, NM10, NGK18, NW15, NDM+97, NJB07, NLKH12, NKH14, NSW+17].

Visualization [NKHC08, NZ06, Nie95, Nie96, NSL19, NOB16, NSvW11, NH06, NASK18, ORRL10, OJ12, OHJ+11, OM09, OR98, OR99, OSS+17, OPH+16, OSB14, PW95, PZ12, PZ1, PLC+11a, PBO+14, PMN+14, PSK06, PK13, PKG16, PPL+99, PLC+11b, PGL+12, PK5+08, PPZ+12, PK16, PHJ10, PSBS12, PW12, PYH14, PRA+10, PSM07, PPvA+11, PBC11, PMD+07, QMK+06, QH18, RESC16, RGf+04, RB19, RVG06, RbgH14, RBS+18, RPS9C9, RgK+13, RGP+12, Rob98, RJH18, RFF+08, RASS17, RB11, RHR+09, RPH08, RP12, RKG+18, RB18, RM15, RSD+13, RVWT05, SM110, SMDS14, SP06, SP07, SBKE17, SSRE18, SE17, SSC+16, SLA+09, SZB+09, SZD+10, SRHH16, SHV16, SFBP09, SKS12, SWC+08, SOP+12, SKK+14, SK16b, STS07, SHSi1a, SHSi1b, SNHS13, SASS16, SNG+17, SFMB12, SH10, SG09, SKYs14, SBG06, SS16, SOL+13].

Visualization [SAM+07, SLB04, SL+12, SW+15, Srm19, SSG12, SA06, Sil17a, Sil17b, Sil18a, Sil18b, Sil19, SJH+07, SVGR16, SPCJL06, SCM+06, SOL+16, SD12, SPEB18, SG+19, STH02, STH03, SB17, SEB19, SPB08, SOR+09, SSBC19, SGM+11, SEA09, SSG16, Sac18, SS13b, TH13, TD95, TSLR07, TLD+12, TMwS13, TWSK14, TWSS16, TC06, TDR10, TBB+07, TBB+08, TC09b, TCM10, TIC09, TSSA12, TLS17, TM04, TKAM06, TBR+12, TGS11, TNS10, USM97, UKF+18, VzS18, VlB09, VP04c, VfR13, VvWvH+07, VFW09, VKG05, Vl18, VB18, WJA+17, WBJ16, WS06a, WGS07a, WGM+08, WLT08, WYM08, WWLM11, WSA+16, WFC+18, WWS+18, WLF+19, WJC06, WLT+09, WEE06, WSE07, WZ08, WCD+19, WAC+12, WTS+07, WKB+13, WRT19, WS01, WR+13, WWFT03, WSM+09, WFM+12, WG12, WMA+16, WIFI+12, WKD19, WS06b, WS09, WKSS05, WWL+10, Wllm13, WP16b].

Visualization [WcA+17, WLS+18, XHT+07, XSS+17, XLs10, XR+12, XCI9, YESK95, YGv+13, YHY+19, YaKS07, Ynn19, YN06, YSt+10, Ys17, YNC06, Ysz+19, ZHT07, ZH07, ZLYL09, ZWA+13, ZSL+16, ZCD19, ZFS+19, ZCCB12, ZGB+17, ZBG+17, ZXM10, ZAM11, ZzBW08, ZW18, ZOC+13, dLVvL06, tCMR07, tCMR08, vHvDvWvW02, vPPB+10, vPVvDvW10, vWPSP96, vWC06, vW06, vW14, vEHvW14, vFWS08, vFrr17, zBBK14, BPC+10, CJR07, FHL10, GSL14, GLS17, JQD+08, THT19, WCH09, WBD14, Joy02, MSF+09, SGR06, Var01, vWM10].

Visualization-by-Sketching [SK16b].

Visualization-Driven [HB12].

Visualization-Opportunities [KGD+19].

Visualizations [AS05, ARh+13, BSB+18, BLE19, BBD+11, BDFM17, BV+19, BGP+11, CC07, CPC09, CLKS19, CWRy06, DBB10, DBD18,
YESK95, YLX\(^{+}\)12, YL95, YNCP06, ZM13, ZDM13, XZM10, ZAM11, ZWM13, vPVvdW10. Volume-Accurate [AGDJ10]. Volume-Based [PMP10]. Volume-Preserving [HZH14, RSB96]. Volume-to-Volume [FE17]. Volumes [BMA\(^{+}\)19, CMCL06, EMRY02, FG99, HBAB14, HK99, IVJ12, JS06, KCOY03, KSTE06, Ma06, MKW\(^{+}\)08, SMG\(^{+}\)13, SKMH14, Si95, WFKH07, WD10, WFG\(^{+}\)19, vRKEE17]. Volumetric [ASDW14, BKRE19, BAAK\(^{+}\)13, BKS01, BS02, BG07, EM06, FMST96, GW11, GWP\(^{+}\)16, HRN\(^{+}\)03, JFTW07, JFY16, JY17, KPR\(^{+}\)15, KUKT8, NSE\(^{+}\)12, NSN14, OBK18, PFW09, PFW12, SHV\(^{+}\)18, SJ\(^{+}\)10, SLF\(^{+}\)12, ZWBH13]. Walking-In-Place [NSN14]. Walkthrough [ZC11]. Walks [ZC11]. Wall-Bounded [HPAW07, LSY\(^{+}\)18]. Wall-Displays [PBC17]. Wall-Sized [BI12]. Walls [LSJ\(^{+}\)15, RLM10]. Want [GMD\(^{+}\)17]. Ware [OSS\(^{+}\)17]. Warning [KGAM18]. Warped [LM10]. Warping [CK05b, IHK05, LYY08, LLY\(^{+}\)13, MZX15, SSB\(^{+}\)17, STH13]. Waste [KHLM17]. Watchers [KWS\(^{+}\)14]. Water [LHBF19, LPS\(^{+}\)13, ZWW\(^{+}\)12]. Watercolor [DKMI13]. Watercolorization [Yon14]. Watermarking [DNP07, WH09, YPRI17, ZTP05]. Watershed [MW99]. Wave [DBM\(^{+}\)06, Kas12, MAK14, MRG\(^{+}\)15, SRK\(^{+}\)11, MRG\(^{+}\)15]. Wave-Based [MAK14, DBM\(^{+}\)06, MRG\(^{+}\)15]. Wavefront [XWL\(^{+}\)15]. Wavelet [CJT05, DVP\(^{+}\)18, DL03, JBMS09, LF97, LS13b, Mur95, PA06, V04a, V04b]. Wavelet-Based [DVP\(^{+}\)18, PA06, V04a, V04b]. Wavelets [BDHJ04, GK95, GSG96, HQ13, LWZ\(^{+}\)16, WQS07, WL16]. Waves [KLCK17]. Way [BRBF14, KBS13, LTKF08, VHL14]. Wayfinding [HLB\(^{+}\)18]. Weaknesses [DBB10]. Wearable [KNR17]. Weather [BLLS17, FKR17, KTB\(^{+}\)18, ME19, QM16.
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